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OKLAHOMA TERRITORY

I. By Covered Wagon into Oklahoma
Green was beginning to brighten the flatland's dun;
Bushes laid shadows across the wandering road.
The low horizon already hid half the sun
Before they camped by the trees. As darkness flowed
Across the prairie, the dead-grass kindling flickered,
Glowed; the campfire bum~d, lighting a spot
Walled in by night. One of the horses nickered,
And presendy somebody passed at a rapid trot.
A small owl's quavering screech, the sudden squeal
Ofsome small thing in the grass, the 'dusty scent
Of the warm still air-this was a night to feel
And see and hear and remember with vast content,
For here was the Territory; the homestead lay
Perhaps three days, by covered wagon, away.

II. The Dugout
A man who brings his wife to a homestead claim
Will need a house, but the house is only a partHe needs to fence his pasture, he needs to tame
A bit of that primitive soil, to make it start
Potatoes and beans and Com; he needs a well.
The house can wait. Back in a lime rise
A dugout room wiilia pleasant earthy smell
Holds bed and stove and table. Beforeit lies
A valley with trees, and a small stream winding throughMakeshift, of course, but Father plows arid fences
And digs his well. He makes a mistake or two.
His dugout is snug and dry till o~e rain commences
And the creek in the valley floods. His floor is low;
A foot of water comes in from the overflow.'
99
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III. TheSo.d-Breaking
No plow-hadever gouged that ancient sod
Until the day when a man with his cattle came,
Swinging his whip, using its stock for a prod. The prairie was not an easy thing to tame.
Three pairs of oxen-scrawny, my father said,
ijut big and impressive enough to a small boy's eyesLeaned against their yokes, and moved ahead.
I saw the rabbits run and meadow larks rise.
I saw the neighbors coming to watch the breakingMen and women, children and dogs in a stream.
I heard the excited gabble the crowd was making.
But mainly I saw that plow with the massive beam,
Its bright share tilted, nosing into its burrow,
Stripping a ribbon of sod from the field's first furrow.
/

IV. Longhorns Passing
Sometimes an Indian passed along the road
On a gaunt old horse, his hair in long black braids
Touching his saddle. A freighter's mule-drawn load;
A covered wagon with kettles, axes, spades
Stuck on the sides, a lean dog panting along
Between the wheels, children peering out;
Sometimes a cowboy, lariat tied by a thong
To his saddle hom-many folk traveled the route
To Texas and westward; and oneday, crowding the slope
East ofour lit!.le creek, a bellowing herd
Oflonghorn cattle. I saw the swinging rope
Of the cowboy guiding the leaders, the pony spurred
To a sudden gallop, the wide and wonderful spread
Of the great white homs on every tossing headI
100
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V. Little Toads
Plowing and stirring had broken the grass-roots' hold,
And the loose red soil of Oklahoma blew
With the wind, that spring~e open spaces rolled
With dust and last year's weeds, and noPring grew
In fidd or garden. Then rain brought a burgeoning spell,
And growth was quick and lush. Never was gain
So daily-visible. Never sang birds so well,
Or grass-blades dripped such dew. Rain after rain
Had turned a thousand depressions to spawning-places,
And everywhere thousands of little toads,
Too young to be ugly, swarmed from the grassy spaces,
.Their backs dew-sprinkled. They hopped in the sandy roads,
Dodged hooves and wheels, fled where the grass was thin,
The sunlight glinting on every gray little skin.

VI. One Man Rode a Borrowed Horse
The Anti-Horse-Thief Association met
In urgentsession-Bryant's little bay mare.
Was stolen. Now she took on value-a pet,
A family tr~ure. Bryant would sooner spare
Any two other horses. The man was a fool; _
But neighbors took their guns and started a search.
They rode the region, they looked at every mule
And mare and gdding at every hitchrack-church
Or street or auction--grinily inspected teams
From Chandler to Guthrie, followed every track
Through InBian areas, camped by dried-up streams;
Gave up, and all but one man dri£t~d back.
The mare, meanwhile, came home, alone, to her stall;
The borrowed horse never came back at all.
OKLAHOMA TERRITORY
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VII. Oklahoma Night
Saturdaynight, I think, a meeting ofneighbors,
~siting? Dancing? The thingS I remember best
Were talk and laughter, people free of their labors
Crowding together by lamplight; and then the zest
Oithe slow ride homeward. Deep in the wagon box
We childrefi sat, padded with quilts and straw
Against the joltingofspringless wheels on rocks
And blackjack roots, in potholes ofthe raw,
Rain-washe~, and rutted roads. Off in the dark
Some camper's me burned with a flickering light,
Acoyoteyelpedreplytoa farm dog's bark,
A man on horseback, gallQping through the night,
Showed against the sky at the top of a hillOklahoma was half-wild countrystill.

VIII. Buildinga Railroad
Irish Paddies followed the right-of-way,
Camedown the cut and stopped fora week or two;
Tired of the mules they worked, they drew their pay
And took to the cutagain. Som.e ofthe crew
Weresun-cured farmers--Territorycrops
Were thin that year. Profane and wonderful men,
They trundled thebig-wheeled scrapers across the tops
/ Ofridges andJills, they lived in· the Devil's DenThebrown-tentcamp-shouted, brawled, blasphemed
With casualzest,.toldtales to a boy's delightStories with lie and truth m.ost plausibly teamed
To move together~ But once on a Saturday night
I slepttoowel1. A certain emberantspirit
Shotup the camp with his pistol. I did not hear it.
102
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IX. Duel for Jennie
Jennie, belle of the railroad-building- crew,
The foreman's daughter, was courted by severalmen,
Samp and Briscoe being theleading two,
Horse-doctorand dentist. They bickered one morning, and·then
, Briscoe the bantam, and Samp, big and uncouth, .,.
Proceeded from insult to duel-a tooth-pulling match,
Each, with the forceps he carried.Samp, in truth,
Looked like the winner. A~eeing that each should attach
His weapon to whatever tpoth heselected,and pull,
They took positions. The starting-gun fired. They strained.
Samp, the lout, filled his horse.. forceps too full,
Grasping three teeth. Too many; tog fum. They remained,
horse-doctor's loss.
While Briscoe twitched out a molar~e
,
Red-haired Jennie ran off wi~ the stable boss.
1

X. AfterWe Moved to Town
The claim had things to remember-a stranger stopping,
Weary and wet, for shelter in a storm;
The creek in flood; the ripe persimmons dropping,
Sweetened by frost; the spring days sunnyan,d warmExciting enough. Butafter we moved to to~,
How much there was-the school wherewe all marched out,
The triangle beatingtime, as a house burned d9W11;
The newhote!'s greenpartot that used to shont
'At children passing; the elegant wooden walk
A whole blocklong, giving to running feet
A resonant clatter; theSaturday babble of talk
On summer days along the dusty street;
And Sundaymomings,in any kind of weather,
The greatloud church bells ringing all togetherI
.OKLAHOMA TERRITORY
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·XI. The Hard Early Years
Between the Cimarron's bank and the edge of town
The road was a mile ofloose, delightful sand,
Soft to a. boy's bare feet, where wheels cut down
To the £e11oes'depth. The drayman used to stand
Leaning, as if to help his horses pull.
Afterthat,muted mile a splendid roar
Came from the bridge, except when the river was full,
From thudding of calk-shod hooves on the wooden floor, .
From drumming of iron tires. But travel stopped
W1).en a flood balled red in the sandy bed of the river;
The bridge-spans canted, shifted, almost dropped;
We 90ld ones stepped on the timbers to feel them quiver.
We lingered by bridge and riverbank h6ur on hour,
Lured and held by that wild violent poJer.

XII. The Hard EarlyYears
The heat of the sun could bake a sudden crust
On fields too wet, and the cotton plants would die;
The wind could carry sand and brick-red dust
To drift like snow in a fcncerow, top-wire high.
SO}lle ofour friends had kitchens with earthen floors;
They patched their harness with rusty chain and wire;
They whittled out primitive latches' to hold their doors;
They roasted com and potatoes before thefire
For lack of kettles and skillets. I sometimes heard
That com parched nearly black, and ground, would do
. Alnlost as we113$. coffee. Some preferred
SJI!3l1 ~its ofsweetpotatoes, browned clear through.
Those early days were hard, too hard for some;
Mosthomesteaders counted on better times to come.
-Elijah L.Jacobs
104
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SINCE the name of Ruben Darlo is often on the ips of those fan1iliar with
the poetry of the Spanish-speaking world, it appears strange that the poet
himsel£and his poetry are not better known to readers in the United States.
This is, therefore, an essay in ,appreciation of the poet himself, an effort,to
give a thumbnail sketch of the poet as he lived and labored in his nativecountry of Nicaragua, where he was -born in 1867, and to trace the incidents of his
European sojourn when he was to become a figure of some note in Madrid
and Paris, as well as to give some description of his major poetic works.
Ruben Darlo is considered one of the outstanding poets of his period. in
the New World, and by some of his admirers in Latin-American countries, ~
one of the greatest of those who wrote in
Ruben Dario
the Spanish language. Certainly, he is
worthy of study and consideration in North
Poet of
America, where he is little known because
the Western World
his poems are in Spanish with few translations into English~ For this reason,certain
of his poems have been selected and translated into English in. meter nearly like the
original.
GEOR.GE N. MACDONELL
In 1888, .Darla wrote his book Azul
which met with a favorable reception by ~ritics in -ySpainafter its l'ublication.·
He was named correspondent ofLanaci6n of Buenos Aires and, after a period
of such employment, was able to visit Spain,in 1892~ There his triumph began.
When in 185)6 he publis1}ed Prostl$ profarzas he was saluted as a poet of
great sta(pre. He not only liv~d in Madrid but traveled on the continent and
for a while lived inParls, where he acquired experience which m~tured him
and benefited his art. In 1905 his volume of poetrY Cantos detJida y csperanza
"Songs of·Life and Hope," marked him as the foremost poet of his day in the
Spanish Imguage.His later books, EI canto m:ante, "Th~ Wayward Song" .
(1907), El poema del otonol "The Poem of AutuIiln," and Canto ala Argentina "Song to an Argentine Lady" (1910), served to confirm his prestige.
Although his talent began to dec~e after 1910, his glory took on added luster
l

l

I
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as he continued to receive recognition. He was obliged to return to America
oil account of the first World War, and arrived in New York in 1914, gravely
ill, and went to Central America where he died in his native land in 1916,
before hehad reached fifty years of age.
During twenty-eight, years of literary effort Dano had developed his,
creative genius, achieved a new triumph in a school of poetry developed
largely by him, ind had become a major poet who brought about a complete
chang~ in literary style•. His place in the literature of the Spanish-speaking
world would bedifficu1t to overestimate. To Latin-Americans he is somewhat
the same as Garcilaso andG6ngora are to the Spanish people. America did
not have before, and has not had ~ince, a poet of his caliber in the Spanish'
language.
It would do him a grave injustice to base a complete critique upon his
, early poems, such as those in Azul and Prosas profanas. One cannot consider
him as, a Parna$§ian poet who s~ught escape from reality or lived in an ivory
tower, in the Iigbt of his Cantos de vida y esperanza, or El poema del otono.
His fanie 'could very well rest on Azul and such decorative patterns founded
on realism as may be discovered in La sonatina A Margarita Debayle La
marcha ttiunfalrEl reino interior, and Era un aire suave, in each of which
there is a certain formal elegance, althQugh they lack a sense of reality. Certain
of his poems lack the philosophical grandeur of the search for the mystery
of life, or the search for God, and yet they found wide acceptance with the
public. His verses"w:~e repeated by word of mouth, they were current in the
salo~s~ ~~ meetin~ ~£ the literati, in schools and colle~es. ~he~ pleased the
senSIbilities, they delighted the ears, and they fired the tmagmatlon, by comparing beautiful women with the agile fight of butterflies,.or the quiet gliding
ofa swan over amirrored l*e.
Dr. Juan Chabas, professor of the UniversitYof Oriente, Santiago de Cuba"
in his highly estiInable and valuable work, Literatura espanola contempor4nea,
1898;"1950, published by Cultural, S.A., Havana (1952), writes:
.
"It is among t1i.e youth oithe Republics of the Americas that modernism
acquired the fullness of a Poetic school of new values and of· an aesthetic
inspiration of its own. Ruben Dano, affirming it thus, recaptured for America
the supremacy'of this new movement, and apparently it owes much to the
relationships, bo'th commercial or material, and spiritual with other nations
9fthe world."
I

l
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Devoting considerable 'space to Dado in 'Spain, Dr.Chabas says: "His
influence waso vast and decisive that one cannot complete the study ·ofthe
historyo£ our' nineteenth century poetry without considering.especially the
placewhichDarlooccupie$ in it.
"The first voyage to Spain of the' Nicaraguan poet coincided with the
.~ Fourth Centenary of Christopher Columbus in Madrid. Ruben·Darlo arrived
) as a representative of his country with the Pan-American diplomatic delegation.Afterward, he was at various other times in the Asturias, in the Balearic
Islands, and in Madrid. Not all of these later trips have the same interest, but
that' .first trip in 1892, and the one as the Consul of Nicaragua which he
achieved in 190I have them · um importance for poetry.. Ruben Darlo
referred to them various' s, and we take'note· above all of the allusions
made to them in his Autobi graphy (Barcelona, 1915) and the boOk Contemporary Spain' (Paris, I90I).
As a sample of Rub Darlo's earlier verse, I have translated his poem
Dice mIa, which sublec ay be.rendered, "MineSays."
I

I

Mi pobreaIma pmda
era una crismda
luegomariposa
de color de rosa
un cdiro inquieto
dijomi secreto '
" ~Has sabi,do tu secreto un d1a?
~bhmla?

Tu secreto es una
melodla de un rayo de luna..."
"~wia mc1od£a?"

l

. i

My poor pallid soul
w~ a chiysalis ..Then;a butterfly
ofrosy color
An uneasy zephyr
told my secret:
"Have you known your

i

l

secre~oneday?

Oh,mine?

Your secret is a melody of
a ray of moonlight•••"
"Amelody?"

Already the poet had eXperienced the tragedy of his life, suffering which
he condensed into a phrase: "A vast anguish and small cares."H~ acquired
the force ofresignation because of ms doupts in the beauty of the world and in
a vaguemysticistn which nowpossessed him.
'
En mi jardfu se vi6 una estatua bella;
se juzg6mannol y era came viva;
un alma joven habitaba en ella;

sentimental, sensible, sensitiva.
RUBm DARla
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In my garden there was seen
A bcautifulstatueof marble; ,
Andi'itwaso£Beshand blood;
A youthful so.ulinhabited it;
Sentimental,sensible, sensitive.
107
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Dr. Arturo Tories-lUoseco, in his excellent work Ruben Dario, Antologia
poetica, "A ro'etic Anthology of Ruben Darlo," published in 1949 by the UniversitY of California Press in translation, maintains that Dario is the great poet
of the North American continent and one of the greatest in the Spanish
language.
Inasmuch as criticisms of the works of the poet's later years have been
somewhatadverse to his fame Dr. Torres makes the assertion that, as a general
rule, the writer whois not genial loses somewhat with the passage of the years.
Each generation mp.y produce a literary genius in its language; nevertheless,
the writers who form the literary tr.adition of a country become half-forgotten,
their names, always present in the history of literature, in the anthologies, even
in conversation, become of less interest to readers as time goes on. Among
these, Dr. Torres lists many Spanish, American and Brazilian writers, such
as de Espronceda, the Duke de Rivas, Zarilla, EcheverrIa, Marmol, Gon~alves
de MagalMies, and Castro Alves, who are well known to the literary world,
but he asks what person of literary taste now calms his spirit by reading
these poets?
"All go floating down the river of forgetfulness, certain ones still near;
others already distant," he comments. "And in time, all will go and when they
. are rem{mbered in the future it will be for reasons aside from their purely'
poeticvalues."
c.

/

Ruben Dario was not a poet of society. He was not a Catholic poet,
although a Roman Catholic, nor was he a poet of democracy. While he may
not please ev~ reader of today, it may be the fault of the reader rather than
the poet thathe is known widely for his most superficial poems, for those with
the mostbrilliant externalfeatures, for example: La ballerina de los pies desnudos-"The Daricer with the Bare Feet," EI clav£cordio de la abuela-"The
Grandmother's Clavichord," Cyrano en Espaiia-"Cyrano in Spain," El faisan
-''The Pheasant," and many other poems which are without deep feeling.
A trace of vague mysticism appears in his La dulzura del angelus, which
I have translated in the English version as "The Sweet Sound of the Angelus":
f
/
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The sweetness of the Angelus in
earlj morning,
Divinely~ounding, delights the
pro~cial fields,
With an innocent aU and the fragrance
ofrdses,
Of praye~ and visions of the Virgin
and the trill·
Of the nightingale, opposed to
all rude destiny
Which believes not in God •••
The aureate tangle of the vespers
Which evening unwinds beyond
Opaque crystals, to weave the
seamless cloth of our ills.

All madeof flesh and the aromas
of the wine,
And this bitterness of enjoying
nothing,

And not knowing where to direct
our prow;
Meanwhile our poor skifi in
darkness shrouded
Sails over hostilewaves, an orphan
of the Aurora(Oh, sweet fields in the
awakening dawn.)

l Already the poet is speaking of his lost youth, of the bitterness of his
existence, of the falsenes~ of Bohemia, of the sense of being a pilwim in the
world with the nightmare of approaching an 'inescapable doom. Yet he does
not know, and does not wish to know the solution to the enigma of existence,
for he says with entire humility:
Salute the sun, oh spider, do not show rancor;
Give your thanks to'God, oh toad that
you are;
The hairless crawfish has rosy spines,
And mollusks are reminiscent of women;

Perhaps the simple soul of man should remain in an ineffable attitude of
repose when facing the phenomena of nature, in a mystical quietness, in a
recognition of the beauty of nature. In Dado this philosophy has an almost
orientalfatalism.
Ah, sad that a day in its inner sphinx
turns its eyes and asks. It is lost.
Ah, that which asks Eurekasof
pleasure or pain,
Two gods there are, Ignorance and
Forgetfulness

.Know what you are, enigmas having forms;
Leave the responsibility to the Norms
Which in their time the Almighty will send,
(Touch, cricket, the light ofthe moon
and dance the night away.)

In 1910 when he published his outstandingPoema del otoiio~ Dario
handled the poetic language with such perfection that he became famous and
RUBm DARla
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was considered the classic poet of his time. This poem has been compared favorably with the Ruhaiyat of Omar Khayyam, as a pagan song with opt:im!stic
tone,· one calling to eternal youth and love. Gemlike stanzas follow one another with a lyric generosity rarely seen. Forgotten are the past dolors.as the
poet in a jocund }Dood exclaims:
Y no obstantela vida es bella
porposeer
la perla, la rosa, la-estre11a,
lamujet.
YsentfuIos la vida pura,
clara, real,
cuando1a devue1ve la dulZura
primaveral. '

None the less life is beautiful
through possessing the pearl, the rose,
the star, and woman. '
We experience the pure life,
clear, real,
when there returns the sweetness
ofspring.

Almost We can hear the strains of Anacreon and Omar when Dario sings
with Dionysiacfervor:
Rejoice in the Besh,how well
ThatI10w i~ bewitches us,
And afterwards, it will tum
To dustand ashes.
Rejoice in the sun, in the
Pagan lightq£its fires,
Rejoice in the sun because
Tomorrow you will be blind.

Take joy in the sweet harmony'
Which Apollo invokes,
Rejoice in song, because one day
You will not have a mouth,
Rejoice in the cartb, which
One good certainly encloses;
Rejoice because you are not
Already under the soil.

/

His poetry is reminiscent of a Howery scene in ancient Greece peopled
with satyrs and centaurs, nymphs and goddesse$, this modern yet nearly
pagan poet, traveling the road of life with the certainty of untimely death;
crowned with a laurel wreath and with the dove of Venus over his brow.
En n~otros la vida vierte
fuerza y calor,
Vamosaheino de lamuerte
pore1~o de amor.

In us life gives out force and

warmth,
We go to the reaInis of death
by the road o£1ove.
,

The lyrical!agility of the great poet 'of Nicaragua has. been compared
with the prodigious magic of G6ngora. It seems impossible that the vigorous
author of Canto ala Argentina could refine his lyrical strain and purify it to
such a point as to give expression to such ineffable visions as Dano evidences in
,
110
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hislater poems. In his Cancion atonal we are compelled to recognize this multiple gift of Ruben Dario, that force that adjusts emotionally to such variety
in his poetry, the purity of his diction, the lightness ofhis treatment, the intimate harmony that-this poem manifests. I am giving here only the translation:
The west drowns the setting sun;
dressed in purple and gold,
tomorrow it will return.
In life there are sunsets that .
lead us to tears,
Because there are suns that depart
to return no Inore.
Flown is ~e magiCal illusion
in a moment of passion,
And with it the song
of the heart.
This was a king of Colquith
or perhaps of Thulej
A king of lyrical dreams, who
once smiled.
Of his smile perpetual
no one knew whether
It was in pain and pallid
or whether of pleaSure.

.,

Goneis the magicillusion
in a moment of passion
And with it the song
of the heart.
Melancholy evening throws
its canopy over the sea.
The evening star peacefully
and divindy shines in the sky.
There is in the tremulous air
An ardent desire to breathe
Because there passes a zephyr
with the soul of Autumn.
RUBEN DARlO
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Darlo died in 1916, but already the critics' darts had been hurled at him.
The iconoclastic poets of France and· Spain had become known in America,
for example Miguel de Unamuno, whose dry and tortured poetry is"devoid of
elegance and melody. Yet Darlo, geni~ artist that he wa,s, had nothing to do
with the newer school, having died before the great ch~ge took place. In his
last years, he r~d niUch of Dante and carried the Bible in his equipment. He
sought to express apocalyptic visions;" he escaped in the direction of the
poetry of dreams. Rare combinations of images and of memories gave these a
tone of mystery eSsential to all great poetry. He had found his unity of :the
moral and aesthetic, in a form denuded of rhetoric. He wrote an ode to Walt
Whitman, whom he characterized as "this poet who goes along his road with
the superb face of an emperor."
In his pqem Era un aire suave, "It Was a Delightful Air," published in
18g6 in Prosa! pro/ana!, he has captured the orchestra's magical notes in a "
choms ot sounds that flutter to the ear: gallant Spanish dances, fleeting
./ gavottes sung bymelodious Gypsy violins. His poems, many of which are not
capableof being dissected and are difficult to translate must be read in Spanish
to be thoroughly appreciated. I have translated a few to give the sense of.his
poems, the inner content, although the translations cannot always be fitted
into the same poetic forms as the originals. To accomplish such a result in
English would require the genius of Ruben Darlo himself, the poet of Nicaragua, ofthe new free world that is the Western World..
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.DARKNESS had come, but the little room where his grandmother Jay
dying was filled with people now, and the boy was no longer afraid. Earlier
that day, when he was left alone with her, a thing had occurred that frightened
him. and later left him. dazed and wort'aering: an odd thing, that he was
unable to get clear in his mind, but which he vaguely understood as being
somehow responsible for the arrival, with darkness, of the neighboring men
and women; for the strangely diniinished tone of their voices; and for the
brown paper bag, which they had fastened loosely around the room's only
light-- a single bulb, suspended from the ceiling over the bed· where his
grandmother lay.
Shortly before noon he had been lying
underneath this bed, on the coollinoleuin~
Night of the 'Harvest
while his mother cleaned the room and
attended to his grandmother's'needs; he
. (for Sylvia Christine lon~s)
,
was stroking the antique and soporific -Cat,
which had been raised from kittenhood by
his grandmother - which had become, she
astory
was fond of telling him, a "doddering old
man" before h~ was even born.
JERYLW. LAFON ,
After a time he left off caressing it
and began to toy with its whiskers, bending them' double, one .by one. His
grandmother had forbidden this on previous ,occasions, explaining patiently
each time she did so how it impaired their usefulness in meaSuring the width
of holes in fences, and the like; but there was something about their pliant
stiffness that ,made fondling them a great deal more gratifying than merely
running his fingers through,the soft whitehair. Knowing his grandmother
was unable to :see him. here, beneath the bed, he continued to thwart the old
eat's determined endeavors to slumber-feeling somewhat guilty, but giggling
a little at the drowsy manner in which it tried to fend off his hand with its
paw, tucked its head ~er into its stomach, curled into a tighter apd tighter
ball- until finally it could tolerate the game no longer and rose wearily to
113
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its feet, plodded across the room, leaped up to the window sill and went out
through the open screen.
Theb~y became aware then that his mother, also, had left the room. He
remained where he was' for awhile, enjoying the floor's coolness until its
hardness grew uncomfortable, ·then crawled out froIll under the bed ·and
. up intO' the ancient blue plush armchair beside it; there he drew his knees
tightly to his chest, wedged his face between them, and began' to exaIlline
closely the spaces. between each of his toes in turn. "Granny," he said mechanically, "tell. me the one about Oliver 'n' Roland."
But his grandmother lay exactly as she was, staring at the ceiling, and
made no reply. The boy looked up, after a Illoment, puzzled. "Granny?"
She turned ,toward his voice this time, raising her head weakly from the
pillow; instantly the boy saw the new thing in his grandmother's eyes-the
thing which had sent the icicle lancing into his heart-the thing that had
never been present before today: the glassiness, and the terror.
, "No! Oh-no, Doctor, not today!" she pleaded feebly. "Ncxt week,
Doctor~itisn'ttimeyet, please!" And she let her head fall back to the pillow,
began rolling helplessly from side to side. "Don't let him, Harvey," she
begged; "hot today, pIcasd"
."Oh Doctor-man," she moaned, and "Oh Harvey-Harvey!" in such a way
as to set a four-yeqr-old scalp aprickle. Or send a young man skipping from
the room in a hurry when he couldn't help seeing that her eyes were openthat she was not asleep and dreaming-and couldn't help remembe,ring (he'
'had been told more than once) that his Grandfather' Harvey had gone off
to live with God, so many years before.
.
"That's th~~yin' in 'er," his father had said at lunch, slicing a piece of
Cheese, getting a warning glance from. the boy's mother~ But not in time:
"What was dyin', Daddy," he wanted to know.
"Hush, Honey," said his mother: "Eat your sandwich now," and "Look
here, this is what the moon's made of," passing the cheese for his closer
in~e~o~
.
"The boy's eyes widened in momentai.-y unbelief: he stared at his mother
with his mouth sliglitly open,'revealing the milky masticated brea.d he had
not yet swa.llo,¥ed; then looked to I#s father for confirmation. But his father
was looking fixedly down at the table and chewingthou;ghtfully. The boy
decided to accept it on his mother's word; he .examined the cheese on the
/ 114
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saucer she had set be£or-e him, then lifted 'the top from the sandwich he was
eating and studied his ownsIice of cheese, comparing them carefully. This
too was a n~wthing-something of which he had not been informed.' "Izzat
where this piece come from, Daddy-'fr01llthe·moonr"
Out of the comer '0£ .his' eye he saw his mother look at his' father and
smile; saw his father return the smile, look up and return it sheepishly."Well,
yeah, I l'edon it is-:-tastes>Iike moon cheese to me," said his lather, and the
smiles developed into chuckles.
,
Delighted to find that he had said something witty, the boy laughed too,
louder than his parents, and forgot temporarily about the heart-dillliDg look
in his grandmother's eyes, which was called dying. '
Mter lunch he sought out hiS bubble set, filled a small battered pan with
, soapy water, and went outside. The sun was hot, and for a moment blinding.
He stood on the gray'weatherworn porch, squinting;then·moved down the
three rough wooden' steps to the yard. Grass was lacking there, and 'the
-patches of hot bare ground burned his feet.'When he reached the comer of
the house he hesitated, staring at the gro:undand thinkjng, wriggling his toes
in a little pile of dust. Finally he ~ned the corner and made his way to the
peach tree outside his grandmother's window; here hecare£ully placed the
pan of :water in a crotcho£ the tree andcIimbed easily to the second branch,
ata level with the window. He straddled the limb and kicked his feet back
and forth for- a while. He inspected the rough bark 'of ·the tree, explored it
with his fingers. Maybe he would find some rosin. If so, he would chew it.
He plucked a leaf and chewed on it, instead. He ignored the open screen.
- He politely disdained to peer through it, casually absorbed ·in his own affairs.
The house was very dim inside anyway; there was little he could~not make
out, from the corner of his eye.
.
, At last he relented, removed 'his bubble pipe from the box, mid began
blowing the big many-eolored on,es his grandmother loved to see.
'
She had been.sick for most of the summer,and in bed since her return
from the' hospital.· He caIne here often during the.long drowsy, afternoons,
ostensibly to escape from the heat, in reality to entertain her: he was solitary
perforIiler for an audience of one, and the tree was his stage. Sometimes he
executed simple feats, such as chinning himself or hanging' by his legs and
"skinning the cat" on a limb of the tree;,butshe never failed to applaud his
. daring, and he had never,di~lged that these acts were not'really difficplt.

a
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Other times he would bring the bubble set. He had become, since
receiving the set as a present on his fourth birthday, an accomplished blower
of soap bubbles; had mastered the trying business of producing the big one,
and of perceiving the exact moment to remove the pipe from ¥s mouth
before the bub~le broke. Holding a finger over the hole in the pipestem, to
keep the air in~ide, he would gendy disengage each individual product· of
his art from theibowl of the pipe, so that it floate~ lighdy past the window for
her consideratiqn and approval.
Now and ilienshe would call out t~ him, saying, "Hup-ee I There's a
beauty," and nami:ng the colors she fancied she saw as the bubble caught the
sunlight-using words like topaz and garnet and amethyst and sapphire. At
times the boy suspected that these strange-sounding colors were not actually
present: he yearned· to find them, but althoug4 he could see the bubbles
clearly he had never been able to identify anything other than the elusive
greens, purples, and yellows that flickered briefly and then were gone. This
too was a secret he kept to himself, however, for he liked hearing the bubbles
described in these exotic terms.
Today the boyls performance was rendered in vain.. He sent bubble after .
.excellent bubble wafting past the window, but no calls of encouragement
issued forth from the darkened room. Finally he decided that perhaps his
grandmother hadoutgrown the game, and to show her that he too considered
it somewhat childish he dropped his pipe into the pan of water and purposely
dislodged the whole affair from its resting place; it landed with a splash and
a clatter at the base.of the tree•
.But when his manlier feats also failed to evoke response, his curiosity
overpowered him. Grasping a limb above his head with one hand, he cupped
the other hand to his temple and leaned far oUt to press his face algainst the
screen. He ~arely had time to glimpse his grandmother, lying {;hite and
inert, before he lost both grasp' and footing: his hands' scraped the screen,
then the side of the house, and he landed with a jolt in the soft earth of what
had once served as a flower bed below the window.
.
Some may suffer the slings and arrows all their lives in stolid and
courageous
silence, so long as they are permitted to retain their' semblances
of pride; others may be willing to swallow their pride from time to time as
the boy had done; but when the essential dignity of a man has been assaulted,
and for no good reason, it i~ a time to protest vigorously to anyone who will
~
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listen. The boy did so now, wailing at the top of his lungs. He was unhurt,
physically, but his Soul had been dealt a blow too many. Large saity tears'
streamed down the sides of his nose, coursed into the corners of his mouth,
dribbled off his chin, splashed into ,the space of dusty ground between his
legs. He paused between howls only long enough to get his breath and try
to determine what effect his demonstration might be having; but his cries of
outrage were unheard or unheeded by all save one, a shaggy flea-ridden red
OI~e, who stood'feebly wagging his tail. Sneezer, the Irish setter, was also a
venerable member of the household; hearing a beloved voice lifted in the
not unfamiliar strains of distress, he had come <m'noiseless feet to investigate.
Unaware of the dog's presence, the boy had just tilted his head back for
another prqtracted wail when he was caught £Ullin the mouth by a wet but
sympathetic tongue. He looked at the dog in astonishment, a little uncertain
as to what his next move should be. Mter the moment of indecision .he
realized that he was not quite finished with his crying and cocked his head
for another try at it. This time the tongue stroked his chin, and in spite of
his best efforts the boy's attempted wail was more than half laughter. "Aw,
Sneezy, you Craiy," he said indignantly,and wiped his mouth with the back
of his hand; then, with a great lump of,love in his throat, he put both of his
arms around the dog's neck and hllgged it tightly. .
The cat had turned the corner and taken sevual steps before it spied
the dog and came to a sudden halt. Sneezer spotted the cat at the same instant:
there was a low growl that exploded into a bark, a flash of white, a, streak of
red, and again the boy was left alone.
He sat forlornly, with his back against the house, silent except for an
occasional snuffle and gurgle. His nose wore a smudge from the dirty screen_
and his lip was adorned with a ribbon of. yellow mucous. Mournfully he sat
and sifted dust through his fingers, until several tiny mounds 9f dirt with
pinhole perforations, like miniature volcanoes, gaiJ?ed his attention; then he
picked up a slender twig and almost unconsciously began to flatten out
the little hills of dust. "Doodlebug, doodlebug," he mumbled: ''Flyaway
'
home...."
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HIS GRANDMOTHER'S illness was something which the boy had, until today,
been taking for granted-.like the ugly, never-healing. wound on her ankle,
the result of a train-wreck injury years earlier, that required daily doctoring
and constant bandaging; but seeing her steadily grow thinner and whiter, he
occasionally wondered about it. It was a thing he had never understood,
knowing only that it was in some way related to the peculiar hump in the
bed sheet,.madeby her swollen belly-a hump that grew larger, day by day,
while the rest of her body became pale and shrunken, until the mound
ben.eath the sheet seemed to reach the size of a small round watermelon.
Then one day the doctor would come, and if the boy happened to be present .
in his grandmother~s room he would be told to leave. Ling¢ng in the
hallway, outside her door, he ,would sometimes hear her voice, gendy protesting: "Not today, Doctqr-man, please. Let's wait until next week-it. really
isn't time yet, please."
When he saw her again the mound beneath the sheet would no longer
be visible,· and she would be in a pleasant and talkative humor; this, he had
learned, was the time to approach her if he were in the mood for a story:
one or two days after old Doctor Shanks had paid her a call.
Before the sickness she had never needed coaxing. All during the winter
past he had spent the darker, more dismal afternoons in her room, sitting
beside her in front of. the open fire, or sitting on the hearth near her feet,
while snowfe~ past the window and she darned his father's socks on the
lime long-stemmed.gourd she had found in the garden: telling him tales of
knighthood and. chivalry, sometimes reciting passages of poetry. A lime of
the poetry he had learned by heart, not understanding it but loving the sound
of her deep melodious voice; liking the distant misty look that always
appeared w~en she recited her favorite pas~age--with jaw firmly set, so that
it sounded almost as if she were speaking through clenched teeth.
"One who never turned his back," she would "recite with vicarious pride,
''but marched breast-forward! Never doubted Clouds would break. Never
duh-reemed, though right were worsted, wrong would triumph. Held?"
she would ask, ''We fall to rise! Are bafiled to fight better. Sleep? To
wake! •••"
-Frequendy tears would fill her eyes: "Those are beautiful lines, I love
..J
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that little old Bobby Browning." With gourd and needle poised, she would
peer at him over the tops of her rimless nose-grip spectacles: "Don't you love
that little scamp? Those are beautiful lines, aren't they?"
He would nod enthusiastically, filled with affection for Bobby Browning.
But not understanding about the "beautiful lines." Never questionirig,. but
longing-to comprehend.
A few times during the winter he had been allowed to spend the nights
with her in the big soft bed of goose feathers. On these occasions they would
lie awake until far in the mght, in a delicious unspoken conspiracy against
p~ental strictness. There would be numerous stories on nights like these,
some of which she had read in her ancient and tattered textbooks, and a few
of which would spring up instantaneously in the fertile soil ofherimagination; and always, the finalstory,of the night, the one she neyer tired of telling
and he never tired of hearing: .one of her' own stories, about a wretched little
unloved orphan-boy, who finally ran -taway from the' orphanage, where he
had been treated cruelly all his life; ran away to a distant city with 'his only
friend in the world-a pet monkey named Beppo-and made his home in
an empty packing crate behind a deserted warehouse: stealing food for himself and his monkey, having many harrowing adventures and ~arrow escapes
-finally getting caught, but by a wonderfully kind and understanding and
childless couple, who legaJiy adopted the little boy and. his, monkey and
took them into their elegant home to live.
After this story had been told they would lie' staring into the fireplace,
at the dying coals and embers glowing red in the darkness; and, as the, room
grew coo~ "Close your eyes now," she would say, "and tell me the colors
you see."
He could never . seem to find. the proper words to. describe them: . the
ragged lightnings of 'orange, the filmy networks Qf silvery blue, the little
green islands in an bCean of crimson. But his grandmother would ·seethe
colors, and other things. ·as well: pink gr~ceful swans, floating iIi pools of
indigo-blue; tiny scarlet boats on winding emerald rivers; pixies and fairies,
riding on white fleeqy clouds rimmed with gold•
.He would try vdry hard to see these scenesinhi~ own mind, closing his
eyelids tighdy, sometimes pressing his knuek1esagainsi: his eyeballs in an
effort to make the visions come-seeing nothing more thaIi little puffs of
colored smoke, which gradually merged mto a single color, a dull and lifeless
.<'
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brown, until even this melted finally into obscurity and there were no colors
left. Only the darkness of sleep.
But the images would come then, so vividly that he would wonder why
he had not beep able to see them before; with such clarity he would think
it strange, so strange here in his dreams, that he had been unable to describe
the simple things he had been seeing before sleep came. If he were capable
of conversing from the realm of slumber, ,he might tell his grandmother in
her own terms of the things he saw there.
Once, his mind had started tiptoeing toward the tranquil regions of
sleep while she was telling of a sunset; and as her voice dwindled to a pleasant
droning in his ears he had s~emed to be standing somewhere on the brink
of a high cliff, with the sunset spread out before him, seeing the clouds she
described - orange, pink, rose, vermilion, purple, and gold - in all their
splendor and detail. One of the smaller clouds, a Huffy pink one, had parted
company with the others and begun drifting slowly toward him. Just as it
finally reached the edge of the cliff, where he was waiting to climb aboard,
he saw that it was not'a cloud at all but a little two-seater airplane-very much
like the toy plane he had been given for Christmas. The pilot, who bore a
strong resemblance to his father, had come to take him home.
,He climbed into the open cockpit behind the pilot, and in an instant
they were soaring noiselessly through the sky. As darkn~ss fell and the sunset
diminished from sight, the deep blue dome above them came suddenly alive
with fat sparkling jewels-still moist, like huge drops of dew, from having
appeared so Iecendy~ One of these stood out from the rest, much larger and
more beautiful, like topaz and ruby, and sapphire and gatnet, and emerald
and amethyst=-like all of the exquisite gems~ which the boy had never seen,.
collected now into a single magnificent star. As he watched, awed by its
brilliance, it abruptly began to fall, arching slowly downward through the
night, like the Roman candle he had'seen at his Uncle. Hobe's on New Year's
Eve. His throat ached for its beauty. He was .6.11~d with a desperate yearning
to touch it-to grasp its loveliness, if only for a moment, in his hands. His
longing became so intense that the little airplane continued its journey without him, and he was somehow left Hoating there in the sky, waiting for the
falling star to reach him. It did; finally, and he put out his hands, cupped to
seize its beauty; but it burned right through and kept on falling.•..
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III
WHEN BROTHER PURVIS began en~eating the Lord to be with the sick in body
everywhere-as well as the sick in spirit-and reminding him to be with
those people in war-torn nations,,, relief in the'room was almost audible;
everyone present knew that the end of his supplication was now' in sight.
He had been explaining to the Lord at length about the basic goodness of
the dying woman's soul, as though defining her subder and less-evident
charms to a person who ~carcely knew her; but now the eulogy was finished.
As he pronounced the words "A-Men," two. or three pious voices repeated
them, softly seconding the motion.
The boy had not been list~g~ to all of the minister's words; but he
had k~pt his head down and his eyes closed, like the others. He had been
seeing! the colors and wondering how he might describe them to his grandmothe~ the next time he was allowed to spend the night with her. When he
heard
rusding and coughing, and thoe.sound of 'thrOats,bein
.. g cleared, he
opener his eyes and saw the moon, full and new~y risen, hanging low and
round and framed like an ~ormous ball of yellow cheese in the branches
of the peach tree.
His grandmother was in a coma. Doctor Shanks had explained it to the
room at large before he left; and there was, he said, no way of knowing....
Maybe she would last the night ... maybe not. Meanwhile he was sorry,
,there wasn't anything he could do .•• wasn't anything anybody could do .'..
keep her comfortable, maybe • • . she was a mighty brave woman.
But what was a coma, the boy had wanted to know. ''Whatsa coma,
Mommar"he had inquired of her legs, encircling them with his arms, in
a fond embrace; and ('Hush, Honey," she had replied, "Granny's in a coma.
It's a-well, sort of ... Granny's in a deep ••. hush now."
Something deep, then. A well, sort of. Something deep, and indigo-blue
incolor.•' ••
The women were sitting around the bed in a kind of semicircle, his
mother occupying the blue plush armchair, nearest his grandmother. Now
and then she reached out and removed the damp washcloth from his grandmother's forehead, handing it to his Aunt Effie and saying, "Here, Effie,
damp it again, Honey: ~he's burning up, poor thing." And his Aunt Effie,
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eager to be of at least equal assistance, would quickly douse the rag in the
bucket of well-water between her feet, squeeze it, and pass it back to his
mother: "Here, Honey-'here's another cloth, poor thing." And old Grannie
.Shaw, next in the semicircle, would take up the words in a litde refrain and
echo them musically around the arc: "-Another cloth, poor thing. She's
., up, poor t hg•...
in"
.
burmn
Grannie Shaw was always present on occasions such as this. But she
never came to render 'assistance: she was wizened and frail, and not eXacdy
right in her head, besides. Grannie Shaw was nobody's grandmother, in
reality; but she was everyone's grannie. She was eighty-odd years old, and
she was here tonight, in this house, in this room, simply because, at such a
time, it was the granniest place to be. She had, in fact, outlived a great many
of her "gran'churin", and she was often the one who continued to sit beside
the bed throughout the night, after everyone else had gone home to his own,
after the patient had passed on. to another world. In her pink faded sunbonnet-' wearing her round, green-tinted, gold-rimmed eyeglasses - with
her lime gnarled' hands clutching the litde gnarled walking stick between
her skinny knees - chewing perpetually on something known only to
toothless grannies-she was always on hand at events such as this.
"Miss Emily" Harkin was sitting next to Grannie Shaw. Miss Emily
was perhaps the closest friend of the woman who was dying beneath the
shaded bulb. The two of them had much in common. Miss Emily (like the
boy's grandmother ,before the'illness) was a large woman, of the sort who
might have been called, in her more youthful days, statuesque.' She had the
same beautiful silver hair that the boy's grandmother, before the sickness,
had always worn, in a bun at the back of her neck-which Miss Emily wore
in brai4s, coiled about her head and fastened tightly at the top. Like the
boy's grandmother too, Miss Emily had already survived h~. husband by
manyyears.
She was an enduring source of awe for the boy. At some dim, unfortunate
moment in her past she had undergone an operation on her throat; and now,
when she spoke, it was with a voice not her own: it was only her lips moving,
an&someone else's voice-:-seemingly a man's-which appeared to come from
a lime box inside her. The boy had asked about it once, thiokingperhaps
sliemight have a radio hidden in her chest. Miss Emily had studied him
affectionately, with a mixture of sympathy and amusement; then her eyes
122
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had begun to gleam mysteriously, and abruptly the little radio had announced
-from deep inside her throat: ''Yes, she accidentally swallowed me, several
years ·ago-the old fooll" And both Miss Emily and his grandmother, with
a perfectly coordinated maneuver, had thrown back their heads in unison,
in a duet of noiseless laughter.
Tonight, however, MissEmily~s station was off the air: she sat alinost
motionless, with her head tilted slightly to one side, and watched her dying
friend. Her hands,. the slender fingers entwined in her lap, were in placid'
contrast to her grief-clouded eyes. ,
Sister Purvis, the minister's wife, was seated in the chair at Miss Emily's
left; and Hattie Pritchard, the local schoolmistress, compieted the semicircle.
Hattie also was a near' friend of the boy's grandmother~ and aside from
Miss Emily it was she who had come most often to visit during the illness,
frequently bringing books for the sick woman to read: textbooks on literature
and ancient history. From time to time she :leaned over and said something
in a low voice to Sister Purvis, who would nod her head and relay the message,
delivering the words in a whisper to Miss Emily's inclining ear.
A fat woman sat by the window, a little way.apart from the others,
occasionally stirring the air with a large cardboard fan. She was sitting in
a straight-backed, cane-bottom chair from the kitchen, and it hardly
accommodated her size: her thighs overflowed at either side. She was new
in the community, and it was pardy for this reason that she had not joined
the semicircle. Primarily, however, it wasto be riear the window. She had lost
no time in acquiring the fan on her first Sunday at the church, where Brother
Purvis preached.
The room smelt sickly of her gladioluses. She had brought them tonight,
aq-d the boy's mother had pht them in a water pitcher and placed them on the
mantelpiece above the fireplace; but they had not been freshly cut. Withering
spikes of red, white, and yellow, some of their petals had already fallen to
the hearthstone. •
.
The fat woman made no apparent effort to overhear, or take part in,
the whispered conversation around the bed; but intermittently muttered,
"WhewI" or "Lordy, it's hod" to nobody in particular. Once she reached
for the boy, with. the intention of placing him in her -lap; but he shyly'
wriggled free, timid of strangers and instinctively disIjking the stains of
brown that outlined her mouth and emphasized the-crevices of her lips.
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The men in the room stood in a group, conversing softly in their deep
bass voices, gravely bobbing their heads at one another. Uncle Hobe and the
boy's father stood in a corner with Brother Purvis, talking earnestly; or,
more exactly, listening earnestly while Brother Purvis talked. Except for
them the only masculine face in the room which the boy's eye had singled
out for observation belonged to a young man who had winked at him a few
minutes earlier and called him "Cotton." It was the face of a young man
who had moved into the community early the previous spring: he had
purchased the little farm a short way down the road and was now their
nearest neighbor. But to the boy's knowledge it w:as the first time the young
man had ever been inside this house, although he passed it often on his way
into the village-usually walking, occasionally driving his tractor.
In the spring the boy's grandmother had been a big woman, still able
to work in the garden. During the warm months before her illness the garden
was where she had spent most of her waking hours-planting, in addition to
the little beds o£ flowers and strawberries and radishes and onions at the
upper end, several rows of corn and tomatoes and butter beans and potatoes;
and a single row of watermelons. This year the boy had wanted to help with
the planting, and after questioning him ironically as to which side of the
fainiIy he owed hjs diligence (certainly not to his father's clan, she had
remarked wryly) his grandmother had consented-pleased, in spite of her
caustic comments, by his willingness to help.
Late one afternoon they had been preparing to plant potatoes. They
had been working since noon, and the boy's arms were numb with fatigue.
He was still only halfway across ,the final row when the young man passed
the garden. It must have seemed a curious sight: the tall aged woman, bent
almost double and hoeing furiously, wearing a dress that reached below her
ankles and an enormous sunbonnet which was-even for this rem.ote and
timeless section of the country_·a little outdated; and the little cotton-haired,
. sun-toasted boy, scarcely as large as the hoe he wielded, chopping grimly in
the next row down, wearing nothing at all except a pair of ragged blue
overalls which had been cut off above the knees.
The young man had slowed his walk to gaze at them. But Granny looked
up and ~aught him staring, and the young man dipped his chin in a nod,
then looked qUickly in another direction. Granny straightened up to her full
height, brandishing the gooseneck hoe and shouting, "Don't just bob your
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head at me, young man! If I happen to be working in this garden when you
walk past it, speakl" She had literally screamed this last word and had then
added defiantly: "The name is Talburton-Aitck Vee Talburtonr' (It was
not untypica1 that she used her dead husband's initials by waY'of introduc- .
. tion; nobody outside "the family had been permitted to know that her given
... name was Tabitha. Even her dearest cronies, Hattie Pritchard and Miss Emily,
called her "Tallie," or "Tal," or simply, "Talburton.")
.
Flustered, the young man had merely nodded his head again. He
attempted a smile, succeeded only in looking as' though he had just been
bitten by a snake.. But he h~d never failed to speak thereafter, or wave from
his tractor, or stop to lean. on the sagging wire fence for a chat, when he
passed the garden.
The boy, also, had been s~prised, looking up in dismay, at the tone of
his grandmother's voice; but even as he saw the little sparks of fire that were
prancing in her eyes, and took note of her pulsating nostrils, he w~conscious .
of the smile held tight at the corners of her mouth, and his alar.in had subsided rapidly. Afterward, when the young man was out of sight, "You're a
good worker," she had said-so unexpectedly, he immediately wasn't tired
anymore, plodded along beside her even, while she finished out his row and'
dropped the little chunks of potatoes into the furrows: "We're sowing now,
when' summer comes maybe we'll reap." .
Summer had come. Now it was Indian Summer, and it seemed to the
boy that the reaping had been forgotten by' everyone except himself. He no
longer mentioned it, not since the sickness, but hope like a thorn in' his daily
thoughts could still produce an image of his wakIDg one day to the coolness
of early-morning air on his naked body: he would open his eyes to find that
his grandmother had drawn back the cover;. she would be bending above
him, peering at him "over the tops of her spectacles. "Up! Up, litde Hindu!
Today we're going to reap."
. The· boy's disappointment would have been less acute had he known
that the reaping, which··his mother had been se~g after for several weeks,
was connected in any manner whatever with the corn he tried to help her
silk, and the butter beans he tried to help her shell, for these were chores he
despised. Especially the corn: the silking in itself was tedious enough, and
there was always the soggy, rotten-looking tip, dank and unpleasant to the
.touch; forever the uncertainty as to what sort of hideous green worm might
I

•
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,be lurking in the darkness, under the fibers of the tassel, to make his flesh
crawl.....
But his flesh crawled now, and for the second time that day his breast
was pierced by an ice-cold sliver of fear, as he heard the sudden loud and
unearthly gasp from the bed-prolonged, as if his grandmother were trying
to drink up all the air in the room with one tremendous sob. He found
himself sitting in the; fat woman's lap of his own accord, her face a blob of
white through the boiling tears: "Whatsamatter with 'er, lady-whatsamatter
\\j' Gran?" he implored in a whisper, while simultaneously an inner voice
was pleadiIig silendy, fervendy: Godl Godl Godl be wl them people in wml s
tornations and the old white cat was entering unnoticed through the open .
screen.
The fat woman winced, visibly taken aback by her unexpected visitor.
She looked furtively about the room, mildly embarrassed as she gendy pried
his fingers loose from the enormous breast he was clutdllng with all his
strength. "Hush, Honey," she said sofdy. "It's all right: your granny's havin'
a little trouble gettin' 'er breath, that's all. God is-takin' 'er breath away, I
l

recko~."

But, ''What's breathl lady?" he wanted to know. He wondered' if
. perhaps it too were made of something altin to cheese: something firm but
yielding, and y~owish orange in color. '
The fat woman had no answer. She was having a little trouble getting
her own breath. ''Lordy, it's hod" she said, and· began' to stir the air more
rapidly with the c;ardboard fan.
fe
It was the same thing his grandmother had said, just before the horris
.staited to blow.
An awesome and thrilling thing, 'his first visit-his -only visit-·to the
big, sprawling city: the crowds and the traffic and the noises and the beautiful
window scenes and the laughing, josding people. But the day had' spent
itself, he was tired, and there had still been the long walk back to the bus
station, where they were to meet his father and mother. "Lardy, it's hod"
said his,. grandmother, when they were halfway across an intersection; and
just then theJight changed, and a man in his car sounded the horn.
I
His grandmother stopped in her tracks, brandishing the walking stick ..
/ and looking fierce. Another horn honked, and she shook the stick at it. Then
/
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another horn, and another and another, until .suddenly every car in sight
was sounding its horn, some going beep-beep," some going tin-tin, some
blaring and some bleating, and his grandmother waving the kno~ old·stick
at them all, her eyes aflame, her nostrilsaquiver, grim little sniile ~ithecorners
of her mouth, like the insane maestro of an orchestra gone bederk, leading
it in a wild· and terrifying symphony of deafening, discordant sound.
Walking numhly by her side, in the eternity it required to reach the curb,
he could not be certain whether she deliberately allowed her chin to precede
her, as she hobbled on across the street, orwhether-.,as was frequently the
case-the chin just naturaIlywalked a little ahead of the .rest of her.' But that
was a thing he remembered 'afterwMd; that and the way the men in their cars
had laughed, bobbing their heads at one another•.•.
.~ Now she lay unmoving, white and shrunk~ below the brown paper bag.
Her wide open eyes stared at nothing. Her long sharppointedchin pointed at
nothing. The intervals between each wasting gasp for breath became longer'
and longer. Until finally there were DO more gasps.' No sound, nothing.
Someone said, "She's gone, poor thing," and covered her face with the sheet.
The boy's mother .looked at him th~ across the room, her. eyes wide,
as though seeing him. for the first time that night and Dot believing he were
really there. "Granny's gone, Honey.- gone to live with God," she said,
looking as if s~e didn't exactly Q"elieve that, either. Then, she covered her face
with her hands, and her shoulders began to ~hake, and she sat there shaking,
reminding the ,boy somehow of his fa,ther's old truck with the engine idling,
until Brother Purvis came over and put his arm around her, ~sisted her out
of the chair, and led her out of the room. '
"She's gone, poor thing, poor Tallie's gone," Grannie Shaw sang it
piani~simo in her cracked, nasal voice. Then Aunt Effie's shoulders began to
. shake, and Miss Emily brought her hands to her face, and the boy said,
~'Where's she at, lady? Ain't that Gran ove{yonder?" pointing at the mound
beneath the bed sheet, and Sister Purvis put her arm around Miss Emily, and
the fat woman said, "Hush, .Honey, it's all right, God's took your granny's.
breath away, she's gone t'live with~God, it's .all right, huSh-now-Honey."
But his mother, also, had left the room. Where had size gone? ''Where's
Momma, lady?" he wanted to know, but a man's voice whispered, "Lookthe moon," and the fat woman turned to look, and Sister Purvis and Hattie
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Pritchard turned to look, twisting around in their chairs, and three or four
men came over to the window to look, and one of them said, "Well, I
never...."
"Why, it's tlie-eclipse," said Hattie Pritchard. "I saw-in the paperbut I'd forgotten. . . ."
''Y'Cs, hut-.isn't it-strange?" said Sister Purvis, and someone else said,
.,sa:·
wful· strange. Aim
''Yes ••. It
... ost as i f
. ."
.
What? The boy never found out, everyone seemed to be having trouble
getting his bre~th, but shortly before his Uncle Hobe came over and removed
him from the fat woman's lap and carried him out df the room he had looked
and seen it too, over the fat woman's shoulder; had seen that she was right:
it was higher than the peach tree now, but God had been slicing away while
nobody was watching, most of it was gone, and the part that remained had'
become white and shrunken.
_
.Possibly the boy understood, then, that his grandmother's breath was
gone for good-·that not one of the hush-Honey people could ever bring it
back. He could not have known that he would never again eat a cheese
sandwich; but he was dizzy, his heart was plummeting down, down, and his
eyes were gleaming tears again in the amber ha1f-darkness. "We ain't-reaped
yet," he said weakly, seeking a definite answer.
It was not what he wanted to say: the words had simply darted out,
while his mouth was open, and one or two of the men standing nearest the
window turned to look at him oddly, wondering w4at he meant. But no
one answered, none could think beyond his own heart's beating, and there
was silence, except for the old white cat meowing pitifully at regular intervals.
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Indies
Muslin and silk, Solages, and stunning canvas:
spin me the cloths of dream, inherit thunder
spreading their depths and !olds ~d amplitudes,
some native wooden table crudely whittled
sufficient with a bed and tropic candle
for laying deep late suppers 9£ our lives,
the breadfruit and the passionfruit, the wine.

1

i

-*'.

I shall remember gulls, Solages,and dolphins
dappled among the strings ofsea pianos
plucked from the surf, inlaid with keys of salt,
islands from here and midnights that you sounded,
a breathlike m.usic only partly music
tr~ulous on the wings from every feather,
codas like breathing deeper than a breathing
hammering from the gills humming release,
all their soft bodies holding on the dark
merely by air and water and the ev~g.
Muslin, Solages, that all the nightbe bedded
sweet and imInaculate, smelling of light
on which the women beat out common laundry
centuries where the coasts crumble t~ boulders
under the ceaseless raining of the sun,
to lie with just ~attouchofpoverty
delicious to the limbs, rather
than
'.
r linen
woven ofniceties and aspiration,
someC<>arse reminder threaded to the nights
of origins, poor sourc~, meager ends,
that we nodose the feel of who we are
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and where it is, relendessly, we blow,
nor that we like so well some finer garment
that we mistake it for a coat of skin,
never again to go naked anaburning
~ out to the pieties of midnight islands
and swim there dimly trailing opalescence.
And silk, Solages, that we lie soft in dream
launched on sea whose archipelagoes
stagger the wheel ofcolor in the mind,
make infinitely. poor and like a dark
what light we thought whenever we thought light,
silk of blue mornings presaging sheer weathers
over the sea-lanes to the Grenadines,
the Windwards and the Leewards, the Bahamas,
silk of the body in the blinding rooms
woken to in white ports and gleaming harbors,
or the great beaches, or the stunriing beds
made of the passion laid there, of the breath,
silk of bright semen billowing on'the night
as if the Trades shall populate the earth
and warm the dead to riches, plangencies.

a

Canvas, Solages, that we may know of voyage,
of pride like light and brine, of manly things,
" stronger than sail, profounder than the wind,
all settings out, all passages, all entrance,
'something too dark of music to be music,
closer than breath, Solages, to be but breath,
barnacles on our eyes, encrusted visions,
nothing so much as self the sea we sailed for; .
canvas, Solages, that staunch and bleached above us
something as vdst as heaven sail tomorrow.
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And what of speech, Solages, the island tongues;
muslin of Spanish, crude, endured, familiar,
lash of tJJ,e everyday, the human lot,
sweat of the body, that work of the hands
marking us as the humble and religious,
simple because we carry but ourselves,
plain shjrt and breathing of the hemisphere;
and silk of French, sounding too delicate
for anything, Solages, but some exotic
ambience, and indolence, and sheen,
a rapture of the body on the tongue
summed in the graces and felicities
of syllables like wrists and waistS of phrases
redolent with the flesh of fragile secrets
stirring themselves in dreams from dry cocoons;
canvas of Portuguese, that on our heads
lift durabilities beyond disaster, that what befalls us of a wind or tide
must first breakon the language, on the sail,
smashing i~e1£ before our chests and shoulders
feel the full lash of agony across it;
. that somehow language and its noun of darkness
hold themselves to the lastas far salvation,
and that the word l:?e breath's aching extension,
so that allair and light mustfirst be suffered,
even survived, if speech be undertaken,
speech or the word for setting out attempted,
day and the sea an~ Indies passed from b.teathing
into the bloodstream of the fiercestlanguage,
Portuguese.the canvas that shall sweep us
hot to the breathy reefs ~d 100m of islands,
cloth of the blazing wrists, the stitch of vQyage,
my textu!es of belief, Solages, my advents.
-Herbert Morris
1~1
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Sunken Galleon
Sinking it was unsettling. Brandy began to pour,
A golden gulp in the gullet of the sea.
Many a Spaniard will drink coffee withqut fundador
After this £all from grace. A duke's cigars and tea
Bob off in lacquered boxes past an escritoire.
Ormolu nightingales like open-mouthed marauders
Are the interlopers here. In this nocturnal light,
JJlpanned and hemmed in by Pacific waters,
Fish mggle up and stare, fins poised for flight,
But eager to see the galleon at close quarters.
The nets of the sea have seined in a surprise
This day, and like a gargantuan Christmas .
The baubles spiel out the hold until wildest surmise
Could not bridge imagination from the isthmus
Of reality, which caused the vessel to tilt, capsize
.~ And crush the cursing Portugee in the crow's nest.

(Last to see land, he is perhaps most unyearning
To see the land which is the most unguessed.
That the last to see is not the most discerning
Is sometimes comforting to the parting guest.)
Go sound the galleons where thick they lie

ynder the Southern Cross, under the weather eye
.Of God and little fishes~ Let them lie.
'
I prefer to think ofeach sunken ship as a pearl
~loined from the fisticuffs of Jean LaFitte
And cast before the sweet swine of the sea
In the pig-sty of the Pacific.
-Ramona Maher Week{
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A RAGON has been known for its proud and independent·people for a

thousand years. In Fuendetodos, a hamlet near Zaragoza, in March of 1746,
was bor~one of its mostruggedly influential sons. FranciscoGoya was a fitting
product of this unquenchable border province. In the art world he was to stand
alone, taking from many but with no precursor, and influe,ncing twocenturies of art, but having Iiofollowers.
The titanic inner struggle expressed in Goya's work links him with
Michelangelo and Rembrandt, but he did not have the quarrels with patrons
or the embattled later' years which they did. In the fullness of his life and the
recognition which he received in his lifetiIDe he is more comparable to Titian
or Rubens. But while they painted the sun_\
shine of humanity throughout their long
lives, Goya depicted its troubled darkness.
GOY A
. We would look in vain for the clue to
this basic patadox in the artist's early life.
a Visual Prophet
The son of a comfortable tradesman father
and an hidalgo mother, his early artistic
studies were fostered by Don Felix Salzado,
. the prior .of Aula Dei. Even with the way
VIVIAN NORA GRELICK
so smoothly· paved for him, the young
painter restlessly sought adventure and found trouble. He was involved in
daring ~word fights while studying at Zaragoza and later at Madrid. His
friends, finding him one night with a knife in his back,sent him off to Rome.
There he associated with the most rebellious group of students, and finally
was banished from the Eternal City forsca1ingthe w~s 'ofa nunnery and
.attempting to abduct a young novice. However,,onceGoya}Vas back in Spain,
Don Felix again came to his aid by securingfor his protege an important fresco
commission for the Cathedral of EI Pilar in Zaragoza. The subsequent appointment to design cartoons for the royal tapestry factory of Santa Barbara
firmly established the young painter.
133
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Far from being the moody recluse which his caustic social criticisms and
visions of monsters and spirits would imply, Goya must have been a man of
considerable personal charm. In his early StUdent days in Madrid he gained
the friendship of the leaders of Madrid's art world. Marriage to the sister of
the first court painter came soon after'his initial success. The artist was very
popular in M~drid society throughout his life. In the reign· of Charles IV
and Marla Luiia he was appointed first court painter, and became a great
favorite at court as well. All this is a far cry from the bitterly maladjusted
image of the artist which we have come to cherish as an adjunct to greatness.
Itis true that Goya's mostpowerfully disturbing works were not produced ". until after his fiftieth yeat; by which time he had seen much sickness in his
family and had1rimself suffered the illness which left him deaf. He also had
experienced the emotional trials and vicissitudes of his affair with the Duchess
of Alba. Such common human tragedies, however, do not produce a man of
great vision. It is obvious that even in his earliest series of etchings Goya is not
expressing personal disillusionment, but rather universalized despair over
mankind's follies and· self-inflicted sufferings.
The answer to the enignfa of this great and solitary genius is the same that
we musfgive for others like him. Rembrandt, Michelangelo and Picasso, as
well as Goy~ can be described as having perception so intense as to cause·them
pain. This perception, in order to give rise to· powerful expression, must be
coupled with a oneness with, and love for, the artist's fellow man. Because of
his merciless denunciations of the decadence of society, many have accused
Goya of cynicism and disgust with mankind. However, the tragic impact of
hiS wartime etchings could not have been achieved by a man whose horror
didnotarise out of great love; nor could the timeless validity of the other series
comefroin the h~d of a man who did not have sympathy with and awareness
ofhls fell9Ws. The Spain of Charles IV and Ferdinand VII, when compared
with the productive and harmonious societies of Titian's Retl:aissance Italy or
Rubens' thriving Flanders, was at a nadir of decadence and disharmony with
man. Thus Goya1.s not an enigma, but rather one of the select company of the
world's great artists, all of them men with sharp vision, emotional awareness,
and a powerful
expressive ability.
.
;/
/

AS WIm MEN of his caliber, Goya did not possess a genius which "sprang
full blown from the head of Zeus." Not until he was past sixty did he produce
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his most highly personal statements. By then he had behind him the financial
security to paint as he pleased, as well as the years of ripening.
, Until the 1780's Goya's financial position was never desperate, but always
precarious. Therefore he had to insure his income by pleasing his patrons with
works which were fashionable. While in'Rome he had sold "pictl;lresque"
scenes of Spain. Back home he had to retain his major source of income, the
_tapestry cartoon~, by designing, in the- current court style, ala French Rococo
and Watteau, but with a new common touch. It is difficult to see these inconsequential scenes of idling nobles and peasants in idyllic settiDgs as- coming -from the same hand as that which produced the later works we know so well.
Closer inspection, however, reveals a directness and economy of composition,
refreshing when compared with others of the time. There is also-a,hint of satire
seen best in retrospect. The tapestry of young girls tossing manikins in a
blanket seems a sunny depiction of a charmingly innocent diversion. However, the subject is repeated in one of the etchings of the late series, The
Proverbs where the smiles of the girls have become hollow, and the manikins
have been transformed into real little men. With fimlnc~al security the early
whisperings became full statements.
Charles IV's accession to the throne brought Goya his appointment
as painter to the Royal Chamber. His harshly revealing portraits of this weak
monarch and his decadent wife have been marveled at by later generations.
How could Goya portray royal weakness so blatantly and without censure?
Indeed, these paintings were proudly displayed in the palace. We must remember that the tradition of Spanish portraiture had been one ,of unyielding
realism for centuries. Velasquez'portraits of Philip IV follow the same pattern. As in religion and revolution, so in the arts, the hard pride of Spain'
would not allow any glossing over or embellishment of the most painful and
ugly truths.
The brilliant and glowing paint quality of the portraits testifies to Goya's
careful study of Velasquez. However his insight gives his portraits a poetic
and individual state,ment of which-Velasquez' detached virtuosity was incapable. Velasquez neither sympathized nor judged, while Goya did both.
Within the conventional opulence and dignity of the royal portraits, the humanity of his sitters, for betteror worse, is revealed for all time.
The portraits painted for the court and private patrons froni his fortieth
year on were forthright and original enough in composition to have earned

-
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him long re'cognitio!1 asa strong individual at work in an era of decay. The .
etching needle, howeyer, was the tool with which his genius was to be best
expressed. He tooK it up in his fifties when illness kept him from his easel,
and returned to it after 1810 for the same reason.
In The Capriccios the first incisive, Goyaesque comments on humanity
were revealed. They were not, as many have thought, pointed criticisms
9£ individuals in the government or society. In fact they were taken over by
the state'at thetime and imprinted for the public to see. In Goya's own words
he has "chosen subjects which afford opportunities to turn into ridicule and
stigmatize those prejudices, impostures, and hypocrisies which have been consecrated. by time.';
In Que viene el Coco (Look Out, Here Comes the Bogey-man) the selfsatisfied expression of the mother indicates that she feels she is.'handling the
situation properly by frightening her children into submission. The loomingly
ominous quality of thebogey;.man and the stark terror of the children as they
clingtotheirmother's skirts, show that Goya, one hundred years before Freud,
was awareQ£ die-harm done by supposedly innocent practices in ohild-rearing.
The handling of the forms and light and dark is as far ahead of its time as is
the subject. Th~'floaked figure and background are completely abstracted,
while the gtoqpmg ofmother and- children creates a dynamic focus of abstract,
interweaving pl~es and textures. This psychological awareness and abstract
handling pr~vails throughout the series.
The eighty plates'of The Capriccios are divided into two sections. The
divisionis announced by the portrayal ofa scholar slumped at' his desk asleep,
whilehiscat,athi~eet, watches ominous hordesofbats and owls emerge from
the darkness to surround his master. The intent of this plate is made clear by
its title, EIsuroo de la raz6n produce monstruos (The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters). The following thirty-seven plates are peopled not only with
hwnms,but ~so with witches and other creatures of the night who owe their
existence to thefollies and. irrational behavior ofmortals. With the use of these
unconventional beings, increased abstraction of form was possible, and thus
thesecomp6sitionshavemore vitality of movementand a.more dyn,amic effect
on the viewer than.do the preceding ones. Though Goya's preoccupation with
the creaturesof·darkness is difficult for our scientiHcallyoriented minds to
accept,. and contemporary W!iters have questioned his sanity, we cannot over136
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look the fact that witches were as familiar to the ,5111 of the Inquisition as
they were to colonial Salem. ' } r ; \
The etching Subir y bajar (Ups and Downs) ill~~ates well the quality of
the second part of the series. A huge half"man, halfJtCiIlkey sits on the curved
swface of the globe and tosses people high, then allows them to fall. This use
of a strange, edge"'Of-the-)Vorldsetting, plus. an anthropomorphic form,allows
Goya to place bodies and limbs, as will as light and shade, arbitrarily as his
design demands. Thus .he achieves a plasticity and surface pattern of which
any current abstractionist would be pr~ud. The facet of humanity,expressed
is also pertinent in.. today's struggl.e withEtlie
goddess su. cce.ss.. Goya's ow.U,comm~t on the etching-is apt: "Fortune is
. dto those who court her. Arpbition is rewarded with emptiness. Thoseho have risen she often punishes with
downfall."
.
SOOn after the publication of The Capriccios, Goya witnessed the bitter
fighting and atrocities which followed the occupation of Spain by Murat and
his twenty~five thousand Mamelukes,in 1808. There.was bloody street fighting,. mass execution, and the continual horror ofthe stubborn Spaniards' doort<HIoor resistanceto Englishand French troops alike. Outrage"and painfor his
countrymen gave rise to the artist's immortal expressions ofhwnan suffering.
In the painting The Third of May, the random executionofSp~ards by
the French in reprisal for the previousday,'s uprising, ischillingly,portrayed..
The hapless victims $tand with arms and legs wide, illuminated ·by a strange '
light reminiscent of that surrounditig Christ on Calvary. The executioners
with their.rifles are massed with a repetitious solidarity which. compounds· the
tragedy. The painting is muchmore·thanasociallyconsdQuseriticism ofa
present disturbance. It cries out with man's deep and timeless.anguish.
The etchings of The Disasters of the War express the horrorto whichhu..
manity. had 'brought itself~ As Mdous Huxley points out, "Goyanever'il1ustrates. an engagement, .never shows impressive masses', of troops.. . . His
concern is exclusively with war as it affects thedvilian population." In this
work his abstract compositional handling reached its full maturity. Human
forms are not only shown tortured, torn and dismembered, but are used as
plastic design elements. Goyabundles, jPXtaposes,s'playsoutand bends bodies,
often omitting or distorting some elements to further the emotional inipact
and thedesign. The plate Que tlalorl (What Braveryl) is typical in its use of
.
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the single:coherent;s~Quetted form of the woman standing on the interwoven forms of.the pife,Q£dead men, and strongly etched with the,-shape of
the cannon against a~~1ttan's-land. of shadowy background. Or again, in
Eftragos tie la gucrrtt (;Ra.vages of War), the specific setting is not delineated,
nor are the number or exact disposition of the bodies. With this abstraction
of form and content -the artist could strengthen the aesthetic and emotional
impact beyond the level of the actual scene of a ravaged household of dead
men, /women, and childreIl, where some familiar and ordered surrounding
would appease the eye of the viewer. Goya gives the eye n? escape, but draws
itrelendessly tothe coreofthe torment.
The war had uprooted the court and society which Goya had known.
Soon af(er'the atfulsion of the French, and the return to the throne of Spain
,of the Bourbon, Ferdinand VII-whom Goya hated-the painter retired from
Madrid society; tOy his home near the Guadarrama Mountains. It was called
the Huerta del Sgrdo, or House of the Deaf Man. On its walls Goya painted
strange and pOwerful murals. There are; among others, a massively ~minous
Judith, hollow and contorted faces of pilgrims to San Isidro, a skeletal old man
eating voraciously; and most disturbing of all, a giant Saturn crazedly devouring his children. When they were first revealed to the public in the 1870'S,
Victorian criticswere revolted. Hammerton said that Goya's mind "grovelled
in a hideous Inferno of its own-a disgusting region, horrible without sublimity; shapeless. as chaos, foul in color and 'forlorn of light'; peopled by the
vilest abortions that ever came to the brain of a sinner." To the twentieth century,conditioned by Freud, Surrealism, and Expressionism, they are more
comprehensiblt;.' Certainly we see in these murals the elimination of nonessentials, as well as the broad and plastic use of color and mass, which were
toheraldmodetnpainting.
In addition to the murals for his house, Goya produced in the years between,;__I810 and 1820 numerous paintings and portraits, and, two masterly
seneS ofetchings. ~The Art of Bullfighting etchings are not only magnificent
in technique arid concept, but a valuable documentary on the history of bullfighting as well. The Pro.verbs continue the theme of The Capriccios, but are
more·generahUldreach deeper into the core' of human anxiety.
'The,s.etiesis>ageneralized·expose of human frailty. In Disparate ridlculo
(SttangeFolly), a complacent'group with vacant expressions sits huddled on
the branch of a/ tree. The statement is intensified in Disparate general (Uni//

.,.",.,.~.
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versalFolly), where the indistinct and shadowy massed, figures seem completely lost anddirectionless. Ip th,e last plate Goya returns to his bulls, symbols
of strength and wanton destruction, and as their forms' interweave aimlessly
----we feel that in their confusion they will destroy each other.
In his last years as a voluntary ~e in Bordeaux; Goya worked vigorously,
in spite of his failing sight. When he was eighty he experimented with anew
process, lithography. He would set the stone on his easel, using his pencils as .
brushes and spreading a grey tone all over; then he would scrape out whites
and add rich ~lack'line. His unity of composition was admirable, in spite'of
the fa~t that he had to use a magnifying glass to see what he was doing~ On
April 16, 1828, Francisco Goya y Lucientes died, having laid his, work aside
only a few days before. In his eighty-two years of life and work he had framed
a whole new conceptfor artists.

IT HAS BEEN SAID that Goya was fifty years ahead of his time, but it would
seem that he was more like one hundred and twenty years in advance of the
artistic thinking of his day. Certainly the broad selectivity and simplification
of form and emphasisfound in the paintings of the 'Huerta del Sordo,andin
the etchiilg~, struck a note which was to be picked up by the Impressionists
and especially the Expressionists. He broke from the tradition of intellectual·
representation, and in dramatic terms presented the world of his inner eye.
,. His was the precept. which guided the nineteenth-century revolution in art,
but they still worked with what was pleasing to behold: the beauty of nature
and happy genre scenes. That century still looked with disgust at many of
Goya's most powerful and personal statements. It remained for an age which .
saw another prophetic Spaniard, Picasso, paint Guernica, to understand that
art works of great beauty can illuminate the torment and pain in men's souls,
.as well as their moments of calmer delight.
Others had sought to express the soul of humanity with its pain, but th~y
did not have the utter lack of faith, the tremendous "Why" that was Goya's,
and is ours., Michelangelo's twisting, tormented figures had the,sureness .0£
proportion and logic that the Renaissance believed in. Rembrandt looked for
revelation among the prophets of tradition. Goya was, from all 'evidence, an
agnostic with tbesharpsight to perceive the destructive evils ,in the, rotting
society around him. As Malraux has stated, "For an agnostic a possible definiGOYA
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tion of the devil is that which in man aims to destroy him." This lack ,of conventional faith is firmly stated in the plate of The Disasters at the War, in
which a specter rises frolIl his grave to proclaim that there is nothing.beyond.
Unwillin&ness to yield t9conventional truisms, and their unrelenting
search for naked truth has often led to the linking of Goya's name with those
of painters of social criticism. However, unlike Daumier or Hogarth, Goya
did not" moraliZe or portray, but rather laid bare mankind's innermostsel£.
When he' used society's image it Was merely as a vehicle for something more
far reaching. Goya's. works express an untempered mystical anguish andsuffering. The faces of his people are not merely poor, tired, and carewc;>rn, but
torn, as those of the: dead and wounded of The Disasters of the War.
It is impossible to imagine a Spain saturated with vapid portraits and
church decorations, or a Europe indoctrinated with Reynolds' and David's
synthetic classicism, accepting, or even wanting to see Goya's disturbing
works. He-could not have foreseen the vast audience which his personal idiom
wasto find in the war-torn twentieth century. We' are delighted with the spirit
of his work which is so close to our own. With his experimentation with technique, form; and'emotional expression, he was truly_the first of the moderns.
He knew in 1810 that art is notmerely a means of translating worn out morals
. and. ideals, but rather a specific and independent language of the soul and
senses ofman.

Pacific Sunset
Wait, wait for the tide
That dips the.kelp reefs low
R.ollIng the trackless reach
To beach the necklace tow
Safe from the churning throw
Offoam in the spent wave's leach
. Beyond the rip-tide's gold
Where coins of nightcol1ide.
-Robin Johnson

/'
/'
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That was the commencement pattern every year. The week days didn't
change. (ambolaya- was always on Friday, for instance, and Final Parade and
Final Ball 011 Monday; graduation Tuesday. New Mexico Military Institute
/ put on the same show every year. The audience .changed and the spectators
changed and the J)articipants changed, but the show was .the same. A lot of
people came to Roswell, Chaves County,New Mexico, in the Pecos River
Valley, to see the doings. We cadets were glad to see them come because it
meant that we could soon leav~that·was our big tht:ill out of it..Discipline
was rigid, you drove hard all year, but commencement meant that it was
almost over. Same old commencement; same old stuff; but it was:i the signal
for. emancipation and I guess that's why the' cade~ hit it with a smile and a
swinging stride and it never failed to come off wen.
It brought about a blast of bitching from old Harry that was worse
than usual. Harry pitched all the time. Sometimes he bitched more than he
did at other times, but he was never not bitching when he was awake. He
bitched about the.food,. the weather, the hard water, the dust, the heat of the
sun, the cold of the. north wind. Some things-Texas, Texans, etc.-were so
bad that they were unspeakable. Harry didn't bitch about things like that because he couldn't find words. But'you could look at his face anel tell that he
was'bitchingat a non-verballevel.
.
.' The Insrltutein those days was at a peak of morale and efficiency among
the 'cadets that I· yet believe was because of the horses. There was a senior
, ROTC program there then-·.horse cavalry. There has never been anything
in the U.nited Statds armed forceS to match the esprit de corps of the horse
cavalry. There's·an old saying that "There's nothing for the inside of a man
like the outside ,of a horse," and the old horse units had something that hasn't
been, matched by the Marines, the Air Force, parachute troops, or anything
else:' /

/

Hail, hail, hail the Cavalree,
To hell with theField Artilleree.
Damn the Air Corps and the rest,
WeareUncle Sammy's best,
Weare Uncle Sammy's fighting Cavalree.

,AndifNMMI was only ROTC-we were cavalrymen. Horse· cavalry,
hy>GQd• .And maybe you don't like it? It may be an unconscious elation at
mastenngananitnal thgt outweighs you five or six times or more; it may be .
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this plus the legends of horses and heroes and the wind in your face and ears
as you gallop over the ground; or moving iIlclose ,formation of column ,of
fours or platoon line front at a trot, the ,curb chams on the bridle bits and the
rings on the.McGlellan saddles jingling. Or the soaring wonder of going over
a jump on a thoroughbred. I can't say what it is, but it's there ,and giandand·
strong.
Harry bitched about the horses. I was never sure if it was horses gener;Uly
or whatever horse he happened to be riding that drew his ire, but he spoke
right up: C~I don't know why they keep these nags. Not worth ten -,cents a
pound; dressed. Undressed. At the slaughter 'house gate. Ouch!" (While we
aretrotting.or.galloping in c1ose.forniation, knees getsolid blowsfromnearby
knees.) "This thing I'm on must be from Texas." (The ;ungle,thepit..hell
itself t9 Harry, who was from Arizona.) "I'll bet if I showed this goat a dog
food a~ he'd faint from sheer terror. What ani I doing on this horse anyway ?
Modern war is m~chanized. They could wipe us out with ;s.B guns." And
so· on.Harry's roommate, Win, came from Denver and was not like Harry. Win
was tall, blue-eyed, blond and handsome. Harry was almost as tall, h~el-eyed,
brown-haired, red-faced and homely. Win was quiet but had .a·lihe-edged
sense of humor and a dry wit" that could dart like a rapier,'and otten did. Win
never bitched. "Harry takes care of it for me. Hatrytakes careo£ it for all of
L troop. Harry does enough for the whole school. Harry is everybody's safety
valve." And Win smiled.
_Harry and Win.were steady companions. The routine of the school put
theD:l together in the daily ~ctions of going to meals,going to class, and to
drill. At reveille, the first formation of the day, which was before daylight in
winter, they. stood side by side in the second platoon,of L troop.
.
. The c~dets in those years were in troops by height and grade standing.
TheschOQlcoveredthe last three years ofhigh schooland two years ofcollege.
Tall boys in the high school were in A troop, next tallest in B troop, and so on
down $e alphabet to. G troop, which was of the littlest highschool cadets,
and some of-them weren't much taller than the '03 "Spring&eld"annyrifles
they_carried and c1eanedatl;d did the manual of arms with right along with
the six footers. They were real rifles, seven or eight pounds apiece. .
.The short college cadets were E troop and the tall ones L troop. When
the regiment wa~ ~awn u:p in a long line, A' to L, you'd think there was a
THE OLD POST
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considerable dip-in the middle of the line, but I don't remember its being too .
noticeable.- But 1fa G trooper happened to be standing next to an L trooper;
that was a sight. Of course, I was .usually in the long line and couldn't look
around, but I saw the Mutt and Jeff bit more than once and lean still smile
when I thinkQfit.
It was £Un to watch when the conversation between two cadets of extreme
sizes had a serious subject. Each troop had a guidon, a lance with a red and
white, pennon ~ththe troop letter on it at the end. A sergeant carried the
guidon, and Lttoop's guidon sergeant was about six feet six tall and was called
Big Stoop. The guidon sergeant of G troop was five feet, maybe one or two,
tall, and had a high voice. He was deadly serious about everything. I'called him
Teensy because it made him mad: it wasn't dignified. But, about once a week
all the. guidon 'Sergeants were detached from their troops for drill together in
their regimental reviewmaneuvers, and, when there was a break in drill small
talk would begin. I tell all this because I remember that once I looked around
during a break in drill and saw Teensy' and Big Stoop hard at it. They were
, both holding their guidon ~tafIs vertically at their sides; Teensy was shaking
his leftforefinger and hand up at Big Stoop, who was leaning over hiIn, bent
, only·at the waist. Teens};, shook that finger at (not in, he couldn't reach) Big:
Stoop's'facc,'andI could,4eartheshrillpipingof his voice but not what he was
saying.- But su,dd~ly, without changing his bent position, Big Stoop boomed
out,. '~ow you know you got no right to talk to me like that I" He sounded
hurt.
But I digress. Another thing that turned Harry on was our having to
sing The Old Post so many times. It is the Alma Mater song and has an appeal
, to the sentiments that are strongly in favor' of the Institute-friends, laughter,
young camarade~e-the things that make pleasant memories about such
associations as school memorable and pleasant~ I think that those associations
are· something that never :stop pleasing. They are the symbols of a time of
freedom' and joy and little.or' responsibilities of consequence. But Harry
scorned. sentiment. He said. It is a good song, though; best of all when you
heard the w~ole corps sing it in the auditorium. The words were writtenj,y
, PaulHorgan when he was a cadet,. as I remember the song's history, and the
re&ain-is:

no
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We will remember Kaydets marching,
We will remember KaydetS playing;
And bugles in the .sunrise,
All of our lives, beneath blue skies.
These are the things that cannot vanish,
No matter where we go.
Old friend, Old Post;
Place we love mostIn you ow: hearts will grow.

All year long, when the first bars of introduction were played and the
cadet corps uncovered and the spectators stood and uncovered, Harry would
let out a kind of a grunting moan before he took off his cap. His comments
before we starting singing were,about, "rn re~ember nothing. Down with
regimenta~on. Why should I singabout this place? Thisjai1? Never." But he
did sing, either because he wanted to or because people were watching. And
Win would smile.
Commencement that year came off with its usual neatness. Jambolaya
left the. patrons convinced of the strength and prime condition ()fthe ~det
corps~ They were further pleased with our gallantry as we sal~ted our troop,
squadron. and regimental sponsors: ''To our lady of honor: Un~oilerl"The
drill exhibition,mounted and dismounted,made them forget all about West
Point or VMI. (This exhibition was also a competition. L troop .didn't win
anything.L troop was often called "The Foreign Legion," and sometimes we
called ourselves that because it didn't seem as though we belonged to. any.body~) Harry bitched all the way through the mounted drill-at his. horse, at
army horses, at horses from Texas (hell), at General Custer's stupidity on the
Little BigHorn, at General McClellan for the sa4dlehe invented for Harry
to sit in, at my horse.for banging my knee against Harry's, and at Win for
smilingand never bitchitlg.
NMMI smashed and ground under heel the polo oppositi()n iIi both
games. The Players Club repeated for the conunencement guests that year's
springoffering, which waS Charley's Aunt. I was Colonel Sir Francis Chesney,
Bart.'"eddy English. Harry and Win came. Win slnlled,'and Harry cackled
at me, whiCh must have been another form of bitching, though he wouldn't
own up to it.
THE OLD POST
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Harry and Win and I had parents on hand (Harry hadn't really wanted
his to come,.he said) and didn't get to see as much of each other as we might
want, though I seem to remember that we got rid of them long enough for
them to go to the Superintendent's reception in the big memorial garden behind Headquarters.
My class Was thegraduating class that year, so I got to stand in the reviewing line and review the regiment. Harry and Win were a year behind me and
I could see their faces· "as they marched past. Win wasn't showing anything,
· but Harry's face was a volume of abuse. He could doit while he marched, too.
Nothing much happened at the Final Ball. We stood around and drank
the free Cokes. Harry said what he thought and Win and my date and I lis.tened. This datewas a tall girl from Lordsburg, New Mexico, whom I had met
in EI Paso, Texas, and madly invited to the Final Ball late one evening while
we were over in Juarez, Chihuahua. She came all the way up to Roswell from
across the state, sol had to take her. She was very pretty and she thought Harry
was a scream. "So natural," she said. I suppose he was. He was as usual, if that's
natural. She was very nice. I treated her wretchedly.
.
Graduation came off w~thout a hitch. I got my Junior College diploma'
· from the Governor of New Mexico and a certificate of excellence in trigonometry from the Dean; I heard Harry snort. Those who had finished their ROTC
gottheir second lieutenantcommissions.
The whole commencement had come off ·well. Every little thing happened as it was supposed to. Some said they'd never seen such a smooth one.
Butit seemed to me that it came offby itself, as if we were watching one thing
and doing anotlier;as if we all moved mostly by reflex through the things we
put on to show ourselveS-off because we were thinking about something else.
It was 1,942 and the first commencement of the war.
;We knew we had things to do. Beside such defeats as Pearl Harbor, the"
Java Sea, Singapore, Rommel's great offensive in Libya and German successes
· in Russia; the entire New Mexico National Guard had been wiped out· on
Hataan andc<>n-egidor, which had only finally surrendered in May. Every
cade~fromNew Mexico seemed to know somebody out there.
'I'he'cadet corps was about six hundred strong. They didn't go into battle
together nor did they do an immortal feat of arms as had another six hundred
cavalrymen in the Light ,Brigade at Balaclava. But NMMI's own six hundred had someno less noble.
146
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My class of 1942 had fifty-six members. Seventeen were killed in action,
among them my roommate.
The class of 1943, Harry and Win's class, had fifty-seven members,about
: Eighteen were killed in action, among them Harry and Win, in France, in
1944. Theywerem the Infantry.
There were many more ill other classes, of other years, but the men of
1942 and 1943 were all known to me. New Mexico Military In~titute isn't a
big school hut it lost a lot of blood. I don't know exactly how many from
NMMI died in that war but their pictures cover a large fraxned board in
Headquarters.
. As we walked to the .final formation Harry said he was coming back to
this place and laugh at it. "I'll be very sloppy and unmilitary and I'll be drunk,
maybe. The first place I'll come to after the war will be here, to laugh at these
serfs,robots. I hate it here."
.. \
We fell into line for the .fin~ formation. L troop stOQd at the rear of the
regiment, which formed up inside the quadrangle 6f the yellow brick bar. racks, on the walks that crossed. the quadrangle. Lines of olive drab, parallel,
'at attention; the first stoop of the barracks covered with visitors.
The commandant spoke over the public address system, put the regiment
at ease and read the make sheet, the promotions for the n.ext year, starting with
captain· and going down to private first class. He called us to attention again.
"SoUI\d o.ffI".And the band played Auld Lang Syne. I hear it now. It was
played in a manly, crisp fa.shion; not syrupy, but with strength and a c9nfidence of better times, no matter what was then being done tOllS in'the world.
There, under the.arching blue benedic~on of the New Mexico sky, that old
song reminded us sO clearly how mU~lallthat was then at hand meant to us.
Before the last notes stopped echoing aroundthequadJ:'angle, the com.. mandant spoke again: "Gentlemen,'you ,are dismissed." The cheer that met
those words every year went up as usual, but not so loud as usual.
Not everyone w~s cheering. I looked at'Win and he was biting his lower
lip and his chin was trembling. I looked at Harry. His craggy, red face was
screwed into an agony, tears were streaming from both eyes, and his shoulders
shook'withsobs.
I looked at some more fellows. Almost everyone around was crying.
Then I did.
. It was terrible.
'THE OLQ POST
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ThreeSonnet~ of Michelangelo

L

ToVittoria Colonna (1550)

When holy art conceives some god-like form
and act from which she then brings forth
a simplemodel in mere,clay, she knows
the,priinalbirth ofher conception.
'l1tenin..a.secondbiJth the mallet's promise
is madeg()Od in livingmarble; thus,
.conception is:reborq a thing so beautiful,
no power can blightitsimtnortality.
So.wasmybirththe.primal model ofmyself,
a selfto be reborn:a far more petfectself
through you,subliine and worthylady•
Ifyour compassion strengthens my deficiency,
.cuts my excess ~way, ddesnot myuntamed passion
merit penance by your blowsto teach andto chastise?

14.8
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XXXII

If loveis chaste, and piety sublime,
and two lovers shareOtlefate alike;
if one £eel onecruel blow that strikes
the other, andtwoh"eartsare governed by one will andmind;

if in.two bodies but one soul is made
to raiSe the twoto'heavc:,nwith mutUal wings;
if With one blow ;md with one golden dart r
love pierce and cleave the core of both their hearts;
if each one love the otherand forego himself
with but a single savour and delight; and with
such grace that toa single.end both blend their wills;

,;..,

if thousands fail to show the meanestfraction

of such love and immense faith, can onemere
scornful word thatknottmtie and break?
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XLIV
Dh, night, oh, sweet time although dark
(for every laborfinds its eIid in quiet),
he who gives praise to you comprehends you well,
and he who honors you knows you with all his mind.
You restrain and put aside each dolorous thought,
for dew and darkness seal up all quietude:
you often bear me up in dreams from lowest
hell to highest heaven where I hope to soar.
Dh, shadow of mydeath, through which the soul
shuts out each sorrow hostile to the heart,
ohJ.lastofall our woes,.and wholesome curel
You render strongagain our £ailingflesh;
you dry our tears away, bring every labor rest,
and purge the good soul ofall wrath and loathing.

-translated hy Paul E. Memmo, Jr.
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TODAY the word gaucho.is used uiliversally to denote the cowherder or
the South AJ;nerican ·Pampas~ How did this word happen to be chosen as the
sobriquet of the Plata cowboy? No one really knows, but it is most interesting
to tracetlt.e etyIIlologyand semantics of the word gaucho, for doing so will
help to n:-akeunderstaJ;ldable not only the type of society which the gaucho
belonged, butalso his relations with other contemporary groups.
, The p.ictionary of the Spanish Royal Academy gives the word g~ho an
American origin and states that it is used to describe a peasant ofthe'countries
of the Plata. Paul Groussac in his Anales de la Biblioteca Nacional de Buenos
Aires claims that after careful research he found that the word gaucho· was
never used in Spain before, it was intra,duced there from America, where the origin should be sought.
Some Observations
In very early documents of the Plata
colonies two words appe~ to describe the,
the word GAU eHO
peasants of the pampa. These are: gauderio
and changador. The first one refers to his I
. social state, the second to his occupation.
Now a goodly portion of the etyIIlologists .
STEPHEN PAULLADA
of the word gaucho are inclined to derive
it from the Castilian wordgatlllerio which was commonly used in the peninsula during th~ days of the colony. The word is of Latin origin: Gaudeo is the '
first person singular present indicative of the verb gaudere (to enjoy)-a man
who enjoyed life was called a gaudeo. According :to the best tradition of the
pastoral novels and Poetry a peasant was supposed to be an individual who
enjoyed life, therefor:e, a gaudeo was a peasant. After the Spmish Siglode Oro
the learned wordgaudeo became the vulgar gauzo to signify a rustic person.
From this the word is supposed to have gone to gaushQand finally to gaucho.
The principal objection to this theory is that studies of colonialdocumen!S
show no trace of the word gauzo or gausho. The word" often used is gauderio.

to
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~
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The earliest documentary mention of the word gaucho is found in a communication of one Lorenzo Figueredo, an official of the Banda Oriental, now
(Uruguay, to Jose Varela y Ulloa dated at Montevideo, April 30, 1790. The
'1 reader will notice that the words gauderio and gaucho are used synonymously.
'l

Lastly it was to the great advantage of the service of God and the King to establish a roving patrol without station or permanent residence even if it consisted only
of ten troopers (that·are worth one hundred peasants for they are much feared by
these people) /with a trusted and honest commander, who acting' as provost could
pursue and arrest the many bad-men, thieves, deserters, and peons of all kinds who
are called gauchos or gauderios and that without occupation or trade only are wandering and circulating through the towns and ranches of this neighborhood, liv.ipg
on what.they can steal'on skin'ning expeditions, horse· rustling, and other clandestine
activities, without wishing to hire. out to the Estancia,;, farms or cattle roundups.l

Writing about this document, Emilio A. Coni says that according to the
learned. mvestigator of the Archives of Indies of Seville, Don Jose Torre Revello, this is the oldest manuscript in which the word gaucho appears.2
Judging by this evidence, it may be assumed that both words were in use
in 1790, and that gaucho was not the degeneration of gauderio.
Dr. Rodol£o Lenz mentions that Monlau and Diez sought to derive it
( from the French gauche, which in some of its meanings signifies crooked,
rough, coarse, un~outh, all of which could be applied to the gaucho. This
opinion is hardly tenable since there was very little French spoken on the
Plata in colonial times.s
,.
,
E.E. Vidal wishes to deriveitfrom the English gawk or gawkey.Hesays:
All countrymen are called by the inhabitants of Buenos Aires gauchos. a term
no doubt derived from the same root as our old English words gawk or gawkey.
adopted to express the awkward, uncouth manners and appearance of those rustics.4

--'"

There may be some basis for this claim since from the earliest times of the
,colony the clandestine trading in hides was carried on by the gauchos with
I. Infonne de Lorenzo Figueredo a lose Varela y Ulloa. Montevideo jO de Abril 1790 en el pilmer
anexo a la carte de Arredondo jz Lerena. Expediente del Virrey Loreta con Sanz para el arreglo de los
campos de Montevideo. Anos 1784-1786. Archivo General de Indias, Seville. (All translations of Spanisp
and FIeneh origi.nals are by the author.)
2'. Emilio A.Coni, EI Gaucho (Buenos Aires: Ed. Sudamerlcana. 1945).
3. Rodotfo Lenz.Diccionano etimolOgico (Santiago, Chile: Imprenta Cervantes. 1904).
4. E.'E. Vidal. Piauresque Illustrations of Buenos Airerand Montevideo (London: 1820).
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. 'British ships, SO there might be a possible connection between gaw1{eYI and
gaucho.
Emilio Daireaux sustains that with the colonization of the Plata r~gion
by Andalusians the Arabic word chauch which means a h~rder, was brought
to America. This word was pronounced by the Andalusians as chaucho;
hence later on to gaucho~
l

By the time the first settlements in America were established' the Arab domination of Spain Was ended by the exp~sion or submission of the vanquished. Manr
of these emigrated. In the Pampa they found an environment where. they could
continue the tradition of the pastoral life of their ancestors. They were the first to
leave the walls of the city to herd cattle. So true is this fact that many tasks and
artifacts used there are designated by Arabic words; a well, Spanish pozo, is called
jaguel, a corrupted Arabic idiom. It is easy to find the relationship of gaucho with
the Arabic chaucho which means·a herder'of cattlei' In Seville and even in Valencia
the cowherder is called chaucho; this name is also used for the ~an who h~ds the
bulls from the stock farm to the bullfight ring. It is easy· to see why in America it
was applied to the cowherder of the plains, and also one can deduce without difficulty
why when pronounced by the Indians the first syllable was voiced gutturally,fi

It is indeed debatable whether the Arabs were the first cowherders of
the Pampa. At any rate the word chaucho is never used in the extant manu~
scripts of the period. It is always gauderio or changador.
Rodolfo Lenz assigns to the word gaucho an indigenous derivation. He
believes it to be a corruption of $e Pehuenche word cachu which means com;'
rade, friend, or of the Aurac:mian voice 1{auchu which signifies astute man.6
However, Lenz fails to prove that both the Pehtienche and the Auracani:an
words existed prior to the colonial period, and therefore, it may very well be
that they are corruptions of the word gauclJo used by the Indians.
Along these same lines and perhaps a bit closer to the origiri of gaucho
is the indication by Paul Groussac that it is derived from the Quichua huajcho
which means orphan, errant, abandoned.. This word was pronounced in·
Spanish guachrh and hence through the metathesis of the stronger vowel to
gaucho.
The word gaucho was never used or known in Spain where it came as an

Emilio

5.
Daireaux, Vida y Conumhres en el Plata (Buenos Aires: 1888),- Vol. I, p. 32 (Trans. by the
author).
6. Lenz, op. cit., p. 346.
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American importation. One ought not to search for its etymology but in America.
As far as I am concerned I have come to believe that it is derived from guacho. The
word. guacho belongs to the Inca .language and is used in many Indian dialects. It
sigAifies an orphan~ an abandoned child, a wanderer, and it is employed in a' somewhat denigrating sense. It is employed principally to designate animals abandoned
by their mothers. The syllabic inversion that the .grammarians call metathesis.is
very frequent among the Spanish speaking peoples, thus guacho is transferred to
gauch~ by the mosdogica1 process which is the precedence and accentuation of the
strong vow~.'l

Groussac further states that this phonetic phenomenon is rather common. in
American ~panish~ After~ careful consideration I find no basis for this phonetica$sumption.8
.
Rojas does not favor this derivation because Quichua was never spoken
in the Plata region.9 His objection, however, is· not tenable since the word
guaclzo seemsto~ve spread thro~ghout the American countryside. It is used
by the peasants'of Chile, Bolivia~ PerU, Mexico and New Mexico and always
with the same meaning-.to denote a person who lives without relatives or
·friends,. ayoling anitnaI that has lost its mother, or one member'of a: pair that
has los~ its mate, sumas un zapatoguacho (an unpaired shoe). In Chile it is
given a further 'meaning to signify solitary plants which grow alone 'away
from the rest of the crop, like una planta de trigo guacha. In our own New
Mexico,. amongthe Spanish-speaking shepherds, I have heard the expression
~. guacho esepenco to mean that a young lamb is an orphan. The real objection to this derivation I believe lies in the fact that the metathesis has
apPeaJ'edoiUy in the Plata region. It is po$sibl~ however, that the Quichua
word 1{aucho which meant sorcerer or the eqUivalent of;our medicine-man,
might have influenced it~ M. Calandrelli in his, Diccionario Filo16gico. de la
Lengua Caste!lana tells us the following aBout the Quichua word 1{aucho:
j

Caueho-K sorcerer, that which loses its leaves, wizard, derived from the verb
cauchu, to bewitch,and this derived from ~aucha, to strip the leaves off a plant~ The
7. P'ul' Groussac, "A prop6:sito de ameri~smos," EI Viaje lnteleetual (Buenos Aires: I904)~
Vol. I, p~ 21.
8. As fat a$ I have been able to find by ~nsultation with qualified Spanish American phonologists, •
and by my own. observatio1l, the tendency is towards diphthongation and the furthetsoftening of the
weaketvowel: viZ. t#aJrtJ-to-tiatro, maestro-to-maistro, baul-to-baul, Rafael-to-Ra/ail. Gaur;/Jo would have
normally gone toguticoo, but I doubt seriously that guac/Jo went to gauc/Jo.
,"
9- Ricardo Roj~ "Los Gauchescos" (La Literatura Argentina. Buenos Aires: Juan Roldan y era.,
1924). Vol. VIn.
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'primitive significance of caucho-K was one. who strips the leaves off a branch in
order to tell!ortunes or to kno~ by the number ()£ leaves in the branch whether he
will be lucky, etc. From wheJ?-~the meaning of sorcerer or wizard. And as these
fortunete11ers were wanderers,wjthout occupation, and traversed· a long distance
through desolate places the inhabitant of the plains'without occupation, or trade
acquired the nowcauclurK, then gauc~o.10

It appears that this word was iIi common use in the Plata region by the
local Indians who called their lI\edicine-:men Kau"hus.
.
The influence of this other Quichua word upon guacho might have been
the necessary force to effect the metathesis called for. Some researchers have
looked for traces of the word in the Portuguese.language. In this tegard we
may follow the suggestion of Rojas who affi.rrrts that the word gaucho was
used· in. Brazil to denominate the country peOple ,of Rio Grande and· infers
that there Il'light be a possible derivation from Portuguese words or from
;the Guarani language; but here again we find that the Guarani Indians used
commonly the·wo!'Cl huajcho and the Portuguese also used the word gaudeo
to denote countryfolk. Gautleo could havebeenpronouncedgauzo in Lusitanian prosody and, hence, to its corruptiongaucho.-However, the!e is ample
evidence that the word .first appeared and was used in the Plata·region.
~t is ,undeniable that the word became commonly used -very soon after
it appeared. This quick,popularity mighthave been due toits euphony. This
euphonic powero£ gaucho cannot be overlooked. It .first caught the fancy of
the fOteign writers who began to use it between quotes as an exotic and
untranslatable word which lent local flavor to their chropicles written in
French or English. Later iliegauch6filos took it as a mot de mode and popularized it throughout Europe and America.
'
T{te etymology of the word gaucho is' most .unceltaiit since there is' no.
documentation of any sort iliat will fix its origin to any particular time, place,
or language.
The author favors' Groussac's derivation from gu~ho. It is true that the
vocalic metailiesis called for in this derivation. is not cOI1unonin Latin American speech,but ilie native term KauchQ with its pecUli~indigeD.oU$ semantics
could have acted as a catalyst, thus brin.gingab()ut ilie .necessatychange. The
law of association might have been stronger,than the phonetic tendency 'of
vulgar speech.

I

10:M. Calandrelli, Dicaonano Filol6gito

ae la Lmgua Castellana (Buenos Aires: 1917).
I
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,0£ much more social interest is the semantics of the word: Let us examine
first the meaning as given in some of the welJ-known dictionaries. The Diecionario de la Real Academia gives:
.,
/

GauchO-I. A colored man who leads an errant and adventurous life in the
vast plains of Buenos Aires and the Argentinian Confederation.
those countries.

2.

A peasant of

Let us kt;ep in mind the se~ond meaning which extends the word to all the
peasants of Argentina, Uruguay,Paragttay, and Chile.'
,
In the Diccionario Nacional 0 Gran Diccionario CI4sico de la Lengua
Castellana cOI9piled by Nemesio Fernandez Cuesta we find:
Gaucho-Aclj.noun. A provincial of America: A vagabond peasant almost a
wanderer o£.the countryside of the Rfode la Plata. Some employ this word impropedy to denote, in general, all the peasants of Buenos Aires and Montevideo.
I

Here we meet a new concept. Gaucho does not mean a peasant but a.
vagabond of the pampas, that,is, a separate group of the peasant class. This
is important,for as we shall see, this confusion of the semantics of the word
has given rise to the controversial evaluation of the gaucho.
Ii was pointed out that the word first appeared in a known document in
1790, but it was not until 1845 that an authpr concerned himself with the semantics of the word. Francisco Javier MunIz in his Voces Usadas con Generaliddd en las Republicas del Plata,Ia Argentina. y Ia Oriental del Uruguay,
,published April 20, 1845, gives the following meanings to the word:
(6). Gaucho-Peasants serving as peons in cattle raising or farming. It also
.
serves to designate all peasants, who are also called cameluchos and gua~os.
0) Gaucho Alzado-One who wanders through the lonely countryside always
alert.
(8) Gaucho Neto-Completely gaucho whose dress, manner ofriding, speech,
and conduct proclaim him·~ true gaucho. Errant men, loose and without domicile.
AS. a general rule dIey are criminals pursued by the law or by the military authorities
. byvitiUe of desertion. Their only occupation is to participate in the yerras, or cattle
branding roundup, horse stealing· expeditions, and to visit taverns and ·gambliIlg
houseS'. They ride. the besthotses, and when they don't owh them,theystea! them
from the herds ·that graze in the fields by
of the bolas or lasso. 'rhesemen
often tranSport a
sitting behind them on the horse. The woman, in order
to satisfy a. most important preoccupation amounting to an honor among them,

woman
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must be kidnaped. She. must take part in all the adventures of her supposed
raptor, and· go through frequent bea:tings. They call her lovingly, their charqui.l l

As can be seen, MunIz tries to differentiate here between types of:gauchos,
and still considers the men of the country as gauchos regardless of· whether
they work in agriculture or cattlej and although he does not consider.them
gauchos netos,they nevertheless are gauchos. . .
.
In 1802, the chronicler Feliz de Azara is the first to differentiat~ the Plata.
peasa,ntfrom the so-called gaucho, calling him by the name ot campesti'e
whom' he describes as follows:
Not possessing any education other than horseback riding, and cattle butchering, .
tasks which they practice from infancy, they don't hesitate to cut a man's throat,
apd this with coolness and without anger•••. They value life very little and fear
death not at all•••• When they feellike it they leave a place without motive for they
have no love for anyplace, or person and only heed the whim of the moment. They
are hospitable and give food and shelter to the passerby without asking him where
he came from. or where he is going. When they play' cards they sit on their heels
with the reins of the horse under their. feet to avoid losing it. Sometimes the
knife is stuck on the gro~d beside them ready to kill anyone they think is cheating
without this .preventing them fr0I?l cheating if the opportunity arises. They care
little for money, often ris~g all on the tum of a card, even their clothing, and it is
not infrequent that they find themselves naked.

Concerning the gaucho or ~auderio, he says:
Beside the aforesaid, there is in the plains another class of people properly
called gaUcho! orgauden·os. All are escapees from local or Brazi1ilin~jails, or unoaptured criminals who Bee to the desert. Their nakedness, .their long 'beards; their
uncombed hair,and their dark and dirty faces make them horrible to look at. 'They
will not work for any motive or·interest and on topo.f being· thieves they are also
kidnapers of women. They take' them tathe wilderness and live with them in huts .
eating wild cattle.Wh~ they £eel the need for somethirigthey rustIe a few cattle
or horses, sell them locally ot in Brazil
they hringback the needed objects.12

and

We may note here that already· an author of rank begins to separate the bad
gauchoJrom the good, for his description ofthe campestre isagoodnescription of the country dweller of the .pampean region, while the other isa fair
, description oithe matr.ero or gaucho malQ (oudaw).
n. Ml1cladesAlejo Vig~ati, El Vocahularioae FrarzcUCf) Tauier Mutdz (BuenOs Aires: 1924).
'12. Felix de Azara, Descripcion e Historia.del Paraguay (Madrid: 1847), Vol. I, P.305.
GAUCHO
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However, most of the foreigners writing about the Plata region nearly:
al.ways joined the-two groups together and for Xa.vier Ma.rmier in his 'Lettres
Sur L'Amenque the gaucho "est l'haoittmt des champs/' Capt. Frmcis Bond
Head in his Las Pampas y los Andes calls all the lower classes gauchos. Even
his milk was btoughtby a "young gaucho." Capt. Joseph Andrews in his
Journey from 1Juenos Aires through the Provinces of Cordova,. Tucuriz4n,
and Salta to Potosi and Arica·considers as. gauchos all the inhabitants of the
counmrside. Charles Darwin· describes and calls gauchos all·the peasants of
. the province o~' Buenos Aires in his Journal afResearches into the Natural
.History and Geology ofthe Countries Visited during the Voyage Around the
World ofH. Mr: S. Beagle.
'there were, however, more observant foreigners who discovered a differencebetweenthe uses of the word gaucho among the groups of the lower
classes.: William MaeCann-says the following:
The word ~aucho is considered offensive by the mass of the people, for it
designates an individual without fixed domicile and who leads a nomad life; for
this reason when referring to the poorer classes, I shall not employ the term.l~

Again the Frenchman Martin de Moussy analyzes the semantics of the words
asfollows:
'
In these immense plains it is that lives and devdops that most notable population
of.shepherds called improperly IIgauchos.."
In the co~t;r:yside"gaucho is essentially the errant man, the vagabond iwithout
a.h(m:iethatlives now in one.~stancia, now in another one, withoutfixedoccl1pation,
soliciting here an.d there a hOspitality which. never is denied him, and papng for it
QCCllSionally with small services; he is the singer ·of the pulperla· (a countryside
store wheI'e.drinks and. all. the articles of pripIe neteSSityare sold) that seated at
the dOQr on,a~q., that a. strong wooden grate separates from the keeper, scratches
the .guitar. singing in a monotonous voice, and in.a minor key) songs that he
improvises) and. that gather'around him the unoccupied of the surroundings.
By extension in the cities the name of IIgaucnol'has been given to all the·
inhabitallt$oftheplain with pastoral occupations; but in reality this name should
only to be applied to the vagabonds, and it is taken in this sense only in the native
.
counttyside..u '
13. Wm. McCann. Trip on HOt'sehack, throtlgh the· A,.gentine P,.ovifJ«s (Buenos Aires: 1929).
P· 132.
/
14.. Martin· de Moussy. Desctiption Glographique et Statistique de 14 ConjltlbtZtion .Argentit14 -=
(Paris:.1861),VoJ.ll.
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Finally the native writer Gen~al Lucio V.Mansillagives us. a well-meditated and careful analysis of the gaucho types. These he divides into the pai..
sano gaucho and the gaucho neto. He dt;scribes the types as follows:
" II

They are-two different types. Pajsan~gaucho is he who has a home, apermanent residence, he"' works, has respectfoI:<tthe authorities, and is on their side even
3gainst his inner feelings.
"'
The Gaucho-neto is the errant colmtryman, that is here today and gone
tomorrow. He is a gambler, a bully, an~ an enemyo£ discipline of any sort. He
avoids military service, seeks refuge among the IndiaIis anytime he murders someone,
- or joins the bandit gang when it appears.
The first has instincts o£ civilization and imitates the cityman in manner of
dress and custom. The second loves his ways and detests strangers. His·l~uries are
his spurs, his sllverornamen.ts, ·hissaddle apdhisknife. _The firs[cis a fatt.ner, a
wagon driver, 'a cow-herder, a handy D;'1an..The second helps out in the roundups.
The first has been a trooper, the second detests the service and deserts at thettrst
opportunity.
In a word,the,ttrst is a Useful man for industry and farm; the second is a
dangerous character in any place. The first forms the social D;'1ass af -Argentina, the
second is now disappearing.15
,

,

,I.

.

We have arrived now at the crux of the matter for before us stand two
types; one that has been described since the early eighteenth century as _vagabond, thief; barbarian, and'cutthroilt;the other a more or lessciV;ilized type, as rugged, as good a h'orsetn~, as good a. drinker, gcunblerandsingeras the
other, but who works for a living, has a home and filmily.Tl1e second type
forms the mass of the inhilhitants -0£ the pampa, arid is undoubtedly the one
- thatbecomes the- sCH:alledheroic gaucho of the "War of Independence. It is
this paisano gaucho who deserves the following description from the Spanish
General GarcfaGamba, who -fought against the insurgents of-Salta during
theWarofIndependence:
-The gauchos were men that knew the C01J1ltfy,-'well mounted,-and a(lIled with
machete or sabre, andriHe -which they used mOUllted or on fQO[ with surprising
ability. They approached ~e troop with such confidence, reluation, and coolttess
that they caused great admiration among _the EUt()pean military men, who were
-X5. Lucio V. MaqsilIa,Una.Excursion a lo~lndio~ Sanqueles(Buenos Aires: Iliblioteca
1928), p.86.This isa reproduction of thc"lStEdition published.in Paris in 1870.
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seeing for, the tirst time these extraordinary horsemen whose excellent quaJlties
for guerilla warfar,e and swift surprise they had to endure on manyoccasions.16

,.
Emilio Coni has proven, conclusively that the famous gauchos of Artigas and
Giiemes "were not th~gauchos net'lS but paisanos from the estandas of the
'provinces, of Salta and Iujuy}'l How did these paisanos obtain the name of
gauchos? Thisseemsto be theexplanation. The Spaniards knew that the word
gaucho was ,used in a disparaging sense by the Argentinians~ Very soon after
thehostiliti.~broke o~t they began. to call all the militia units of the insurgents
gauch'll t9sigIDfytheir contempt for them. This insult was first leveled at
the patriot militia of Giiemes who picked up the insulting word as a compliment and as a standard to represent the patriot army. From then on Giiemes
referred to his troops as"my gauchos" and following suit San Martin in a communiqueto the government dated at Tucuman March 23, 1814, uses the word
gaucho for the first time in a document with the new laudatory meaning when
he says:
The gauchos of Salta alone are engaging the'enemy in a war of attrition so
terrible that th.ey have obliged him to detach a whole division in order to procure
mules and cattle.I8

T1).e name gaucho grew somewhat in popularity with this laudatory meaning
but it was never accepted as a compliment by the greater mass of peasants.
And still,for the paisano it denoted the homeless vagabond cutthroat,of the .
pamp~ In-the two decades 1830-1850 the word gaucho became a political
banner. To gain popularity among the lower classes, leaders of the montoner-as (Revolutionary parties), like Rosas, called themselves gauchos.General Laval1~'in;Sl proclamation addresses the peasants as "Country folks, brave
andJoyal gauth'lswhom I lovewith all my heart."lB Thus the word is used for
praise, but'it is also used for insult. In the great social conflict which engendered the two belligerent parties of Argentina in the middle 1800'S, the Federals'defend ~emselves from Unitarian insults in this fashion:
'16. Tuan CartosD:ivalas. Los Gauchos (Buenos Aires: Juan Roldan yera.. 1928). p. 19.
17. Coni.0f1.at.[pp.213-16.
18. BartolomeMiue..OhrasCompletas (Buenos Aires,: 1934). Vol. I. p. 318.
19. Cotm"siande Hom~ie a Ia:Muerte del Ge.neral Lavalle (Buenos Aires: 1941). p. 10.
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Look ,if those Jackasses
are not really foo15
to callus stupid ,
gauchos and hicks.20

This ~~11.fQsion in the meaning of the word--reacheseven the great exponents
of gaucho-lore. For instance, Jose HernanClez,the authoro£ MaritnFierro,
in a little-known paIIlphlet gives the word gaucho the meaningofcufihroat
and highwayman. Notice this in tliefollowingpafagraphs:
As a vanguard to the small force Colonel Yanz6n accompanied only by four

or five soldiers was trave1ingonth~road to Catamarca. He was suddenly attacked
in the Santa Marfa region by a part;y of gauchos.
Yanz6nshot and killed Guti&rez, the captain of the gang, with: his pistol,
but he wa~ overcome by the superiority of numbers and was killed after a heroic
defense.
, On.e of 'hissoldiers esCaped, and reached Colonel Peiialoza 'who :rapidly·· came
to succor, arrivinga.t the un.fortunate place.where the bandits w~I'estillcncamped.
(Notice that he.re gatlcho is made to appear synonymous with. ba"dit.)U

A study of Sarmieilto's Facundo will show that he uses the word in avery ,
contradictory manner.; now as the prototype of the Argentinian, now to signify a bandit, highwayman, or_assassin.
The literary~terest in the gaucho begins and continues through the two
decades of the War of Independence. Gf!tlcholiterature, written by. ,cultured '
persons,seek.s·to imitate the speech of the peasants" but is dominated. by the
romantic spirit of .theearly eighteen hundreds, and theunleasheq.passions
of the politicalstruggle. The gaucho as de£ender ofthe·caUSe is eulogized, and
he is made into a r()}Il~tic type which unites the qualities of the peasant and'
the adventur.~us1i£e of the gaucho. This w;.lseasily done since the line of demarcation between the two was very thin. An honest paisano might, at any
minute; cross the line. r£ he went afoul of the law, without.much. effort he
identifiedhimsel£ with the matret'os. Asa matter of fact, is this notthestQry
of Martin Fierro? Didn't he have a ranch aildfamilybe£ore he w~ taken to
Manuel Ibanez Frocham, Apuntes para la Histotia tIe Saladmo (La Plata: 1937), p.26.
Jose Hernandez, VitIa tIel Clzacno. Rasgot Biogrtf/kOs tIel-General Angel V.Peiialoza (Buenos
~: Angel da Ponte Editor, 1875). The words gauchos and malnecnores (bandits) have been italicized
by the author to <:all the attention pf the reader to them. They are not italicized or und~red in
20.

21.

the oIiginal text.
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the frOD.tier? MarlIn Fierro was a paisano turned gaucho through his difficul/ tieswiththelaw.
'
In this way was·developed the literary type that the- gauchophiles have
converted into t4e representation of the Argentine nation. This, is the gauc.ho
ofcu1turcd,people.Thisis:$anto,r V~ga ~d Segundo Sombra, but in reality he
~ not asocialty1?eat.~w.d certainly not the peasant of the pampa. The word
gatlc!lJJ an;iOllgthe~c:ultuI'ed classes-of the world means this romantic type
coined bythe:poet$ ()£the IIrica gat«!ttSCth
Today alI1ong; the masses 'of the republics of the Plata there bas been a
further$plit inme$ing between. the adjective. gaucho and the noun gaucho.
Theadjeetivehasf£oI' the last fifty years been consiaered as laudatory---es muy
ga~h()--meaning.that he is brave andwell:·vers.edin thetasks and customs,
oftheplairis~.l!$ ut} gaucho (he is a hick, an uncultured-person) is, of course,
a degrading',statement, but IIlOre and more that meaning is disappearing
under the. pl'essureof gaucho theater, literatuI'e,. and gauchophile societies.
. From the study of the origin arid. SeIIlantics of the word we can arrive at·
the'coD.cl'(.IsioD. that the representative of the pampean society is not and never
has been thegatjcho. The word gaucho when applied indiscrimiD.ately to all
the population of the Argentinian countryside seems to ~scribe the attributes
ofonegt"oupofh)dividuals to the whole society. Furthermore, a study of the
popular..balladsgatheted by VentuI'a,Lynch, Carrizo, diLullio, and Dra§hi, .
Lucero-revealed that the word appeared only seventy-three times in eleien
thousw.d tJUrty..three capIas and romances. This indicates that the word Was
notused commonly by the rurals, and certainly was nothing to sing about.,
.
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''MUST HAVE HAD it. SAD LIFE, death in the family or maybe a friend,"

a neighbor
whose husband worked in Tansey's told Kate Lacey the first day Oliver
moved his few things into the foom on the third floor. She, Kate, never believed it because she had known people who had, had death and sadness in
their lives~dnone of tbemseemed as calm and controlled as her new roomer.
There was either much more or much less' to it than that, she decided.' And
after his first f~w,inonths in Orion, when the speculation about him had be. come wildly ~probable before it ceased completely and forever, she was convincedfrom her-few glimpses and rare words with him that it was much less.
And after/~enty-threeyears of seeing him change only in appearance and
age, she no longer gave the matter the
slightest consideration. She would never
have disputed with anyone that he was
lonely and old and even, perhaps, disapA LoveStory
pointed, because she had no more idea than
anyone else.
His room was small with three sm3J.I
windows fronting out toward Highland
LEEA. JACOBUS
Avenue where they caught the sunlight o~
early morning and of much of the day.
Oliver Gillen, pardy because he was indifferent and pardy because he was
rareiyin his room except in the evenings, kept the dark shades drawn from
olleend of the year to the other. Properly speaking, the shades were "fixed"
in Plett present position and would not, even if he had wanted them to, roll
backtoreveal the day. .
.
.
Prominent' on' the stand near his bed was a picture of his mother as she
had appeared wl1en he was too young to remember. She was a ruddy-looking
woman of extraordinarily masculine stature, high-collared in the lace old
fashioned way, and square-shouldered in a way Oliver would never be. He
never lookeR at the picture other than to dust it, and almost as if he were cona
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scious of all the modern talk 'about mother-complexes he kept itpointingawa.y
from his bed so that when reading or awaking he had not 'to look upon her
reproachful sternness~
'"
Mrs. Lacey had furnished the rest of the room with yellowed mesh cur,.
tains which smelled forever of a strange 'acrid dustiness, a bookstand with
c,astoff books she had moved up from her 0\yn living room, two violeptsea,scapes she' had sent a'Yay for and had mounted when Mr.· Lacey was alive
and an assortment of lamps, chairs and oddments which.had·formerly been
in other parts of the house, but which she now felt might be put to better use
in his room. Because he. was her. most relia).lle tenant she gave him afew extra
bi~ of attention, but he never .acknowledged any of· her touches, !lor-did he
·ever question her authority either in inserting an extra piece here or there or
in removing a knickknack or lamp, nor did he ever question her taste in
choosing things for him. He hardly ever noticed a change in hisrooJIl unless
jt were of a majorc;onsequence; and -few thIDgs were of major consequence
to'Oliver Gillen."
'
He countered the consideration that much of his life was dictated by routine with the conviction that he was ordering his life and living sensibly. He
always 'arrived -early to work, shocking his colleagues 'Voho regarded him not
as someone to be envied but as someone to be avoided. As far as they were concerned he seemed to live for h,is work and anyone who 'lived only to work
for Big Ed Tansey was, in their estimation, a trifle, if not a great deal,aberrated. But actually he thought of hi~ work only as something to accomplish
and accomplish well before h~ left late in the evening, later, often, than Big
Ed himself. From work he traveled the few dozen Y:;ll'ds across the street and
.up to the Astoria, where he bought the evening paper and read in the lobby
under the watchful SCl1ltiny of'the.manager, Oscar Brehm, until it was time
for dinner. With the paper safely tucked under his arm and occasionally with
a burnt-out cigar in his mouth, he would travel acroSs the street, his back,
now, to Tansey's, 'up to Claire's Restaurant, where he found his usual booth
'empty and waiting. After dining on liver or chicken croqu.ettes, he would sit '
and .ponder sometimes for all of twenty minutes in order to pick from the
, sIx.choices of'dessert,'aIld three times out of five his;hrst choice would he
. exhausted in the kitchen and he'd have to sit and stare for another ten min, 'utes before he could make up his mind about a second choice~
.
Saturdays, of course, there was the show at the Orpheum on the corner
165
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or a western, OliV'er would be at the window to get his ticket for the early
showing and. he would buy a packet of licorice 'pastilles and take kto his
usual seat on the right of the center aisle. Occasionally, if the picture were
very good orveryshort,or both, he would decide to indulge himself by sitting
through it twice./fnvariably, he would fall asleep.during the second showing,
but he had 'an uncanny' capacity for awaking as the film ended, and so he was
never embarrassed by an attendant's having to arouse him.
SOm.etimes' after a film he would want to talk With someone about it,
either tacriticizeor compliment, but Oliver never had anyone to talk to. The
urge wO'Qld burn in hitn..for a few long minutes as he started home, b~t it
would ttsuallym,eout unexpressed before he reached Highland Avenue. If'
the picture· had really touched him he would cast a few words of comment '
or appr~iati()n ~o the winds and would return home with his head full of
the vision. In these few instances, he would ·fall asleep dfeaming of himself
as hero riding h3!"d or loving ,hard, and he would slumber with a contented
smileon hisface.·
It was after ~ne of these latter experiences in the Orpheum that an odd
thing occurred to him. When the lights went on after the picture he found
that he'd /been sitting only two seats away from Annie Buechler, who had
been his waitress at Claire's,for the past year and a half. He hardly recognized
her without her normal drably-green uniform and he might not have said
anydllng to her at all if she hadn't looked him full in the face with an awk. ward, almost girlish smile when he first saw her.
Having sat so· long without talking, he found his voice thick and his
hello abit hoarse.
"She ansiVered very shyly as she edged over toward the aisle, heading in
his direction; shecalled him, '~Mr. Gillen."
Outside/theyfound themselves standing together while the thick crowd
of peopleflowedatound .them.Oliver did not quite know what the proper
thing was to d?;;,-His strongest urge was to go right back to his room, back
to. familiarity ~d comfort; but at the same time he felt a strange obligatipn
to say something to her, to offer, because he was a gendeman, to walk her .
home.
,/
She accepted ~d they started down the dark street. Mrs. Buechler was
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a quiet, melanchdly looking woman, thin and somewhat,reddened about the
eyes. She seemed near'Oliver's own age, though thought she-might be"a
fewsears' younger; there was no way of being sure. Hertnarriage ha~lnot
lasted, evidendy, and she had been forced into working at Claire's and other
restaurants like Claire's, she said as they walked.
Mtera few blocks of awkward, cautious conversation, they found themselves suddenlytalking very fully and anxiouslyaboutthe.6lm~ Theirfavorite
actor had been the star and Annie was amused at Oliver's clumsy imitations
of his voice and gestures. By the time they reached her .rooming hoUse ~they
were both chuckling loudly over the comedy of the tnovieand· the .whole
humorous situation in which the two star~ had somehow found one another.
They talked for a few motnents in the street until Oliver began tpsenseher '
,melancholy returning. He said goodnight then,~d walked, briskly back to
his room in the crisp air, happy in one sense that he had had 'an opportUriity
to diseuss,.the show with someoI}.f-7-that, in fact, someone had been interested
in hearing his opinions-but he was distressed in another sense because he
did not knowhow to make himself feel normal in Annie's presence. Being
with.her outside Claire's was too new an experience for him.· It was almost
an immoral 'experience. It was too severe a 'shift. ·from the regularity of life
for him not to feellet-downas he walked home; his conscience was Jar too
. strong, far too we11-developed for him riot tofe~l thathe had done something
wrong. Guilt was the only-natural reaction he could call upon for guidance.
It was the only reaction he had: ever had in this kjnd of situation, asimation
that veered away from normalcy. Olivet tried to' fight against it as he continued home, ,but as his pace slowed and as the cool air of night.crept·beneath
his clothes and into his bones he knew he was too old forsuch,thingsas strolls '
wi$ strange women, that his life had' been too well-ordered ·to permit him
the luxuries.other men lived for. He knew now, ashe walked up the stairs
to his room, why he had felt su,:h a strailling in talking with Annie; it was
like being thirteenth at table; it was something very wrong.'

he

Z

oj

THE REST of the week dragged, itself limply like a ragged animal. He saw
Annie six times and before each: time he felt a slight surge, an embarrassing
twinge of' an emotion he could not righdy identify., But she simply' tr¢ated
A LOvE STORY
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him with the same dispassion and efficiency that she had always used toward
him. She toleratedhis.Iong examination of the menu after each meal and -she
reported dutifully when an item he had chosen was not available.
By Saturday he h~dalmostforgotten about her. He no longer felt anything when. he thought about walking up Highland Avenue to Claire's.
Whatever had touched him for those first few 'days had worn off.
The film, an adventure story about two men who loved the same woman
andwent todUterent parts of the world to try to win her, mesinerizedhim.
His only. disturhancewas that he unconsciously identified himself with the
wl'ongman,the man who had gone too far in his extremes and whose sudden
death-had created the proper occasion and atmosphere for the union of his
chiefantagonistatid the girl. This rifBed him a bit, and as the lights went on
after tb.eper£ormance ,he found himself staring at the empty screen for a
mottlent. ' /
When he rose" finally, to leave, he cast _a sudden glance to his left and
discovered the thin, wan, plaintive face of Annie Buechler, who had sat unnoti€ed. througl1 the film only a few seats away. He was startled at seeing
her)asifit were the last place he would have expected her to be.
She smiled Iter plain, drab schoolgirlish smile and began moving toward
him. Oliver felt tempted, as she foided up the seats between them, to simply
nod and begin to'walk up the aisle, but unaccountably he ~eld hims~lf back.
Itwot4dhavebeen rude.
"That was pretty good; wasn't it?" she asked as she came to stand next
to him~ '-I liked the last part besto"
"Yes," he said a pittoo grimly, still thinking of himself as having perished
in thewakeofaCgreatstorm.
"Bl.ltitwassad, too, wasn't it?" she said, reacting to his glumness.
''Yes, it waS that, too," he answered.
They walked slowly that night; remarking occasionally at the quivering
stat-sand at the heart-shaped linden leaves shining greenly over the street
Oliver was aware- of the honeyed perfume of the trees seeping down around
them. He had never noticed that before.
Their"hdk was not as voluble as it had been before, and they both seemed
gtatdUI that they could walk quiedy and not feel the necessity for talk. Talkingseernedahnostsuperfluous to them.
, 'When Oliver slept that night he dreamed of himself flying low over
<
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choppy seas, dipping lower and lower as his fuel gauge'disappeared,kno~ing .
that he'd.Jlever get back to land. The heroine, his woman wholD.he ,would
never see '~gaffi, had Mrs. Buechler's~ad· eyes, her sad smile, and.herwhole, .
roundsad'face. .
The dream gave him an uncomfortable few minutes when he awoke and
recalled it the next day. During the week that followed, Oliver forind it easy to accept Annie's
indifIerencein Claire's because it was,in·fact,his own indifIerenceas.well.
They carried on the everyday life just as they had in the past, neither greeting
the other with anything more than the/normal courtesies. they had.shown in
. the previous eighteen months. Oliver even le£tthe same tip; ·fifteen cents,
after every m e a l . '
.
.One thing had changed, however, and that was Oliver's emotional state.
when he occupied his seat in the restaUl'ant. It was similar to that of the first
few days after their initial meeting in the Orpheum. He could not iden~.it,
but it was very much like the adolescent quaking and anticipation in meeting
someone viewed previously·only from a great distance. He was. sometimes
annoyed by it, but could not alter it.
.
Their Saturday evening m:eetings became rather regular after that. Forthe firstfew times they satin widely separated seats and Oliv~ foundhe.could
not concentrate properly on the film,knowingthat Annie Buechler was sit~
ting in the same aisle with him. It was only natural that he should linger a
moment longer one Saturday night,..the fifth after.their first .meeting,at the
counter after buying his pastilles. Annie came with her torn ticket stub and
smiled plainly at him. They sat together that evening and for many Saturday
nights- after. Strangely, he found that with her sitting next to him, he could _
concentrate more fully on the picture. He could give voice to any appropriate
comments which might strike him, and he exulted silendyalittle bit whenever she.showed her appreciation by a stifled laugh or a somber nod, depending on hisobservation.
Gradually; as the time passed, they came to talk about things far removed
from the world of motion pictures. She told him about her first husband, how .
he ignored her, drank until he had to take the cure.and the~finally,~whe'd
runoff with another woman who, she had somehow discovered later, had
been thrown over for·a third. He had been intolerable, she said, but she had
. been too young and impetuous when she married to know what he'd~e like.

in

.
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It was an old and familiar story, she admitted to him, but Oliverkriew
by looking at her, by realizing that she had been left with the marks of her
, experience, that it was, a true story. He had nothing as grim to tell, in: fact
he had nothing t9 tell about his own history that would have interested her,
,but once in. a while he found himself rdating an expenencehere and there
about situations he had been in or witnessed. And because the thiiigs which
had happened to him ,were far less interesting than what had happened to
other-people, ,he would, occasionally falsify a feW' details and relate someone
el&e's story as having happened to him.
Thisbothered·him.
.
Alone in his room after a Saturday evening, he would very often reproach
himself for having lied. tSOmetimes he would go so far as to imagine that it
was she, Annie, who had forced him to lie, as he would never have done had
he been alone. Itwas at these times that he'd wrestle with himself, vowing
never to see her again, imagining almost irrationally; that she was a kind of
succubus who fir~t extracted the trUth from him and then, when the trUth was
not enough,'. forced him to lie~ It was illogical, almost immoral, to think this
way andhe told himself so, though ill his telling could rarely do more than
. bluntslightly: the feeling he'd already entertained too long. There were times
when his self-arguing would continue into the night, when he could not
, sleep' with the thought that she, her very presence, made him a man he often
did not recogIlize, a'man who bragged as he would never ,have done under
ordinary<circumstances, a man who stooped to the sin of lying to impress.
-But.his trepida.~ons were, for the most part, short-lived. After a night's sleep,
he would nO'longer-think of Annie as succubus, but rather as a responsive,
if somewhat plaintive and perhaps pathetic, companion. He was contented
that he hadsonw>ne to talk with anu to.listen to, someone who demanded
littleo£1linl,.oOly an infrequent lie or an occasional inflation of reality. Relinquishinghisprivacy ofsoulone eVening a week was nottoo much, he realized,
cOJ..1sidering the pleas~e he received from being with her, considering how
much she,: herself, seemed to brighten and shine with someone, himSelf, be,sideher to share a. few moments with. It· was not too much,' he decided.
The. ,professio~a1' indifference she showed him in' Claire's continued.
Theircqnversation, questions and answers pertaining 'to the menu, rarely
di££ered frotnop.e month to the next and Oliver was happy with things, that
way~Not~athe didn't ',enjoY her, or find that each time they met he was
"
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t~.le~ninore and~or~

tempted to reveal more and ID.or;ab?ut:himseIJ and
about her, but he had found that adJustmg to lenthisslightdegreeofmttmacy with another person, particularly a woman, was so difficult that ',the
adjustment to constant or greater intimacy would ha\Tebeen impossible.
Gradually, over the months, as summer waned intoautwn1i and. gave
itself up into the beginnings of winter Oliver lost'his feelings of guilt at his
occasional lies. In fact, as they became'more natural w.itheachother ,at the
Orpheum and after, he found that he no longer felt the urge to Iieor·to
inagnifyhis experiences. They talked less and l~sabouttheirpastexperiences
and more and more about abstract ideas, the world and God and life.
Their criticism of the films they had seen sometimes led them to harsher
judgments of their quality than Oliver would dared' have make· had he not
had her to talk with. And though he oftendisa:greed, he pondered over her
dislik~ and observations and hetoqk them to sleep withhim,frequently U:Dable to reconcile his own feelings or to agree that a film he had liked had not,
in fact, been a good one. It was a matter of taSte, he decided, and1eft it at tha:t.
Though ther,agreed on many things he had no right to expectthat she would
always like thepictures he thought most highly of. '

So GRADUALLY that it seemed· unconscious, Oliver Gillen began to-make
. certain slight changes in his habits and environment. The first change was
unexpected. Oliver himself hardly ,knew what to make of it;butoneda:yhe
found that Kate Lacey's seascapes wex:e impossible to live Wit4. She, so in- '
credulous as to risk a palpitation by racing 'upstairs to 'ask why, had found
them-neatly stacked in her parlor with a small note saying, ''Thank you,"
and nothingmore.
In their stead she found two pastel prints of approximately the same size,
but of subjects which were more lyric,· milder and more generally'pleasing
. in terms of their union ofappropriate colors. Oliverhad'no·explana:tion for
her when she steamed into the room and looked about. He was busy arranging his furniture, looking, critically 'at each-piece to see how it should fit into
the scheme of the e1ltire·rOOin. Winded, she· let out ontya few exasperated
tones and left as quickly as she had come, not even ha-vinggiven Oliva-cause
to wonderaboutherpresence.
r:" At Tansey's his colleagues began to notiC;,e that he wore a truly clean shirt,
A. LOVE STORt'
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that his suits--he had three now-were more often neat and pressed than not.
Even Big EdhimseIf remarked casually about the difference to one of his
secretaries. His comment was that for the first time since he had known him
Oliver's·haircut seemed to fit his head.
These changes w~e slight. Few people would have noticed any of them
had they not taken Oliver £orgranted for many years. None was major
enough for anyone to comment openly to him about them, nor were most
people as moyed as Big: Ed even to mention anything.to someone.else. People
simply noted the fact, wondered for a moment, then resumed their daily
duties~

1£ Annie observJd any changes in Oliver she kept silent. She herself
seemed a bit brighter, a bit less plaintive even in these winter months. Their
weekly meetings continued uninterrupted and they seemed mutually pleased
by their Saturd~y talks and their weekly indifference. Oliver noticed that as
.February wore on,
frequently huddled neai' him for warmth on their
way to.;take her home, that she talked less and listened more to him. He even
thought, strangely, that her eyes were wider when she regarded him than
they had been.before. Consciously he attributed this to the weather, but unconsciously he feared it migh~. be something else, that, in fact, another change
might take place; and Oliver did not want any changes now. His lif~ was too
<:omplete,tOO'placid to accept an alteration in any but the most minor aspects'
ofltsroutine.
Late in February, in the evening of the extra day the calendar had given
it,. Oliver .turned his .mother's portrait around to face his bed. It seemed far
less ~epl"oachful and stern than it ever had before.
That very night he had one of the oddest and most frightening dreams
he could, remember having had. He dreamt he was in Claire's finishing his
dessert and Annie had, without comment, placed his check next to his dish
and moved back to the kitchen door where she could see his face from across
ther9Qm. He·thQught nothing of it, butcontinu'ed eating his Boston cream
pieun,tileaclt last flake of crust had been licked from his chin. Only then did
he.reach,fQI,J:ns;check, and, simultaneously his hand,took a dime and a nickel
frOD1,.IPs,trou~etspocket to· place outhe table. But he did not put the fifteen
. Centsthele~ Instead he stared inGIedulously at the check where, under the
ptintedfigures o£hisbill, were the words, scrawled almost painfully as a child

Annie
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would, "I love you." He was astonished. He gasped 'at the words, refusing
to believe they were .there -in front of him, refusing that Amjtie had had the
awful nerve to confront him with them. He couldn't imagine what he had
done to provoke them, why she should do this to him, spoil the relationship ,
he had had with her, a relationship he had come to respect and enjoy. Everything was'ruined, he thought, as he stood there. Nothing was left. He couldn't
even look at her f~ce~s he hurried out of the restaurant. He could only
imagine the sad look ·of hurt that must have been there, a hurt she had only
caused herself, a hurt Jiecould do nothing to ameliorate. It was all beyond
his power. She had betrayed him.
Oliverwoke to the darklless in a cold, trembling sweat. That Annie might
love him had never occurred to himbefore.lt was out of the question~ he had
thought, but, then, how could he,. Oliver, control such a thing ? Was ithis fault
as well as her~? He couldn't be sure. Certainly he had."..[everencomaged,anything of this sort, nor would he. It was all only a dream yes, but a possibility,
nevertheless. Perhaps h:er huddling, her widened eyeshould have told him
that, beyond his control, he had affected her in a way h had never wanted to.
It was a way which could only bring unhappiness to h .r andniisery to him,
away he hadnever expected could happen.
Oliver didn't sleep the rest of that night. Instead, he bundled himself into
his overcoat and wandered through,the black streets of Orion, thinking about
Annie and the dream, what he had done that might make the dreamcollle
true, and how he might reverse what he thought of now asthe natural course
of events.
'- '
As he walked he attempted to 'reason with himself that he had only had
a dream, but something within him proclaimed· that the dream was a, sign,
an· irrevocable sign he should heed. He stood call1lly in the 'cold outside the
window of Claire's. The restaurant was closed, put the dull pink neon .sign
,shone through the window and lighted his face as heJooked inside.. He could
see Annie as· she had stood in his dream. He could see her face now,and it
was full of remorse and pain. Oliver couldn't~dure it. He turned quickly
away and stared up the street toward the Astoria. All the lights were out and
the street looked cold and grim. in the night.
The dreatn had been too real, he decided. He wasn't superstitious, but
he wasnot so foolish 'as to ignore such a palpable directive. No, it was d~A LOVE STORY
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. nitelymeant asa warning,.he decided, as he turned his back to Jameson Street
and headed home. It.was a warning that he must act upon for his· own sake
and for hers. It was, in fact, a signaling of his duty in the affair.
guilty the. next Saturday, Oliver avoided Annie in the
Orphelim. He s=:tt mthe back on the' left so he could leave quickly when
thelilmwas.overandnothaveto see her. It was the only way, he thought.
Shewowdhaveto understand, that he was saving them.
.In Qlaire's-he could not alter his life so severely as to change hi~ restaurant'after tWenty years of uninterrupted dinpers-he tried not to look at her.
He kept.' his eyes tdhis- plate· and' the menu, ,and he confined himself to the
normalprobleins of choice and choosing.
Thefollowit;IgSatura.ay~ecould not avoid seeing her as he left the Orpheum.Shehad not gone in at all, but waited outside for him to come. And
though he tried to:avoid it, his glance was riveted firmly to her. She was standin.gsilent, a t]jfn specter of a woman with the sad round eyes of a child who
had, been betrayed. He couldn't help sensing her feeling and wanted to explain why he h~d ·behaved as' he had, but the words would not come; they
seemedah:nost Unnecessary as he looked at her and saw that she could not.
speak, thatshewould notunderstand what he had to say. He hurried.by her
feelingl1auseousandshaken,and he wished'he had never seen her. The night
was cold· and,wwppingandwhen he returned to his room he walked endlesslyover. the' worn carpets 'around his beq. He felt miserable but ju~t. In
themc)J:mng>M1's. Lacey found. a not~ requesting the return of the seascapes
andshe'£Qund,.aftetshe had re-hung them, that the pastels were crumpled
and wedged'deeplyinone of the outsideashcans.
..Annie leftClairds shortly after that. Without a word or a nod she had
.simply vanished from Orion,and Oliverthoughtshe had done the bestthing.
Het 'action merely'connrmed what his dream. had told him.'She had been as
.sensible.$he,and\hewasgrateful. Monthslater he had heard from someone
int6wnthatherhusband hadfound her andthrough feal' of him she'had left
to start life somewhere else, but he could never be sure of what people~ said.
Itdldn'tso'l1ttdveryteasonable to him'. Someone even said she had died only
a$fio~wb.ile:a£tetshehadleft;,buthedidn'tbelieve this either~ People weren't
very sensible in. Orion when it came to things of this nature.
FlmLING STRANGELY
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There were times now when Oliver sensed something missing in his life,
but these tinles were only brief, ~pasmodic moments of weakness~ he, knew.
He, paid no attention to them. Occasionally he would catch himself talking
out loud in the Orpheum, but no one nouced. Once or twice he began going
home from the film in the wrong direction, but he was never more than a
minute or.two out of his way, so it did not matter.
In April, perhaps because spring was coming, he turned his mother's
picture away from his bed.
, In June he still imagined, sitting in Claire's having dinner, that Annie
was standing ~y the kitchen door ~atching him eat, but. he sh?9k.that off;
too, by protesting that he was getting older and that things of this nature
were -to be expected. Nothing was beyond his power ofratiohaIizing because
he had gone to great trouble to order his life well and to controlhiInsel£. The
only things that really bothered him were the things that happened to him
in the night, when he was completely alone, when he would wake from a
sound sleep and see her standing silent at the foot of his bed imploring him
with her sad eyes., calling him mutely away from 'himself and into her world
as if she were a spirit come to redeem him from bondage.
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Books
THE Co~LECTED WRl'l'INGS OF Wia:r WHITMAN: THE' CoRRESpONDENCE OF WALTWHlTMAN, 1842--1875; 2vols.;ed. by Edwin Haviland Miller. New York: New York
versitYPress, 1961. Vol. I, 394 pp., Vol. IT, 387 pp. $10.00 each.

Um-

Many of the major American writers of the nineteenth century cultivated a mythical
PCle1 Twain all: encoU1'a.ged (Of at least did'Ilothingto.discour:age)apittUreof themsel~esthatwas more fanCy than f'aet;butWaltWhitmanwas
pro~ablythe most ·difficult of the 10~Scho1arship hasm~agedtOdi$peltheHawthome
who soundedlike a Count Dracu1afloatingaroundSalem,orllybythelig1l.toEa £Ulhnoon,
the Poe maniacally addicted to drugs for literary inspiration,andth¢;Xwainwho ~d
. no concern· forstru~e.ButWhitmanhasneverbeencompletely Untangled froIIt,-the
''I'' '0£ Leave.so! Grasf. Readers have always reacted violently toWalt~Th.eyhavelabeled
hUn a braggarr, a mystic, an iI1sufferableegotist,ll.blat:aD.thomosexuaI; a "kosmos;"but
until the .publication ofth:ese two IDassivevolUllle5Qfhisdetteri('whiCh constitute.orlly
half of tbeptojecte4coUection) not many haveconsideredlum a bote.. Now, 'however,
there can be no doubt;· the Walt Whitman who lived and·.breathed (whatever the charaeterlsticsof "I")
insufferably dull. ,
His .letters. are 'gra.m.matical monstrosities. They show.....-except for. a few written
dlliingtlieCivil· War, when. Whitman· was ariu,rse-a.dis~binglack.of imagination
andpersonallty.The pQetrepeated entite paragraphs in diIferentletters written at about
thesametim:e. He developed a fotn:lula for ending letters,,:in which. the last paragraph .
began, "I.am ·sitti1lginthc'oflice"..and thendescribedi JIlonotonously,theweather and
the, sCenery he saw.out ··his·· ~dowe' Aftet his patlliy,tlc.stroke in 1873, practtCally every
lc:~containeda ·PQlly~hst:atement.that he Inigl1tget \VeIl or. Jnight.not, but
prei>aJ'ed for anything. Manyoftheseletters(f()rtypetc~t, accordingto.ProfessorMlller's
count) have been in printbe£ore, scattered over more than 1ifty years; the rest are' Pub- .
lishedhere£orthefusttime~ And once they getgatheredtogethet mchronological;order,
. they 'are hopelessly banal and lusterless.
public.image~HawthQ~ne,

was

\.

was
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- Professor Millel: recognizes. the insipid character of Whitman as letter rriter. "I
never thinkaboutliterary perfection in letters'. • • it is the man&: the feelin'g/' Miller
quotes Whitman, as saying. And the ediwrpoints out,
It would be ab~ (and dishonest) to' claim th3t the publication of Whitman's letters will
suddenly unvciJ, the trUth wltic:h.has escaped critics, biographers, and fanatics. Perhaps an editor •••
maybe forgivCn ifhelxiakes an unacademic asSC1'tion: the printing of the letters, with copiOus
annotation frqmthericlie$~ofmaterialnowavailable, will bring this baftling figure clo$CI' to readctS
by focusingauennon on the IlQl;tofimmensities engaged in the intimacies of. daily experience.

.

'

Ccuainly tb.ere'~~beno J,l1ore::¢onfusion aqp,ut how closely the Walt Whitman in. Leaves
ofGrass~~·the'Walt Whitman who wrote that book. Whoever touches both
Uatl~sofGtasi"andthe C01"1'espomlencetouches a man; but in the latter case, the reader
Confr9I1tsa mundane" jejune, c>ftenbathetic and ~equendy soporific letter writer~ and in
the£o~e~hemeets (to paraPhrase Scott Fitzgerald's description of Gatsby) Walt Whitman'$Pfutonicconccption o{:himself~
.
·'I'he·tQrrespondenceraises,paradoxica1ly, exactly the opposite problem from the one
that 'face<l' criti'csand biographers in the'past. Instead of attempting to 1.UU'avc1 fictional
chat:act~'froII1histo~caI writer,. critics now face the taSk of tryiJ.Ig to· explain how the
WaltWbitman who, wrote theSe letters could ever have composed his poetry. It isa
proJ)lerritllathasto'g<ifarther. back than the current studies of the textual revisions of
specific;~from; theirfitstto ~eirfinar versions for its. solution; the question is, how
did' th,~1tpan whQ'Wrote this· kUtdof le~erev~ get even to the rough draft stage of his
poetry? I.dolnot,me3llthat poets cannot be unpoetic in appearancc(the photographs and
the..Yoi~olIl'eeordih~ofmodern,poets reading their own verse have prepucd.us for
thc;;worsi),butWhitmanpro~ed that a.lcttershould. rcBect~fthe man &: thc feeling."
~dheiI)sis~ed,jn, the ;1855 Pre£acethat inspitatiollwas everywherc around him. Sq
~.nsia.• ~• .•·.th~. . e.. •f.'t.·~.·.. ~:the.•'.man.' who:wrotcuWh..en.Lila.'.cs.'. Last in the.. Dooryard-Bloom'<!t
Wtote;'nothiIlg11l',any>extantlett~about Lincoln's death; the man who wrote'rpassa~
to, India~~aIid· ·~o, a LOcom.otive in Winter" was Intcrcsted .in his letters only in train
meckstl1at:;tfugh,tkiU or injure some of his "mechanic" friends, especiaD.y Peter Doyle;
the1fuln: who.Wrote"Crossing·BroOklyn Ferry" described the same trip in a letter of
I86.3thus~

I am quite f()l1d ()f crossing'on the F'ulton !erry, 01" South ferr1. between 'Brooklyn &: New
York, ,on the :big handsomeboats.Theyruh contiriual1y' day &:night.lknow most. of the pilots,
.:&:: 19oupolt th~4eck&:;stay as .long as I; choose. Thescc:ne' avery curious; &: £u1f of variety.
. ":(J:J.e'sh1ppmg'.lI1ongthewhan'es lQ()b .like afor~t .of baretrees~ ·'!'hell. there are all classes of
.sajling~esscls~$~l:l'S,. some of th~the granc.lest:&: m;ost beautiful steamships in the world,
-goin~or~~~fx'omE.:uro~ orol1c the California rouletall. these ()n themove. As I sit up there
in,the~ilotJi()uset lpm secev~,&: the distant scenery, &:' away down toward the sea,
·&:'FQttLafayette••&:e;,Thc·fcrry
baa to pick its way through the crowd. Often they hit .Cllch
~thet, t1iettthet~i$a time-.

bOar

'J)1C'.~e,"v~curious,&:£uU()£vatiety,"with an"&c." to fill in the bl~ isa.£ar

j11Jl1p from. the Qb~ero£ "Crossing-Brooklyn Ferry,"and one can respectth~ artistry
118.
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of the poetry even Ulorewhen<>ne.~zesllowappai'endy. uncongenial toWhit:tnanthe
man the~ecbniquC$o£'Whiq'Ila.nthepoet· were.

ProfessorMiller1la$(104~ asqperh job·ofa1Ulo~tingtheCQrresponlletlct.',.;wh1chis
£u1lo£0bScurer~ces.tielias:providedp1ausible
datesi'colJ1pite<lllit$Q£'Je,ners~t()
Whi~an'Q£le~.ftomWhitmaIJ.that,arenolongerextant'or·avaiJ~bl~?a.n;dQfJoca
tiQnsaIJ.dpriot/pubUcation!lO£Jettqspri1lt~d.
h~e. His fOot1l()tC!laie,~b;lustiYe;:tb.ey

~v~al~~a~g'P9~t ()f1.QlJisaWhittI@l,a'CaIJ.~ker~UsandcoIIu)le.tdy;di!l~~e<:- :'
able,wolllanwllo$bc@d llave~ved$witdl.C!l '~d.ashe!lev.C'f!J Mother!$PaY'~rrhereare ;
a.fewtypographicaLen'o~,jlt~..othenvise~dsqlJ1ejob.o£ p~~g:;th~half..d\1~<o.£
the'fir.st volume '(p··~3)&U:Wedates,incltldeda!l,i84~ to :x847,"a!ld ~tsJ1ouldbe'~S67~ ,
On·tJte precc:dingpa~.Em.0ry,aol1oWlly,is:spelle9 HallowaY~AndOllpa~~.oftb,~mst.
volume,wheq Id,f.•.WIllmmn,~Iain$thatcarpenter!s,wa~,in..~eW~l~$;are,·gfi£ty
dOllarll a month and fou.ndl'. Professor Miller·~ends .thjs.:tQ readc'Ifc)und,~'ignori1:lg;a
COmmon A.tnerieatlis@. uWa~e$;lndfound"ll1eaAts~ary~l~roolJ1andPoar4"as the
I);a;onar;y ()fAmericanBpgl;sk 'd~esthe-term., .
'
. ,"
It i!lUnposSible.nottoa<fuiir'e:PrQ~or~C1"·sipa~e.n~in,ass~bling and'@Ilotating
his material,witha1ntost;~v~ .page.. ·~ .lotus. TheWhitlJ1an~peci~li$twil1find;the
Corre$pQnt1en~a.ne,cessity;thegeJleralreader will dQ'YeU tosavQdttoprov~tobimself
that, just as he. ~ed he was~ Walt Whito:lan. was a very~mm.()n ~.
, _
. HamlinHill
Formerly oftbeEnglish Department oftbe University of Newl.{exico, ~Hill·.·~.'an.~t
Professor ,of English and American StiJdicsat theUnivcrsity 'Of Wyoming. He is collaborating-with
'WaIter BWr of TJ:!e'UnivcrsityofCmcago on the forthcomingfacsinlile first'edition of Th~ At1t1~ntut'4S
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WEBSTER'~THIlID NEW IN"l'EaN.t\TIONAL PICTIONARY UN.t\BlUDGED.

'

Springfield: G.

&

C.

Merriam, 1961 :2,718pp.. S47.S0.
The thir&edition.of,the:Meniam-Webstet (Reg.·U.S.Pa~ 01l.)unabrldged i$,a
publisbmgevent mdeed.The'basicsecond-edition 'copyrightwasgrantcda·gen~tatioIi·'a.go
in 1934. SincethCll ofcoU1's¢' there have ;beenreprintin~jrevisio~- a.ndaddefida.;.J\s 'the
language grcw, so didWebster's......creeping ·midd1e..age~spreadneeessitatiJigespeciauy
stouttablesand!ltaildstoh6Idit--threemeJland'aboyt°transpottit~ ."
The ncwWe,bstetlshasthenewlookoftbeyounger'generation; bycomParis0nl\1ith
the seeondeditioi,- itis.ta1lAAdsllin. Pages area shadewidet and a half inch ,deeper,

, buttheteare.61~JeWer'thaniinthet960,reprint,-a&ok athird.agMn'thickCr~Sirfce-oUt
vocabuIary'has notdimin.ishecfin a year, how' cansuch,a :phyiical,redu(:tionbea~ttlplishedwithouta couesP9ndil,lgireductlQnin ~verage? . , ' .• '. . . ..... . "
'I'hcansWer t9tha~ knofty-questionisc'HmtiJml"~e uctisthereareabou~a.hlin
dted. thousandnewentriesmthethird.edition. Th~esplit'inhalf; wiffioIiecat¢gfI'f'of
newword$admitted.and,theother,ncwuses·f9iold.·r,rhe:'reduction~.phYsicaLs~has

been·accomplished.intwo "\\,ays:'FirsythedefinitiohSnavebeqt.)'adi~y.:shotteiiedbY
wingmnools,which, will requit'e,.£or ,the 'first·, time il1thesesqui~tc.@ial, hiStQ1'}',of
BOOKS
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this dic:tionaIy a thorough study of the front matter. Previously, when one looked upa
word,heneededorily to know the alphabet and how to read. Now, with the technical
itoextrac:t all the juice from a definition,
abilityofa.pnvatepi1otitwill
stillbe:pOssible
,
.J.
. . .
. .
butwithout a. preflight c:heckout, one may never get off the ground•. '.
..'
. 1:'hesecondway'theffietl()naryhasibeeIl.shoitenedis by elimin.ating th.e encyclopedic.
materla1.FQufus,tancef iitoldWelJstet'$, if you wanted to find· out something about
Thebes''Y0uhadthegazetteerin<theback" There you were given the modetnname,the
a.neienfmime andthe:lOca.lion: of the city in Egypt with the same' informationl1bout, the
Greek 10wD;sonlcfaetsahOutthcolda.nd the' new town,.references to mapsiIlcluded, "
refe.ten.ces to SOme. asso¢Ul.tedWor,ds such .asThebaiiJ which ttlrned out to be "l'hebian
sub1l1:bs"mit$prinlai1;usage'andCJ~ ·tatin'epicpoemin tWelve· books by Statius oli the
subl~tof theseven~roUnstThebes" in its secondary llSage. There were then full entries
fOttheadjectiveThebatz inus~"suchasThebaneagle, Theban baril, and Thebanyear.
'LQ6kir1gup,Stovenagll;n;;t Thebe$,the, one could.find the whole· Greek legend pithily
reCC)unted~ togetlier with.
names of each ofthe seven heroes~ Here Were .references
also'foseveralcl3.$sical.lthors>whohadiretold the. tale, and if you wanted to know more
about<thetp,·th~wer~shonbutin£ormative .ClccOunts in the b~ographical section. So
itwet;lttand'so-a very iilteresting rainy afternoon could be spent, providing it ever rained
~d'l'rovi~giYOti:,were int~estedin Thebes. By'(:ontrast, the new .dictionary brusq~ely
de6ces:Theban'mifs c1ippedand cryptic style, once for the town, and once for the inha.bi·
tants;'anatha~sia1I~You';vebad it~ NCJttsubject~
<GOneatethe:thu.mh:iiJ.~.ex~fol' ,t\B:QR (necessary abbrevH~tions are gl~en in text);
.SIGNS;GA,Z; BIOG; and of course NEW WORDS. These last are asswm:d to be covered in the
text. Instead there is Qn,e ca11ed cONT whieh'istable ofcontents-unnecessary in both edi·
, ti~~ it~inthevery front of the book, but the notch is probably there for sYmmetry
tofillQlIttwo:columnsof notches. The old book had four columns and the outer ones
sttaggled'aJittle.'~ .' ". , '. . .'
.
.
.
.'..Qfplat~:lndillustI'atiQns, eightpagesqf "Flags,'Sea1s, Coats of Arms, eteo" have
~¢C:()1JdetlSedtQone.Th~earenolonger fm~r'l)agesofphotographsof the editors of
the~etion~qt(1l11~Nool1;Webst~t,I'75S.I843~tillh()ld$the' frontis);nor four pages o£
pho.t()gr~P~iof:llrplaneS.,Picnuesofarchitec1:Ufe,America.n and historical, have been
( deletecl. AplateofC'StateBircls" replacesccCommon .AmePcan:' There .are no •. "N()ted
EX~tn1>l<$,>()£Briqgf:S,;'-·'~thedra1sand. Other ReligiQus ·.Edifices," no "Coins of the
Worl~/'~"()rCh.iclS;""Bmble,,?sofFratemaland SenriceOrganizations," "Medals arid .
-9rdel'S·of.Ii()J?~:u~a~ulM~ti' "Types of:Nav~ Vesse1s;"~ "Orders ofKnighthood and of
¥C1"i;~'~~,~eC'Tt«sr·iUUStt,ated. Whatgreatlosstoknowledgethe,0m,issionPlay repre,.
sent:~oh1yb¢,sl1I'Dlised.lnits stead,theYha.Ve."Cats~"c'Pogs" (all twelve lmown'breeds
S()'tPa.t~()\yY01!i~~enacockei- from. ,a.lx>xer)". ceMonkeys,'~ ,c'Shells," "pishes,"ahd .
''Tf()'picatFillhes~';(aq~ariWJ1~lltyle withpqpular or pet' nalll,es). What great gift to science
tbisD;laY~~Qn.J.ybec()njectt.U:cd •.
1?hePrsttypical~geinthedictiol1aryis probably page 2. Using that as a s3!J1p1c:,
we1llid,in;~old'(19'47) edition this pagebeginning'with Abacus and ending' with

full
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Abat-tlent; in the new, beginning '" with abalone. mid endiIlg wfth.ahdomina..'l1i~c
arC'92 worqstothea-columnpage of the new ascompared;wjthon1Y'.68:ip,the';Qld~ln
the first six pages, the neW·dictionaryomits tlu-ee.ofsixill1lStl"atioI1So£the()ldinarnelythe.
aardwolt (a>''hyena.likcqtiadru~d .of Southmd EastAfrica',),ones.tyleo£flbllC{l~i~~C
one with the sliding counterS, not the 'uppermostdivisio~o£ aeapiw};uid 'ihe.:R.()Q1~
cloak. calledabolla.'The ·.t;ype.sizeandstyle arenearly.·thesanlcm·bothdictioAari<$;.the
increase inentriesapparendy istaccoxiunodated 'thrcmgh.cond¢11sarlon.
There are. 'twoneweditQ~prlliqple$iIlCC)rporatedinthis ;dicti~Aaqr..QIleisthe '
inclusioilo£any word that;is £tequ~tlyuse.d,WithoutJ.'egard£or it$.t:espe<:~biUty.H~ce
both "ain't"aIld "hain't".·findth~w;lyinto'J¥t'z,.s'teK$fot·,the:first,~e.:'~EinaJi7#t'.Mid
"Taxwise" are admitted in thesame·way·that"colonize"and"cloc;~Vlise~·were>1opg'ago.·
Four.letterAnglo-Saxon ·vWg~mshavefiliallymade'tb.egra4e1iv?:~tur.iesa£t¢r
Chaucer with the notation~'usu.~onsider~dVUlgar."Thenew·diqti9Pa,t]:'ca~.n~~~ouble
£oreitherGodey'sLatJiel .BOOki9rtlie;En.Q'clqpaedia_»~tilnni~~~;I£l~"isll()cc,oIlYfflient
storehouse
;for miscellanec:>usinforinatioll
it is:·
even less' ~;arbltel'P£g~~~~;Qfl;the
'. .
.,'
'
..• · · · . · > · · < 1 · ' , ·
~therhand, slang thatdidnotca~onhas<~ndropp¢d,~d.th(:;ediJ~~;9aillltMt'a

i

:=ranee:::::~:;~t~:~i~~'~~~~~~i;~:
way, stillthrives in thedictionaq 'withtWonewslangusages:.'fligli~I··
·~t-Who;l1aSnot

soloed"andan ·'illegallyweightedbtlwling'ball."::
. ' .-c':.
..' . . .• . •. .
More serious.is·theomisston·.,ofrafean<iobso.I¢te;words"Qe6nitj(i '.of.Wlrlch are
useful to.studentso£ periodliteratu1'e.'Weareso~t()~ee~ntatof~~i1lljnt~;1?rcoins,
and Voltaire's charming.Cunegop4ego~Javor()f(;o~tJJ.t;ollege~c0tfin.tz(lil,g~rte1'rbf:ltj and
pottY$f:at~But· there isstill·theO~Jort1illlibraiiesl~,4 wi~wotdS;~teriItg,thelan",
_guage at the rate ofa ·hundred>th()l!Sandill·agenerationi·serl()US-students"Will have to
goto·the Ox/ordforthedefinitionarta:history·o£~chais~.·> .,. . . . .' .... .
The other innovation,i£itcanbe'calledtha~>is~aJ;llbre'~~erous',Useofquotations
of\Vordsin modern context.To~exteq~lVe6.fter'$.'irnitates the Ox/or1I.fuseo {<mst()ricalquotatlons.Thedebtis,admitted·fo~·the'ijtsttllI1cllow,tl1attl¥ttlexicogra~hical
Irtonument,isourofptintandnot.likdy tQ;bereIirW~ed.·l':().rm.~1t~eior4yree;Q~tion
'of the competition onthepartoftheG.&C.Merriatn·Company,tliepubIisher~vwas;a
warning to 'the readetto beware oHtnitatioos. Ifb'y;$ome,oddquirkolledesiresto'know
- howBobHope~uses an. occasionaiwol'd,'some of these pearls are on displayWithc::reditii.
I,.

~enh()w¢r,.too,iSquotedin .pte£er~cetoD.rydenor·Tennyson~

Figuriitive1,1SeSareout,. such asllSf:lI urthinn.,Aboy·sajlor.loco.fe.hving."EtyAlologiesarestillillcluded; I~GI~l1di'T£hunoflicial,abbr. (uscdbyU. ;S. A.rmyQuarten:nas~ti
clerks:i:rllisting suc:h arliclesaSgar~age <:aI1s)'for galtlanizf:diron,but takc.o.tobeabbt.
" forgatlerttmcntimleorgeneral,siUe]."
.
Thcdictiollaty·p'retends'oI1lytoc6vet,thelanguage·.m·\lseandhasi)utasligl1t ,stUf
bowfol' its/histoty'.Inanothetgen.etati()n()rless:,by,the,timeof,ptlbli¢atibIl()£~tbtit1:h
. .·editioncertai.1lly;notoI1lY·Wi11theencyclopediematerialbedt()pped;but,'wecaIl'imagm.e,
Illuch of the. ~cal
vocabulary
as well. The
trend in dictionaries is towardspeclaliza.
.
.
.
.
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non and this i~ inevitable.. We have more classical, mechanical, electronic and biological
dictionaries and glassaries in print now, for example, than we did when the second edition came out, and we may look for more and bigger ones. Right now, you can find
Carbon 14 in the new Webster's.
-Richard C. Angell
EVERYONE KNOWS tJiat the function of a dictionary is to record current usage and to set
certain nebulous standards for cCgood usage" as practiced by the "best" of the current
crop ofwriters and speakers--everyone kI;lows thiS, theory and pays lip service to it; but
most writers and readers and students aremQl'e than likdyto treat Webster's as something
holy and whoUy'unquestionable. At l¢aSt they treated the old Webster in this way; but I
. havemY90ubts about.the newone.
'I'hevol1$lc,isslirgmer,thinner-paged, wider-margmed, easier to handle, and the
editors ma.y well be proud o£theface lifting job they have done on it. It probably will
WeaI'1X:tter th~ the e:itliereditions-fewer ripped pages, tom plat~, etc.-and probably
will'ciius~;fewer sprained wrists ~daching backs from. trying to carry it. The pages are
'wider andc{nWnD;l01'e-tnatter,an.4gone are the £ootnotesandguides to pronUnciation~
GOn~:afs()'arethe-gazetteet, thel~t:$o£abbreviations; the biographical material, and some
ofth,~otb:er'£eatures wlUchusedtobeitnoreUSeful in ,many .mstances than the dictionary
itseIf.ThisneW ~carnation o£.the. 'boolt.includes more useful and' fewer useless words
than'the earlier on~; ~nd it. has'finally admitted words that everyone has known since
MiddleEnglish,emergedLfrom Anglo.Saxon but which never made the dictionary. I find,
checkiDgaf~w'r;lndomentries, tIlat' the vocabulary ,Sec::InS! somewhat more realistic, and
thereare.fewet:' ~oteriedefini.tions: than used to plague us. I find that in using the new
edition Ir~elyaIll:£orced tQwander thro~ghm~zes .of definitions of obscure definitions
ofobscurer teJjnS used to define obseutedefinitions, adnaUJeam-a parlor pastime' which
usedto£otce;p:l'e tO$p¢nd ahat£;hour trying to locate the precise meaning of a word I had
alwaY$taken xnoreOI'l&forgranted. In this respect at least the new dictionary is a
time saver.
,
Howeve.r:twhat is gained by greater simplicity and more reali~m in the definitions
is lostCls;whete•.I.Tse of ~.dictionary necessitates a thorough study of the 56 pages of
prefaiotirri111ttex;; and a smattering of knowledge of Englishgranunar and phonetics
wotild help. The pronunciation is indicated bya system of hieroglyphics that is ~ fascina.tib.gstu,dj-indtselt
Any workotthis plagnitude. is certain to contain a few flaws, and no one can please
. everyOOdy.Tlook with a certain sentimentality toward the old dictionary,'after having
spen.t$()~etWenty4ive>yearswith·i~, and I believe that the new one has certain advantages
. andothet:' diSadv~tilges.'The Haws will become more apparent as ·the book is used. It is
too ~ly yet lobe.sure how much Current unfavorable i'eaction$ are due to shock and
ho'W-rri,jl,cij'dleY arc! due to;,studied criticism. I miss a great dealo£ the useful inaterial
WlUcli;theold'.dfctiQnaryincluded, .but I rejoice in the clarifica.tionof much of its
ob~ti5.m~eo«Upational hazard of lexicographers-and the greater clarity of
.

.~
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definition. ~owever, I'm not going to throwaway the old second' edition until maybe
after the fourth one a p p e a r s . - - ! . Ro!J.ertPeynn

To writers ,and editors, th~ "Big Dictionary" is.a constant C:ompanion, a bulwark ofti.4ense';anoJielecttoni,cbrai.Q. a Pierian spring (Q Yin Ed. 2) of en~eDt,conv~tion.frus~tioJiandC()lltrQ
versy. When the Third Edition arrived at the UIliversity of New Mexico Press to take its.placeas the
new arbiter of words, two editors, Richard C. Angd1 and J. Robert Feynn. wereaskedto~view it for
the Quarterly~ The consensus; to use the new,):)u:tnot "to lay the oldaside.......R.D. "

ColtRIDos &

CALAVERAs,

by Edward Larocque Tmker;. A\lStin:' Humaiiitiesand ·R.esearch

Center, The Vniversity of Texas, distributed by the University of Texas Press,t96I.
60 pp.mm. $5.00. '
Corriaosare the topical ballads of Mexico sung by cancioneros, Mexican counterpart
of the medieval troubadors, usually to guitar accompaniment in pulquer;as; ctlntinas,
around the campfire, at fiestas, or wherever people gather. Calavetas' are aS1Jbspedes
asSOciated with the peeuliarly Mexican celebration of All Saints Day, dedicated witb,
macabre hutnottothe dead, featuiing skulls, skeletons, hearses, and coffins in toys~ decorations,and confections, much as black cats and witches are the Hdloweei1 motif north
Bo.OKS
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ofthe border.. Thecalavet.'/IS· frequendy take the form of slyly satiric to broadly scurrilous
epitaphs of the 1iving~
EdwardLarocqueTfuker is author of this monograph and collector of the amusing
and'quaindy'grotesquc illustrated broadsides 01' handbills of the verses, sampleS here
representedf!oftdJiecoUeet1on now in the Hall of Horsemen of the Americas at the University ofTexas.. He,heal'C{.hiS.ijrstcorridosextemporlzedaround the campfires of Pancho
Vtlla's'guetrillas, hiSlbtothers:-:in-artris, when as a young soldier of fortune, he cast his
lot with the Mexican hero-bandidobeforethe. United States had taken an official stand in
favor ofObregon.
The corridos are: not invariably lively 1lIld amusing as they run the gamut of folk
experience and aspirations.
.

, : : . / ,.

':,

TheYarel~i"ct:$WeOia~~dingtosublect.Those that point. mo~als or tell .of saints and

m4;l4~*'kn0wna~1emi'lot; those use<i•. lor dancing~~tOflm while love songs, burlesques
and';sa.tiresc~f#l~~J,la,rPtverJ"o.r. Reftlfi(mel~ernore. ~ginativc lU1d arc of fantastic hap~I,llJffables'into.t1le'tI10~~$ of ani'plal~ ortist in ~t detail, the beauties of towns or
rcgi.ons•. th~y·laud"~J?uIarltet:~,descri1JcpiC!lresquca<1vcntures,·or even rise to heights of
ll1lCgc>~",1;h~trtiget1ia,r'a$theit '~e imJ?1ies,describe Pllblic' catas~ophes or individual mis-

'. f()Jiuncs.'l'he)"/aJ.'C's~g.in.a;min~kcy

with,Slow. 4irgc:.1ikeS()l~nit}', in contrast with the

uSuaIf0m40 that';~a.gaY.anim,atedme1Ody~ .
+},~, ,',.", ""

....,.>,

,:,"'.,'"

" ' . , , ....•......

'.~ ~,,-

,'tIDfct: tl:ac~thehi~tQ~'Qfthegent'e,:giving tllumbnallbiographies of some of the
mc$jJ.()t~d.'alJ.Il~~eJ:s~'pubIfs.hers~. ~dillustrators. There~t;three theories about the
sigJJifie;t1lF·arid@etiy~tiono£thename,.Qlleschoolhplc:1ingthat the songs were called
corritfo.th¢catis.~(llei·~can<lltl0t1Slyr4n,thtoughthe city~another because of the easy flow
orrunhin.goE~e,y~¢;·t!l~thitd,b¢qll1$~thC'c4ndon~osspmetimes had to run for their
lives. Cofri4()$'~eof!gt:~atnt$torigiliintC:l'~taAd social si~cance as outspoken criticism
ofconupt ot¥ialCJoJli~ahva.ys·:oD,thesideo~th,epeople.Many.concerned with their producti~n,ftom;rvfaxfrn~J.lJaJl~Sj eIPPuc down,havc: served time in horrible calabozos as a
result. Diego .ro.vera.Ac:lCpowledg~d. hiS debttooncforritlo broadside engra~cr, Jose
. Guad3l\lpel'o.s.a~~,cal1jnghjnt· "theinte1:pl'eteIofthc1>ottowsitlte happiness, and ,the
agonized~pira~?~·:qfth¢MexiClIl pe()pl~." Judging, by the samPles of Posada's work
het'c,theipJ:'o1ificillusttatorofmOJ:ethan fifteen'thousand torriaof.wasmore an inspiring
exatnple:than a teacl1er of technique for the revolutionary artistS.
.. Eight;·sin,gle"an,(itwQ double-sided'~orrido broadsides and two dpuble-sided calatlet.'/IS
areofferedon.'1mq\lestionablymuchbe~ tinted paper than the butcher-paper originals
whithsold for tetttavosin them~cados and on streetcorJiers in Mexic;an towns..Rather
thanworJq)f.l.Uv,~aithey arereminiscento£the.old Nast cartoons of a~pa(ableperiod
inthi~countrY>b\lt.vvit,h overtpnesofcoftee houses, Gin Lane,. Beet Alley, and St. Paul~s
Chllrch.yardofa~tpry' andm~re earlier when this ~e b..oadsidemethodw~the way
Qfspt~<litlgthewotd in LondoIlrwith the same interesting,sPl1letimes.dis~trous I'esults.
SO~ftti;ng, Qfthe)ac~ground of each corrido. is given in. an..accompanying.. para~raph
whllec9mplete traIlslati'onsare appended. It is a thin but,1arge-size, handSome book.
.
:
-Rkhard C. Angell
.
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THE DETECT10~S oFDa. SAM: JOHNSON, by ing,speeding across the Scottishinroorsin
Lillian de la Torre. New York: Doubleday, desperate pursuito£the thieves of
<Jc»1'QCrime Club, 1960.190 pp. $2.95.
nation ~tone? ·--,D~ I. Greene
This ·is the second ~k by Miss de 1a D.r. Pon;l1dGrcene, A.ssocia.te,J?rofe$~r·9f~Jlg1ish
Torre. (in real life, Mrs. 'George~cCue,_ at the University· of . New ¥cxi~. js•..a .l~~g
of Colomdo . Springs) .inwhlch Silnluel authority. on.:Or.$;unuel. J0hnso~~ 'bo<?k .pn
Johnson's politicswaspublish~bYYa1e.li~isthe
Johnson is proinoted to the ranksoffic- editor of tlieJateStedition of d1~ 'Jo~nbibliQg·
tional deteatvesOlt may bea little odd at' raphy" His arrlc1eson :the.eighteerith&Qtilry lcxifirst to t:hinkofthegr~tlexicographer as cogt'llI!her appear freq\lently in..sChQlarly jOt111Ws
. QnewithHerCtllePoirot, Lord PeterWim.. ,. here aJl,d ~road •
sey, andPerry'M,ason". But it is a··logical
devclopment:Miss de laTorre's Johnson KI~Go.F THEMoUNTAJ~ .ME~j by'Gelle
is hardly more fictional than the Johnson Caesar.. New York: E.P. Dutton, 1961.
of, say, LordMa~u1aYJD. B.Wyndham 3:1;7 PP·$4'9S.
Lewis~ot Hesketh P¢clrSO.ll,to Illd.1tion ollly
The ~riodo£theJDQ1lIltainman lasted
sonie of thOse who h~vetungthe changes from about· 18~Q to··t849, .theilllostheroic
on Johnsonasagreat~Ccharacter"et prae,. manchapter.inAmeri~~histor;y. Jim
tereanihil: ;Mi$sc;lelaTorreas leastadmiis Bridger was the hero. Now ·we h~veno
that her Johnson is fictional. Only one , heroes. We try to makefup;heJ;ocs.'a.qd get
thing, it seems to me, is'lacking in Miss : mechaniz¢dmen.Ol1ther~~reconipet
deJa Torre's. picture of Dr. Sam: Johnson,' ing witbchitnpanzeeS.\Ve.stta.p a.11lanin
Detector..-acomelyfenialesecretarY.Could a capsulean4fi,rehj~/lt.tto ·spa.¢e,btlt,~we
notMrs. ThraIe'otHannah Morebec:a1led make"' cemUr ,thatAO~A1'wnrt:on1e 'to
in t(),p~y the·p~of.Della.Street?
.
him and thatb.ejsilltelt~~ally~pa.1>leof
Asionewho,mbis·fashion,.cares· who the~dv~ture·by.first.gOl.llg'llPW!thia.moI!
killed Roger .Ackroyc:i,.I feel that these k~y.• ~has/wllle fu1lqr4~J.p.lrls:~volu
stories$howsoJIletlting.p£ afalJingofi in tionandis agamcompet:i!1i·withari .old
criIninologi~ .interest;frQmMiss-,d.e ·4 relative. In our unh~oictitI1es we vie with.
TorJ;e's~:Uetcc>llecti()D.~erhaps Johnson's . a tin warhead ·anet ith.~corporation •. We
'opportunities £ordeteetiollare~o,w pret1¥ think inslo~aI1S~dtalk itl.boDlbs. I
well eJiliallSted,and the Rossibilitiesof other
The stories of .Jim:Bridger . Will ,never
. literary periods should be explored. How occur again beca'llSCth~l"aw~orthJ\merica
- about having John Miltonsol\Teth~ mys- is allover-the CO'llDtr}' maqethe11len/I'he
teryof who stole the Crown Jewels trom wild £qrioussavageryofthed3ng~ous
the Tower 'in i67I(his blindness will add land, the~g'4nt0untajns 1illed with.r~d
to the piquancy of the sitqation)? OrWil- dea'th waitm,gto f3Uonthesrriallbari.dS .of
liamWordsworth,iassistedbyAnnefte Val- ~ap~rs. The highlllountainsmade liig
Ion (fetchingly disguised as a.rat1Sctd()tk), men.
'
...
resCUe •Louis .' XVI and .Marie Antoinette
. ~ut Jim Brid~~r,evehwafback,thete,
froni. thegWllotine?OrMr. T. S.Eliot c:ouldn'tes~BCthecorporations~theyesteil
,(knbWIi to his admiters-at the Yard ,as interestsiI)a11 nien.havem-tii()neYaIld.t~
"Old Posstun")m.apqlicecar, siren wail- gion. John' JaCObAstot was iQrming<the

me
.
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great American Fur Company and one of
his early interests in life was to "eliminate
atantcost Ji}n Bridger'" And they did. The
Mol'lD,ons: sentouta)llilitaryexpedition to
desttoy by force "UUs heathen in our midst."
And they did. But.}ims1ll'Vived John Jacob
AstQr'srdigious: zeaif9r ;'Free Enterprise~'
and the. Mormon's,Jinancial interest in his
trading;pQS4 'to remain a hero.
,Those days are over:. We can't go home
again. The ,mountains are finishe~. The
mOuiitainman. is dead. We. don't produce
them,any more because the land is,benign
, and calls f<>r"tamemen pushinglBM machines, and so Iim~ridger did not win in
his ,'battle with John' Jacob Astor. The '
mo~~ are, stilt' ,there but they' are
or~d.
_ -1"JiiS1:Joc>k....-aily honest, well done'
'QookIik~this;bo<>kpn Jim Bridger~ould
Sc.rvec;lSa; Marxist manifesto because it's
,apouttheiall, th~ end in America of personatiD.di,viqual genius." But the, speech
w9111d: S$,thcI!Qintbecause it wasn~t the
ve!ited.iJiter~·that6nishedJim Bridger,

nu

qr):pe1I(Pi.::!ps. It Was ,peopl~ousands,

th~rnilfj()ns>p£usJamm'j'ngfor'space, Jillingthe'\Vest"pilingup'into themountains.
We'dcwand organization against chaos.
Wed~dffieWp of.thehero~a that we
IIUly~reed.rqnBri4$er,the hero, was not

killed--hewassmoth~red~

:Rea,aIG·"gottlieMountain Men. It
, wiltt#lly()u~etly the heroic way; the
WQp.de~waY1itall \Y3S' before th~ tract
li01.1$eseatJie~:" '

-William Eastlake
'YiniamEast1~writel'·ranchet pfCuba, New
Mexico,~bien'. antlio1o$iz¢ci' in,. $Cveral annual

~i>~eri~'sliOrt:'stbfY'''co1lectiOns.

'Heu. the

auilic>J:'pftheJl,pvel$ ,(;i),' ;,{B~fl#tyand T"~ Bronc
P~~'1ils;story.~·BiJ;&oJithc:Mesa" in the Octo-
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her Harpers is an episode from a forthooming novd,
,Portrait'o! an Artin witn ~ Horses.
LAWRENCE
CLARK POWELL, well
known author of many books and essays
on the Southwest, has been named Dean
of the SchpOl ofLibrary Service of the University of California in Los Angeles. Dean
Powell is conducting a course there in Libraries of the Southwest ,which will embrace 'the history, geography, natural, history, eCQlogy, literature and lore of this region as well as all the I1ll\l1Y kinds of libraries represented here; public, county,
state, museum, academic, school, private,
comme~dal, industrial and special.
AN ANTHOLOGY OF SPANISH POETRY FROM'
GARCILASO 'to GARCIA LoRCA IN ENGLISH '

ed.
by Angda Flores~ Garden City: Doubleday
Anchor original, 1961. 510 pp. $1.45.
On the Rua Amador Bueno in Santos
is, or was up until a few years ago, a variety
store known as the CasaTem Tudo "the
business establishment that has everything."
Unfortunatdy in an effort to coinmunicate
so precisdy and eXplicidy in another
tongue, we los~ sotne of the poetry, if one
daJ:'es call it that, of casa tem tudo. There
must ~ a moral in it.
It is interesting to compare this new
paperback anthologoy with the English
Penguin, introduced, edited, tr1nslated by
J. M. Cohen, 1956. It does not include an
index of first lilies Of nearly as many p<»ets.
ThePengllillinclu4ed the work of over a
p<»ets not counting a generous
hundred
.'
number of an6nimoJi while, the new book
covers' more, thoroughly seventeen ,great
ones, from pr~siglo de oro Gardlaso to the
TRANSLATION WITH SPANIsH ORIGINALS,

'
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late Garcia Lorca, who wrote of modem
Iberia, Brooklyn, Manhattan, and the
Bronx as seen darkly through. the glass of
his troubled soul•. Only' three of the seventeen, /Miguel de . Guevara, Manue1GonzaIez frada,.andGabrie1a Mistral, are omitted i~ the Penguin, however, which prO.
vides half the number of poems of the
others in the new book, and. includes more
verses of some important poets such·as G6n..:.
gora and Lope de Vega.
Another advantage the English book
has over. the new one is that the translations
are on the same page..These are, to besu.re,
in agate-type footnotes, requiring a reading
glass or good bifocals for those with less
than 20-20 vision, and the prose translations
by the .editor'are<faidy literal, which mayor
.may not be a good thing. The old Loeb
Classics style of facing-page translations is
of course superior as the £~reign language
text can beinstandy compared, line-for-line,
with the English. But this takes'paper and
paper costs money. Verse translations in the
new book are in the back, separately indexed, necessitating for comparison, page
Bippingat the very least.
. Perhaps too obvious to require commentis the&ctthatnot all these verse
translations are equally happy in conveying
the aura ·andefiectof the originals. One
compc:tent reader conunented on the G6n- .
gora,for cxample,thatthe translations did
not -convey the condenscdsimultan.city of
outrageous' imagcand idea. of the Spaflish. Oileofthese.G6l1goratranslations,qf
"IOh claro honorde1 liquido .e1emento,~~
is Cohen's, who did the Penguin. Ids not
. as close to dteoriginal inanythihg' but

a lyric gift and luck as we1l'~a superiot;
grasp. of both languages .t.otransl~te)vc:rse
faithfully. ,Even then, likesorne wlldBoWers,some words will not :$tand.·,tran~plani'"
mg. Lysander Kemp, oneo£adozen,ttanslatorsofthiseditiQn,probahlyhasthee.gi£4
and, having .growntitedo£¢old winds.,
gray skies, and 'cOtl'ecting Freshman
themes, was b.st.heard .froJJl'C1l1ployIDg~it, ,
blowing a saxaphone Witha,maiiafh; .near
Lake Chapala.Sohehasanother.requisite
of the translator: luck. Offewoftheothers
does this verSe by Prada apply:
Maltratluctor tIe potta
Hace papel tl"e lacizYb
GrottsciJmentetlestitIo
Con los arreostIel ·Qtno

"A poet?sbad translator plays a
lackey's part, grotesque1ygarhed ili'his
master's finery." This is .alackey'stta'n'sla:.
tion, and not the .neat but possibly cOpy:.
right. verse of ~e new anthology.
In spite of ..meVitableshortcomings,
either one of these books'isarea1buy~

.

';"'Richard C.A.ngtll

PUiPIILETS&P~E'RBA.CKS
ON AuE1ll.CANW~

stanzait£orin:ashisprosetranslatiohWhicl1.
evensowastdative1y free. The problem
is inherent in the materia1.0I1emusthave
-BOOKS
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WINPIELD TOWNLEY Scon READS PROM
HIS OwN POEMS, Yale Series. of Recorded
pe~,·illuSU"~ted, "aI1,Qotated, indexed ~d. Poets, produce'd by the Yale University Desupplied-within~gentlycategorizedbibli
partment of English and the Audio Visual
ographies for those wislijriga quick refer- Center. New Haven: Carillon Records,
ence to the canOn as.wel1as those who,wish 1961 •
There .isno question about it, poetry
to delve a little deeper. Thes~booksrun
,cl~e to l'sopagesanj retail for:$I.2seach. should be read aloud. No matter how well
TIdes to· date 'are:Wol£ej Hawthome, trained the musicologist; reading the' score
Twain, and Whittier with. Henry A~, ofthe operaathomeisnotlike being swept
Stephen'" Crane;: Hart 'Crane, Whitman, along with the music, listening to a. skillful
Brooks, Hemingway, Fitzgerald,. and How- performance from a good seat in the opera
C:llsin preparation.
house. In his easy cluiir, the reader may be
able to imagine the effect, bumming to his
University of Minnesota: Pamphlets on inner ear, but· that is not the thing itself.
So it is with verse that is just as surely wri~
American Writers//'
-A little less than fifty pages in length ten to be heard; what more authentic inare these Minnesota pamphlets retailing at terpreter can there be than the composer6s cents. Th~ytoo,include excellent bibli- musician playing or conducting his own
ographiesbut.lloindex, or illustrations, and composition, or the poet reading his own
less-biographical: ~terlal. Titles 'include poem?
,
This is what the book says,. yet, just
a~gl\fay, Fr~ Faulkner,. 13.tnes,
Tw~, Wolfe,.. Eliot, Whitman, Stein, as in the case of the musician-composer, the
Stevens, "Jluu1on, Melville; Fitzgerald, Re- poet is not always his own best interpreter.
cenq~erican Dramaj.andThe American Yeats as ail oldman joked about when, as
Shoft.Story.
a boy, he pronounced O'Leary as O'Larry,
yet the amusing fact is that till the- day he
American Writers-American Century died he pronounced Leary, lArry and the
grave, grrifl~. Indeed his brogue was' so
/
Series
Hill &: Wang, Inc., New York, have thick and his old man's voice so .sepulchral
announced tha~ they publishing reprints that these got in the' way of the words, the
of the Ameri~,Writers Series in their sense, and the- feeling; which· especially in
Ameri~iGc:n~Series. These antholo- his later Verse are challenging and signifi..
gies,similarinl~gth.andstyleto Viking's cant.
Most· of the time, however, there is a
''Portab1er'.series.; . tunapP1"Qxima~e1y 600
~ges.l1D.d.colltain jnaddition to. the au- singular thrill and a heightened apprecia-.
thQJ."~soaginal m~teria1. infuU-Iength clanin listening to the inflection, emphasis,
~()rks',J:()();~O;;tSopageso£critlcal,intro- and sometiIne. lingual idiosyncrasies of; the
ductotY' ·.essays, .updated. bibliographies, creator hiIIlselfintetpretinghis verse; the
chtollo1ogi¢altables,--ahd,notes.Sofat~, they nuances obtained by the listener transcend
. havcpubtished,1:Iowe11sandPaitte atSI.95 . and actually differ in kind frOIIl those
aiJ.dW1lltulm-at$J·7S;. /
evoked merely by cold type for' the reader.
new booklets is the Barnes and Noble series

written and edited byacknowledg«lcx,:,
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This is especially true of the Winfield :past to him is.important..,..;thebasisof the .
Townley Scottalbum.und~r consideration. . present to which he speaks,poigrian.tly,the .
Next to themagnificentCa~dtn()n:record..; key to thefutm"etow1lichhis~poemS'~e
ings of Dylan~'I'homas~these poems are the addressed.· '~Howcotild'Y()uknow,today'.is
best we'have everlleardIrom the stand- today/'heasksinMot1Zentd,"~~haYing forpoint of audio-individuality~eventopping gotten .yesterday and tomorrow?"
Fortuilatelyfor...us,~d£orposttrity,
the dry, ascerbic, and quiet intoning ofSt.
Thomas Eliot, the intriguing squeak of e.c. waxing the modems is ilcontUiuirlgtrend..
cumtnings,andneedingno music backdrop This Yalere¢ordingofimpeccable fidelity
which, by Walton, enhanced Dame Edith is an addition. toan;extensivcs~cs'of re- ,
corded .poets; Haryard··has itsseries,and
Sitwell's "FacadeY
Southwestern~ must reluctandy give there are s~a1izedlabe1s:aswell as,those
up the illusion, .however, 'that Scott is. one of the :bigcommercialcompanieswhich
ofthem,I like Bynner, say, or .LaFarge, and always have their ears to the ground if not
ali .the dther good writers who. have swal- their eyes on the stars. (Wetnean the·teleSlowed the desert-and the deserthasswal- tial ,va.riety, not Hollywood's for they are
lowed up. A large· part of\ Scott'spoetty, not· chargeable. with neglect there.)
to be sure, isirresPcc:tive ,of tim~ or place,
AfulI,thouglltfulhourwithScott isa
universal as ageometry~eorem. But the delightful .experience. The two dozen
intensely personal Part (an even larger ---poems have been selected from, Wind the
part) is tooted as deeply as Frast, in New Clock (1941),ToMarryStran.g~rs (t945»)
England. One cannot hear this beautiful Mr. Whittibapd OtherPoem$ (1948),
voice without having the fact under~ed. Shenandoa~,and . Nucleus (195'4), ·and
It is worth .the price.ofthe record to out- Scrimshaw (1.959)' .
.
.
landers to hear Mr. Scott pronounce "mir-Richard C•.4ngell
ror." And mirror is a keyword, a symbol
for this v~rse; it is 3 mirror facing It.lck- SOMERSET MAvGHAM: A BIOG1lAPmCALAND
ward. Scott is not the minuteassCS$or of the. CRftIC.u.: STUD'Y,by Richard A.Cordell..
Now, nor the poet of p.t'ophecy.Heisthe BloomiiIgton: Indiana University Press,
Master not ofsecond-sight but ofhind-sight. 1961. 274PP.$5.9S•
. "The day broke gray and dull. 'ne
New England is the key to Scott. Mark .
Twain tohifn: is· not from ·Missouri·.but clouds·.hllllgheavily,.·andtherewas a rawfrom Hartford; Whitman, notthe purveyor ness, in ,the.a1r that>~gg~edsno\V."So'
of the spirit of America but the peddler of begins a novel with a seene that tells how
books .from a basket in a discrete location a cliild,ha1£.a.sleepjseeshisIttother:die~The .
on the &stem seaboard•. This·iSJlot to say ma.nWh()wr6te~ :~ese:··w()rdswastthirty
than Wirifield Town!ey Scott is·a regional- .eightyeatsold.At,tliea.g~':of:eighty)Vlhen
ist. Like all ,real. artists, his (:ountry is ,With- he tried torea:dt4¢se:1it-$t:pa.ges,Irop)fJ!
in. ,Hebe1ongsnomorctoNewEngland IIum(zn-Bofldag~:·~()*a,h«=-'Was ',chQked
than· he does to the' Southwest; but New with··.t~.c.Grie£Qv~helJ:p.edhtl1]~. Yet
Englandtohitnisa,$ytnbol of the national this is thejnan<:ritiC$.liaveca1ledc:ole:tj·.dt1~
past as well as his pers~nal. ,past, and the . and unfeetm~.
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Cri~~yspeaking,SOntefsetMaugham

remember that philosophy is oot the exhas ~ his own W9rst 'enem.y~ For sixty- clusivepreserve of the divines. The work
three years of wrirlhg-through':2()c,t;1ove1s, of Maugllam, in great episodes like the
I()()short stones,:27 pla.ys,and I I 'Volumes Persian rug' scene in Of Human, Bondage
of essa~he 'has; steadily ;mdcoJ.Ut~ously and in passages almost everywhere in his
depreciated himself as. arrlstand philosQ-' ' writings, has encouraged thousands of readphet~AI1&criticsgenera1lyhavetaken him ers to thought.
Not everything Maugham has written
at hi$. word. Because .Maugham lias de.scribed·'.elf as····a ''mere' ente~er" is' good. What can one say of the jejune
critiC$have'said,he'islmerelyan:en.terta.inerj The Razors Edge? or of the trivial Theabecause he has inSisJed that'anovd should tre? Well, surdy one can say this. Despite
every baIlality like The Razor's Edge, there
"am\1S~'>critics,have called him trivial. Becauschehas been.clear~sighted andunhypo- is Of Human Bondage; The Gentleman in
critidli' he has ·bet$-called cynical and the Parlour, Don Fernando, On a Chinese
Screen, The Summing Up, the arresting'
brutal~
It is time to say directly that at his essays on writers and painters, and-their
best Somerset Maugham is a genuine ar- . neglect is ,criminal-the plays.
tist with a, 'rich; philosophical mind.
Maugham the dramatist was the
Maugham is that r~ty:anachrtirable ar- Maugham who in the early 1900'S. made
tist wll0 is also a philosopher and. an ad:. bis name and fortune. Today, it is the
" IIiirablephiloSopher who is also an artist.
Maugham least known. To read the novel
There is, of course, philosophy and Of Human Bondage is an illumination and
phil()Sophy~ "Phij,6sopher," said James emancipation--it is almost to be force-fed,
Thurber: "one who seeks.a IIUlpcent ex- force"grown. This novel flings open the
planation .for .his. own insignificance." shutters of themind; through oncside, then
Maugh~lttl is ~ot of that tribe. But what a another and another, one gazes out into the
splendid.roltcaq .too is. that list of men world stretching away everywhere. By the
t1u'ollghoutthe years who have believed in end of the. book the reader feels that. the
r~()n :andinte1lectt who have honored shutters have been thrust open on every
COIDInOilSel1seand"tolerance, who have side, and the strong bracing winds of the
sough-t to 11hc:l~tand{iegre~and forgive, world--and its. light-flood in. Yet the newhc:rhave opposedbigotry, fanaticism, and glect of Maugham's best plays is due to
entelty,whtthave, (dished wit,cla.tity,.bal;. more than the power of his best novels.
ance,(straight rbin'kiog,and"honesty, who
The plays are too direct for a pusillanifuiv~avoidedthe .Self-deception that fa- mous world. Sheppey; which ,night -be
nll1iarizes;.·man·.. ~·liye.·a .~. of lies. De- termed· Maugham's coJ].oquial dramatic
·mogi.tus~VC)lta.ire~HUIl1e,L«ke, Mon- version of. Dostoyevsky'snovd The Idiot,
tai~e, .•J~ayJe~l)idetott Shaw,Bcrtrand asks us to practice the Christianity we pro.R~:;this) ll$t o£s~ saints is spare, fess, ot shllt up. For SertJices Rendered retr.lgic~Uy·~W'~andperhaps. the world quil:cs. US to face the human consequences
sholl1cl1l¢grc1~~~~to it, can be added of war, and will not let us look away. The
~llameofM4lugliam. It is important to time for such plays will certainly come._
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Pro£ess,or Cordell knows Maughatn in age from their .early twCJ1tiesto.some.in
well and has writt~ an excellent survey of the llineties withab~of~dQle ..ag¢d
his life and writings. As if· trained by contributors. All,includipg many ,cNo'bcl
Maugham's own. prOse style,hisbQQk js -pri~<winnersjarere~gtiize4$~ts'Jn
brisk, intCfCSting,.surgica1,lAotlest,@d th~Y-tt.ticu1arsubi~ap.dW'eremYitedtQ
wide-rangmg.'Jherc· is·.J;J.o.tloIl$tAseabout coptributeonthatbasis.
it; there is crispness,wryness,and under~c1~ wer~,sentiIlfr()n)JJ,eat'lyeYery
major
scientificeent« aI1d.neal'1y,eyery
. standirig•. It retunls us to ~\lgham .. Of
Maugham himself this last WOi-dean, Ix: COlUltry ··on 'dte;globe..I,n< a'dI~k-o.fthe
,added.. As a writer andIIlaIlheis not only names and5.Qur~£r(,lm'ithe·lists·;~£..~g)lk
worldly-wise:' he is wise.
tributorsI ·found£oreigIl$peciali$ts~g
-Willis D.ltlfObs about twenty perCent withthet:eJ:llai.nder
Dr. Jacobs, whose signature is wcllknQwn tQ rtad- in . the United Sta~esjalthoughmany· ()f
ers' of thc:sc columns, is Professor of -English at. these h~dmigr~lted'~9 thisCQuntry,c~~r
~e Universityo£ New Mexico..
.
cstabljs~gteputatipnsin forei~areas.· ,
Thestanclardcsubdiv,i$ionsp£ 'developTHE ENCYCLOPEDIA OP THE BIOLOGICAL
mental,.
'eg>logica1,£uo,eti()na}, .ge,netic,
SCIENCES, ed. by Peter Gray. New York:
, structural andtax()n.9miC·~~tsohhe.bio
.Reinhold, 1961. ~,II9 pp. mus. $20.00.
This year ,the Reinhold PuJ>lishing logical scienct:sareinc1ude~la1ongwitlt .the
Corporation has added another distinguish- more rec:ent biqc)iemica1~and'biophysica1
ed volUIIle, l'lze En~clopedia of the Bio- informationofmolecularbiology.Bc;ginlogical Sciences to its !ineof scientific books. ning on paget with .~'abiogencsis" and
ThiS same publishing house has had for ending on page 1083 with "zoologir.aJ,. garsome time an Em:yclopedia of Chemistry dCIl$,"the .volwneincludesa 'W-ea1th -(jf
and now, with the aid of some eight hun- .stimulating and informative material which
dred articles and an almo~t equal number has been WrittC11 notsolely for the biologist
of authors, has done the same for the bio- who needs a quick ~n)prehensive tr~t
ment ()f a particular subject, but £or~yone
logiCal sciences.
The articles range from the classical wishing ali at1thorita.ti.\'etevi~wof@'nost
biological concepts to those with the most anyphaseofthebiologica1's~ent~~:GeAeric.
up-to-date information ·.available,.and the j>~t and ~njm~l'l1ames.are;nOt,givCD,ID
contributors in all have made every effort the index, but in thedescriptioris ofvarious
to provide comprehensive treatments, al- family, class and.. phyla:gI'~)lipS theIIlore
.though condensed, of their' particular common.genera are often iIlclud.ed. Howassigmnentso_Cc>vering theindustrial,agri- ever" if one is moreinte~i:edin;.general
cultural'an.Clmedical applications of bioI- topics he willBnd about a thousand words '.
ogy,3S weUas biological theory, the articles devoted to the ~'~ating·darice".as
. vary frQIIl aboutnve hundred words to formed by .grou$e"scorpions,.m.ayBiesand
about ten. times that1i8l1Ic in lengtli and in ' others. "Space. biology" .:and'~'biolo'gici1
each thcwriter'hasattempted. to tell a com- watfare"have been .SUn:1marized /inabout
four ·thousand woraswith"sjinmetry" replete story,nounere1y define a.term.
The authors, as the editor states, range ceiving about hal£that~amoW1t.Due'tothe
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volum~s

breadtho£ ~verage'almosteveryone will find article$' o£ particular interest
to him '
/
. ,Briefbiographies' of outstandlngnatur;.
alistsandbiologists'hav~ interpOlated.
These accounts go backto Pliny· the/Elder
and even a f~w scientiStsbe£or~ his time
but do' not'includescien.t1stsac:tiveatthe
presen.LThescopeo£biologyis·emphasized
in listings'al:id descnptiOIl$o£'theintemationa! bioI6gicaLs6cieti~jmusel:iIns' and
.

.

journa1s~

.

.

. 'The volume has been very euefully
organized andcompiled'bYthe editot,Peter
Gray, but'even an' edi1:6rcan,make nUstakes~Onethat appears'in the-introduction
is f01.1;l1«:1 in explanation;<>fuscoftheindex.
IJI· this paragraph a~tatement is made for
filldfug .3 cettaitttentt~ "The W'otd'archigonium,'for example, probably OCC\irs in
at: least ahundtedsCJttered places in this

II'

volume. A reader who comes acroSs it, and
who does not know its meaning, may reter
to th~ index where hewill.find<the'wo1'd
ARCHtGON1~ followed by a page .reference." 1 hurriedlY looked in the' index and
found, with reli~theword ARCHEGONIUM;
thenT checked th~ context and in each case
I found it spelled corrccdy as archcgonium.
This,ofco~e,ll1ayhavebeenthe planned
method of the editor to get the reader to
use the index, but I have an idea Dt.Gray
willriever again pass' the word "archigon'itim"when reading proof.
in. general' theencyc10pedia is a very
well written and illustrated volume, well
worth'the dme, effort and money it took
to produce it.
-Howard J. Dittmer
Dr. Oittmet is Professor of Biology and Administrative Assistant to the Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences-of the University of New Mexico.
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The Early Novel of the Southwest
by: Edwin W.

Gaston~ Jr.

THE HURLy-BURLY of the early Southwest captt1Ted the fancy of novelists who
saw exciting ingredients for fiction in the explorations of Spanish Conquistadores, in the establishment of settlements, inc Inflicts ,between various e~ic
groups of the region, and in the daily round of, ontier life.
This study, a critical history-officttona writing of th~ Southwest, focuses
primarily upon forty representative novels written between 1819 and 1918.
Beginning with the earliest novel of the area, L'Heroine du Texas" by an
anonymous Frenchman, and closing with The Desire of the Moth by cowboynovelist Eugene Manlove Rhodes, the author covers the representative novels
dating between these two works.
.
The novelists were chiefly Anglo-Americans, although there were several
exceptions including Frederick Martyat, the critical caustic Englishman who
wrote The Travels and Adventures 'of Monsieur Violet" and Adolph F. Bandelier, archreologist-author of The Delight Makers. The writers preferred to
cloak theirfaney with-fact, as in Amelia E. Barr's Remember The Alamo and
Prentiss Ingraham's Buffalo Bill and the Robber Ranch King. Nature was
glorified somewhat in the vein of Chateaubriand, and the treatment of Indians .
was influenced by JaIIles Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales. Charles
King's An Apache Princess and Marah Ellis Ryan's The Flute of the Gods
typify the "noble savage" school in the Southwest novel.
Novels depicting swashbuckling deeds by heroic adventurers and hairraising exploits of the mountain men and trappers, Old Hicks the Guide" by
Charles W. Webber, and Mustang Gray" by Jeremiah Clemens, are among this
group. The local-color novel is a genre almost to itself: Under the Man-Fig"
by M. E. M. Davis and Sonny" by Ruth Stuart, may be singled out.
Dr. Gaston also isolates minor facets of the Southwest novel: the development of the "frontier flower" woman, the character of· the adventurer, attitudes toward Catholicism and priests. He analyzes the minor 'devices of technique-the ppstscri'pt method of supplying an end to the story, digressions,
and the adoption of journalistic, epistolary, and dramatic styles. An important
part of the work discusses plot type and method, point of view, focus,·.and
dialogue. A valuable and interesting section of the book is the Appendix,
which contains synopses of the forty principal novels and biographi~s of their
authors.
EDWIN W. GASTON, JR. calls himself "the product of institutional inbreeding."
Bom in Nacogdoches, Te~as, the site of Stephen F. Austin College which he
says "has conferred upon me the B.S. and the M.A. degrees in English, as well
as employment for the past decade," he holds the Ph.D. in ~erican Studies
from Texas Technological College in Lubbock. His researeh Rapers and revie*s have appeared in The Texas Journal of Science; The Texas Outlook;
Singers and Storytellers (the 1960 publication Qf the Texas Folklore Society),
and New Mexico Quarterly. Now associate professor of English at StephenF.
Austin, he is at work on a follow-up to The Early Novel of the Southwestl
studying the modern novel and novelists of the region.
6 x 9",332 PP.$5.o0
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